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ABSTRACT
This document constitutes the user's guide and software documentation
for the Algorithm Simulation Test and Evaluation Program (ASTEP) as of
15 May 1974.
ASTEP is a modular computer program developed by TRW Systems for JSC
for the purpose of testing and evaluating methods of processing remotely
sensed multispectral scanner earth resources data. ASTEP is writtin in
FORTRAND V on the UNIVAC 1110 under the EXEC 8 operating system and may be
operated in either a batch or interactive mode. The program currently
contains over one hundred subroutines consisting of data classification
and display algorithms, statistical analysis algorithms, utility support
routines, and feature selection capability.
The current program can accept data in LARSC1, LARSC2, ERTS, and
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This report presents the user's guide and the software documentation
for the Algorithm Simulation Test and Evaluation Program (ASTEP). The func-
tion of ASTEP is to serve as a tool to perform experiments with multispectral
scanner data. The purpose of these experiments is to gain understanding of
the problems associated with processing multispectral earth resources data
and to test and evaluate processing algorithms. The major emphasis is to
examine the statistical properties of the data and their impact upon class-
ification algorithms. Examples of the experiments of this type include the
following investigations:
a) Determining quantitatively the variation in spectral
signatures for a given situation.
b) Determining if there are patterns in the signature
variations - either spectrally or spatially.
c) Determining the statistical homogeneity of typical
ground truth sites.
d) Determining if the statistical assumptions required
for maximum likelihood processing of typical areas
are satisfied.
e) Evaluating the performance of various clustering
techniques.
f) Comparing the performance of clustering and maximum
likelihood algorithms.
The ultimate purpose of experiments of this type is the development of new
processing ideas and algorithms. The program is highly modular; therefore
new processing routines may be added with minimal restructuring of the program.
A general overview of ASTEP is presented in Section 2. Section 3 gives
the option descriptions. For each option and suboption, this section pre-
sents (a) its usage, (b) a test case, (c) the engineering description,
and (d) the flow charts. Section 4 gives the subroutine purposes and depen-
dencies. The JSC EXEC 8 system control cards required to execute ASTEP are
listed in Section 5. Section 6 presents several complete illustrative ASTEP
runs. Section 7 provides references for the various algorithms.
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ASTEP is an evolving tool for the analysis of multispectral data. This
user's guide describes the program as it currently exists. As new capability
is added, it is the intent to conform to the general input rules and user
cueing methods discussed in Section 2.2. The user's guide itself is modular
and will be updated as required.
While ASTEP may be used in either a batch or an interactive mode, the
inputs are designed to be convenient for the interactive mode , since the
interactive mode is more appropriate for experimental analysis. When ASTEP
is executed in the batch mode, inputs must be selected prior to execution
and the user does have the benefit of the input prompters, supplied in the
interactive mode, to aid in organizing his inputs.
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2. ASTEP OVERVIEW
This section presents an overview of ASTEP. Its overall structure,
options, layout, operational status, and general input rules are discussed.
2.1 OVERALL STRUCTURE
ASTEP consists of two basic parts: a driver and a set of applications
modules. The program uses a set of data files that depend upon the parti-
cular applications modules selected by the user. The driver serves several
functions. It is the holder of the common storage areas and transfers con-
trol to the appropriate applications module. Section 2.3 gives a brief
description of each of the applications modules or options in the program.
Since the last program user's guide (User's Guide and Software Documen-
tation for ASTEP, April 16, 1973), a number of new capabilities have been
added to the program. A brief description of these new capabilities is
given in Section 2.4.
ASTEP uses a number of data files for temporary and/or permanent stor-
age. The assignment of the physical device (tape or disc) for the files is
handled via the operating system control cards. Figure 2.1 gives a schematic
representation of the use of these files. For convenience, all the files
are shown by a tape symbol in Figure 2.1. Also, not all the possible inter-
connections and options are shown.
In general, the major communication between various application options
in the program is via the unit which contains the reformatted data (DATUNT),
the unit which contains - or will contain - the corresponding image array
(IMGUNT), and the signature files (ISIGF1 and ISIGF2). All of the classi-
fication procedures act upon the reformatted data with the appropriate al-
gorithm and generate the corresponding image array or map. The statistical
modules act upon subsets of the data base defined by the appropriate charac-
ters in the image array and generate the requested statistics. The purpose
of the signature files is to save, for later retrieval, spectral signature
data.
2.2 GENERAL INPUT RULES
Upon execution of ASTEP, the user is required to select the desired
print control for the run from ECHO or NOECHO. Selection of ECHO will cause
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the user's inputs to be printed out as they are read by the program. This
print option will cause the output from batch runs to closely resemble
the output from interactive runs. Selection of NOECHO will cause the
user inputs to be suppressed and would normally be used in interactive
(demand) runs where user inputs are typed in and do not need to be seen
a second time.
The options and suboptions of ASTEP are selected by the appropriate
Hollerith name, for example the commands DATDEF, ADPCLU, etc. defined in
Section 2.3. Those options which require parameter values to be specified
have namelist inputs. The general form of the namelist input is
NAMEXX - option name
$INNAME - namelist name consist of first four letters of
option name plus the prefix IN
Upon completing the namelist reading the program will print out all of the
numerical values in the namelist. At this point the user will have a
choice whether to accept the values displayed or whether to change them.
The program will require the user to input a YES if the values are to be
accepted. Any other response will cause the program to re-read the namelist
inputs and to repeat the cycle.
In addition, several options require file numbers and class descriptions
to be entered. These are entered as Hollerith characters.
In the interactive or terminal mode when the program is waiting for an
input, it will inform the user. A sufficient cue is given so that the user
is made aware of the choices at that point or the parameters that need to
be specified. These same cues are printed out in the batched mode, but in
that case the user of course must anticipate the requests.
2.3 OPERATIONAL STATUS
Each of the operations or modules listed below exists within the current
ASTEP. The program executes in both the batched and demand terminal modes.
The program inputs and outputs for the batched and terminal executions are
identical, with the possible exception of the ASTEP print options noted
previously.
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o DATA CLASSIFICATION AND DISPLAY ALGORITHMS
Iterative Clustering (ITRCLU), An unsupervised classification procedure
based upon an iterative clustering algorithm. Multiple passes through
the data are required.
Adaptive Clustering (ADPCLU), A fast clustering algorithm which may be
used as a starter for iterative clustering or as a separate classification/
data analysis procedure.
Quantization (QUANTZ), Generates a grey scale type map via quantization
of a single data channel. Intensity intervals are assigned unique
characters.
Maximum Likelihood (MAXLIK), Data classification via the maximum likeli-
hood algorithm.
Images (IMAGES), Displays character maps or images developed by all
image generating options - for example iterative clustering, adaptive
clustering, etc. A thresholding capability for display is available.
Difference Images (DIFIMG), Differences two images - pixel by pixel -
to produce a third image. The differencing rules or symbol equivalences
are interactively defined by user.
Training Field (TRNFLD), Classifies each field with a class number equal
to the field number. The usual use of TRNFLD is to define training fields
for signature computation to be used with maximum likelihood classifi-
cation.
o DATA STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Factor Analysis (FACTOR), Computes statistics - mean vector and covar-
iance matrix - of data subset, cluster, or unions of clusters. Deter-
mines eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
Histogram (HSGRAM), Computes and displays a one, two, or three dimen-
sional histogram of the data subset, cluster, or unions of clusters.
Edit Signature (EDTSIG), Spectral signature - means and covariances -
file utility routines. Allows user to save, retrieve, display, analyze,
input, add, etc., the mean and covariance matrix data.
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Compare (COMPAR), Compares regions in the data space occupied by various
data subsets.
o FEATURE SELECTION
Feature Selection (FEATSL), Allows user to analyze the feature selec-
tion problem. Determines best linear transformation to reduce the
dimension of data to be processed - usually via the maximum likelihood
option - or the best channel subset. The linear transformation may be
applied in the TRNSFM option. Generates and displays the separability-
to-be-gained map.
o UTILITY OPTIONS
Data Definition (DATDEF), Allows user to define data subset from raw
data tape to be processed as described subsequently by user. Multiple
fields and channel subsets may be selected (LARSC1, LARSC2, ERTS, or
Universal format data).
Initialize Header (INTHDR), Allows user to restart with data subset
defined by a previous use of data definition. Data subsets which can be
processed by the ASTEP options may be saved and then Initialize Header
is used to restart.
Units (UNITS), Allows user to change any of the unit assignments used
by the program.
Copy Data (CPYDAT), Used to extract a subset of an entire packed data
set for input to the DATDEF option. Copies a subset of the packed raw
data tape onto a disk file on tape. This is a user convenience option
which may be used to operate from a file rather than a tape.
Tape Dump (DUMP), This option allows the user to print out contents of
selected portions of packed data tapes in an integer form for interpre-
tation by the user.
Universal Write (UVWRIT), This option provides the capability to con-
vert data (multispectral data or processed image data) from internal
ASTEP format to Universal format and to write the data on tape or file.
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Transform (TRNSFM), Enables the user to scale, translate, and transform
multispectral data in ASTEP format. For example, it can be used in con-
junction with the DATDEF and FEATSL options to reduce the original data
channels to the "best" subset of channels or the "best" linear combina-
tions of channels (best for maximum likelihood classification of the
data).
o PROGRAM INFORMATION OPTIONS
News (NEWS), Used to inform the user of any changes or modifications
to the program.
Update News (UPNEWS), This option allows the user to create or update
information in the News file.
2.4 NEW ASTEP CAPABILITIES ADDED SINCE PREVIOUS USER'S GUIDE
Since the last user's guide, a number of new capabilities have been
added to ASTEP. Some changes were made to improve the overall efficiency
of the program and will be transparent to the user. Other changes will be
apparent to the user. These are changes in inputs to ASTEP options and
new options.
Since the last user's guide, the options NEWS, UPNEWS, TRNSFM, TRNFLD,
DUMP, and UVWRIT have been added. The DATDEF option has been modified to
read Universal formatted tapes. The IMAGES option has been completely
changed to include the suboptions STATUS, THRESH, SYMBOL, ALLCLS, ECHCLS,
SUBSET, BORDER, and INSIDE. The ASTEP print options ECHO and NOECHO have
been added. An error recovery capability has been added to prevent the
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3. OPTION DESCRIPTION
This section contains an engineering description and a usage descrip-
tion of each of the options and suboptions of ASTEP. Each of the major
options is presented separately and is identified by its Hollerith code.
They are presented in the following order:
DATDEF - Data definition
ADPCLU - Adaptive clustering
COMPAR - Compare
CPYDAT - Copy data
DIFIMG - Difference images
DUMP - Dump tape
EDTSIG - Edit signature
FACTOR - Factor analysis
FEATSL - Feature selection
HSGRAM - Histogram
IMAGES - Images
INTHDR - Initialize header
ITRCLU - Iterative clustering
MAXLIK - Maximum likelihood
NEWS - News
QUANTZ - Quantize
TRNFLD - Training field
TRNSFM - Transform
UNITS - Units
UPNEWS - Update news
UVWRIT - Universal write
QUIT - Quit
Each subsection begins with a description of the use of the option and
a sample case. The sample cases were run in the batch mode with the ECHO
option. Thus, the user's namelist inputs are not shown in the samples, but
the namelist values used by the program are printed. Following each sample
is an engineering description and flow chart of the option and any suboptions.
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Any flow charts for subroutines which are common to several options are
included in Section 4.
Each option is called by ASTEP when its code name is input, as shown
in the following flow chart.
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IDOIT = 'DATDEF'? CALL DATDE
NO
YES
IDOIT = 'ADPCLU'? CALL ADPCLU
NO
n PRINT SUM OF
IDOIT = 'QUIT'? CLOCK TIME
PRINT IDOIT IS STOP
NOT A VALID OPTION
ASTEP 1 of 1
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Using the DATDEF Option
The DATDEF option performs the following five basic functions:
1) Reads data in one of several formats
2) Selects a subset of the data to be processed based on user inputs
3) Optionally scales and translates the data subset
4) Changes the data subset format to ASTEP internal format
5) Writes the data subset on a file for ASTEP processing.
The DATDEF option takes the raw packed data from tape or disk file,
unpacks and processes selected portions of it, and writes these portions onto
a tape or disk file for subsequent ASTEP options to read. DATDEF is usually
the first option executed, but may be bypassed if the unpacked data tape is
mounted on, or the disk file assigned to, the unit corresponding to DATUNT
and the INTHDR option is executed. The user may determine up to 10 selected
data portions by specifying the scan line and pixel field limits. The user
also selects the channels from which data is to be included.
The data may be translated and scaled using:
YNEW = A + B YOLD (1)
where YOLD is the raw pixel value, YNEW the translated and scaled pixel value,
and A and B are scalar constants. This feature is intended to facilitate the
inversion of data whose magnitudes are inversely related to the magnitudes
of the observation values.
The packed observation data may be in one of four formats indicated
by the value of ITPFMT. Table 1 provides a schematic representation of the
data portion of each record assuming M pixels per channel and N channels in
each record.
Any packed data tape or file of one of the specified formats may be
used as the source tape. It must be mounted on the physical unit correspond-
ing to the value of OBSUNT. The particular characteristics of three specific
tapes, i.e., record sizes, error record numbers and sizes, etc., are pre-
stored and are available within the DATDEF option (see Table 2). The set of
tape characteristics used is determined by the value of ITPNO input by the
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user. If ITPNO is input with a value less than or equal to zero, the user
must input the values of all these characteristics. If ITPNO is input equal
to 5, the program assumes that the packed data tape input was generated by
the CPYDAT option. The data tape characteristics and size of its data sub-
set are printed. The user should check the scan lines of his data fields
to be sure that they lie within the data region on tape.
The input sequence to the DATDEF option is as follows. First the
namelist $INDATD is input:
$INDATD
NFIELD - Number of data fields to be specified, a maximum of 10
ITPFMT - Input data tape format indicator (see Table 1)
ITPNO - Input data tape characteristic indicator,
< 0 implies that all characteristics must be input
and it is required to input values for constants
A and B
= 1,2, or 3 implies that one of the sets of prestored charac-
teristics will be used, see Table 2. The input
of values for constants A or B is optional.
= 4 not used
= 5 implies that the packed input data tape read was
generated by the CPYDAT option. K(24), ITPFMT,
A, and B are read from tape and user inputs are
ignored.
> 5 illegal, program stops
K - Desired channel numbers, a maximum of 24 are permitted
A - Translational scalar offset constant (see Table 2 for default
values and equation (1))
B - Scaling constant (see Table 2 for default values and
equation (1))
IDEVCE - NTRAN device error suppression flag
= 0 implies no error suppression, default value
/ 0 implies that all NTRAN device error codes encountered
while reading OBSUNT will be ignored. This value
should be used if the record length of the input
tape is not an integral multiple of computer words.
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At this point the user may respond with YES to indicate that the printed
input values are what is desired or NO and input the $INDATD namelist again.
A value of 5 for ITPNO implies that the unpacked data set to be pro-
cessed is to be read from a tape or file (designated DATUNT) which was pre-
viously generated by the CPYDAT option. The values of the variables ITPFMT,
NWRN, NWR1, LEAD, MAXJ, MAXK, A, B, and the starting scan line number are
read from the header record of this tape and override any user input values.
The values of these quantities and the range of scan line numbers on this tape
or file are printed to emphasize to the user that these variables now have
new values and the size of the data region. If the user has input scan line
designations that fall outside those on the input data region, the program
sets the values of the scan lines to be extracted to the nearest scan line
number that is in the data region, prints a warning message, and continues
processing.
It should be noted that under the present system if records are read
from a data tape which are not an even number of 36 bit computer words long,
a frame count error is generated. This frame count error is reflected in a
device error code -3 being returned from the system routine NTRAN. Without
using a different input/output system there is no way to differentiate be-
tween a legitimate device error and a frame count error. So the user is allowed
to suppress NTRAN device errors, by. inputting IDEVCE / 0, when it is known
that the input data tape will cause frame count errors. However, all device
errors on the input data tape will be ignored and the following message is
printed to make sure the user is aware of this fact: THE USER HAS REQUESTED
THAT ALL NTRAN DEVICE ERRORS ON UNIT nn BE SUPPRESSED, where nn is the physical
unit number of the input data tape.
Next the field data is required. The entire sequence of fields is input
and then the user is asked if the values are acceptable. If the user indicates
that the values are not acceptable, he will be asked the number of the data
field to be changed. After inputting all of the values for that field, he is
asked the number of the next data field to be changed. After he has changed
all of the data fields desired, he will enter the data field number zero.
This terminates the data reading mode. A summary of all input data for all
fields is printed, and the user is again asked if it is acceptable. When
several data fields are input, the default values for each field are the
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parameter values input for the previous field. The data for each field is
specified by the namelist $INFLDD whose definition follows:
$INFLDD
ISTART - Starting scan line number
IINC - Number of scan lines after ISTART to be considered, equal
to the total number of scans considered minus 1
ISKIP - Number of scan lines to be skipped between accepted scans.
The ISTART scan is always accepted.
JSTART - Number of the first pixel requested from each scan
JINC - Number of pixels after JSTART to be considered, equal to the
total number of pixels considered minus 1.
JSKIP - Number of pixels to be skipped between accepted pixels. The
JSTART pixel is always accepted.
At this point, the user is asked if the values in $INFLDD are accept-
able. A response of NO allows the user to change any or all of the values in
the namelist. A response of YES continues execution.
Next, the value of ITPNO is checked. If it is less than or equal to
zero, the characteristics of the particular input data tape mounted on unit
DATUNT must be supplied. They are input under namelist $SPTAPE.
$SPTAPE
NWRN - Number of words in the valid data record
NWR1 - Number of words in the first record
NWER1 - Number of words in the first error record (record will be
read and ignored
NERR1 - Number of first error record
NWER2 - Number of words in the second error record
NWERR2 - Number of second error record
NWER3 - Number of words in the third error record
NERR3 - Number of third error record
LEAD - Number of bits to be ignored at the beginning of each data
record
MAXJ - Number of pixels per channel on each scan line
MAXK - Number of channels per pixel on each scan line
A - Translation coefficient (see equation (1))
B - Scaling coefficient (see equation (1))
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The input is summarized by the program and the user is asked if it is
acceptable. A response of NO will allow the user to change any or all of
the values in $SPTAPE. A response of YES continues execution.
This completes the required user inputs. The program then unpacks
the MSS data and writes it in ASTEP internal format, unpacked and refor-
matted on the data unit (DATUNT).
This output data tape or file of unpacked and processed data is written
using the system subroutine NTRAN and therefore under the constraints of the
EXEC 8 operating system may not be read using any other method during the
execution of this program. The data is processed in the sense that it may
have been translated, scaled, or transformed from the raw form. This tape
or file format is compatible with all other program options requiring it as
input through the use of the RETDAT subroutine.
Tape Header Record Fixed record length of
846-36 bit computer words
Data set record pair Data header record has
(i.e., the header a fixed length of 10-36
record plus a data bit words.
record containing Processed data record
as many scan lines contains the actual pro-
of data as the core cessed data values andbuffer will allow) the length of this record
is equal to the number of
words calculated by multi-
plying together the first
two numbers in the data
header record
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The tape header record has the following contents. The first 166 words
of this record are identical with the contents of the variables in the
/HEADER/common block:
NFIELD - Number of data fields
K(24) - Number of the data fields extracted
ITPFMT - Input tape format indicator
ISTARD(1O) - Starting scan line numbers for each data field
ISKIPD(10) - The number of scan lines skipped between successive ones
for each field
IINCD(10) - One less than the total number of scan lines considered
for each data field
JSTARD(10) - The starting pixel number used for each field
JSKIPD(10) - The number of skipped pixels between successive pixels
for each field
JINCD(10) - One less than the total number of pixels per scan line
for each field
NRPF(1O) - Number of data record pairs per data field
NPXPS(10) - Number of pixels per scan for each data field
IBUF1 -
IBUF2 - These are indices of the scratch array BUF of the common
block BUFFER calculated in such a way that there is enough
room for the temporary storage of unpacked, processed
data between the start of the array and BUF(IBUFl). Also
there must be enough room between BUF(IBUF1) and BUF(IBUF2),
and between BUF(IBUF2) and BUF(NBUFSZ) to store at least
one unpacked data record in each area.
NBUFSZ - The total number of cells of scratch storage available
in array BUF for the DATDEF option.
ND - The total number of valid data channels.
NRT - The total number of output data record pairs for all
data fields.
SPARE(25) - Extra storage for future expansion
The remaining words of the 846 word header are a copy of the UCCT header
described in detail in Reference 1. If the packed data input is not in
the UCCT format these cells will be zero.
The data header record is always ten words long. The value in the
first word is the number of pixels in the record. The second word is the
number of data channels. The other eight words are set to zero and left
for future use.
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The actual data values are stored in the second record of this pair.
This record contains a number of processed pixel values, one per word, equal
to the product of the first two numbers in the data header record. These
pixel values are stored "pixelwise", that is, the first pixel value for each
channel followed by the second pixel value for each channel, continuing until
the total number of required pixels is reached.
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Table 1. Data Portion of Record Format
ITPFMT Type
1 LARS1 Pixel 1, ,1 2, ,2 3, ,3 ... M, ,M
Channel 1,2,3, ,N 1,2 ,N 1,2, ,N ... 1,2, ,N
2 LARS2 Pixel 1,2,3, ,M 1,2, ,M 1,2, ,M ... 1,2, ,M
Channel 1, ,1 2, ,2 3, ,3 ... N, ,N
3* ERTS Pixel 1,2, 1,2, 1,2, 1,2, 3,4, 3,4,...., M-1, M, M-1, M
Channel 1,1, 2,2, 3,3, 4,4, 1,1, 2,2,...., 3, 3, 4, 4
4** UCCT Pixel 1,2,3, ,M 1,2, ,M 1,2, ,M ... 1,2, ,M
Channel 1, ,1 2, ,2 3, ,3 ... N, ,N
* This format assumes four channels
** The detailed description of this format can be found in section 6,
volume II of Reference 1. While Reference 1 does describe two formats,
one, where all pixel values are given for one channel at a time, and a
second, where the values of each pixel are given for all channels, one
pixel at a time, only the former type is recommended. This is the
format implemented in ASTEP.
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Table 2. Input Data Tape Characteristics for ITPNO Values
Name Definition ITPNO Values 1 2 3
NWRN Number of words in each valid 609 720 *
data record
NWR1 Number of words in the first, ID., 32 178 9
record
NWER1 Number of words in the first error 1 0 139
record, the contents of the record
are ignored
NERR1 Number of the first error record 8 0 2
NWER2 Number of words in the second 0 0 0
error record
NERR2 Number of the second error record 0 0 0
NWER3 Number of words in the third error 0 0 0
record
NERR3 Number of the third error record 0 0 0
LEAD Number of bits to be ignored at 32 32 0
the beginning of each data record
MAXJ Number of pixels per channel in N.R * N.R.
a scan line
MAXK Number of channels of data in each 12 N.R. t
scan line
A Translational offset constant, see 0. 0. 0.
equation (1)
B Scaling constant, see equation (1) 1. 1. 1.
* - Computed from data in the first record
t - Required to be 4
N.R. - Not required
r - This is the second record and is treated as an error record
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Table 3. Warning and Error Messages
A NOT INPUT
A SET TO 0 AND B SET TO 1
'A' m;iust be input for ITPHO < 0. Processing continues.
B NOT INPUT
A SET TO 0 AND B SET TO 1
'11' must be input for ITPNO < 0. Processing continues.
DUPLICATE CHANNEL SELECTED - ONE CHANNEL DELETED
The user has specified one channel twice in K. The duplicate channel
is deleted and processing continues.
ERROR eee ON CPYDAT TAPE
The NTRAN error 'eee' occurred while trying to read the header record
from the packed data input tape on unit DATUNT which was previously
generated by the CPYDAT option. The program stops.
ERROR eee ON UNIT iii RECORD rrrr
NTRAN error, 'eee', has occurred while trying to write record, 'rrrr',
on DATUNT whose physical unit number is 'iii'. Execution is stopped.
ERROR READING FIRST RECORD, NTRAN ERROR CODE = eeee
An NTRAN error, 'eeee', has occurred while trying to read the first
record of the packed data tape, OBSUNT. Execution is stopped.
INPUT FIELD (iiii) IS GREATER THAN NFIELD (jjj)
In attempting to correct data field input the user has supplied a field
number, 'iiii', larger than the total number of fields, 'jjj'. The
user is requested to input the data field number he wishes to correct
again.
INPUT VALUES FOR A AND B IGNORED FOR ITPNO = 5.
This message reminds the user that when reading a packed data input tape
generated by the CPYDAT option (i.e., implied by ITPNO = 5) the constants
A and B input are overridden by values stored in the tape header record.
Processing continues.
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Table 3. Warning and Error Messages (Continued)
ITPNO VALUE (iii) IS TOO LARGE
The ITPNO value, 'iii', has no meaning for values greater than 5.
The program stops.
NBUFSZ = nnnnnn IS TOO SMALL TO READ THE UNIVERSAL TAPE HEADER RECORD -
ABORT RUN
The buffer size supplied to the DATDEF option, 'nnnnnn', is too small.
This variable is set in the main program ASTEPX. The program stops.
NO CHANNELS SELECTED
No values of K have been input, the user is again asked for namelist
input under $INDATD.
NTRAN ERROR eeee ON UNIT iii PROCESSING SCAN LINE 11111
The NTRAN error,'eeee', occurred while reading OBSUNT physical unit,
'iii', scan line number '11111'.
NUMBER OF PIXELS FOR FIELD nnn TIMES THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS kkk IS GREATER
THAN THE BUFFER SIZE ssssss
The buffer is divided into three parts. The basic increment is the
maximum number of words in a normal record, NWRN, and the total buffer
size divided by the number of channels desired plus two. This incre-
ment provides a buffer large enough to read a standard record. Two
parts are used for the image and distance data or the buffered scan
lines for each field of the raw data. The remaining part is used to
store unpacked data by scan line. At least one scan line must be able
to reside in the last part. If this is not possible, the above message
is written with the size of the buffer for this data and execution is
stopped.
THE USER HAS REQUESTED THAT ALL NTRAN DEVICE ERRORS ON UNIT iiii BE SUPPRESSED
When the user expects frame count errors on the packed data input tape,
OBSUNT unit number, iiii, he can suppress these NTRAN errors, but not
without suppressing the sensing of all device errors. The user is
reminded of this fact by this message; processing continues.
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Table 3. Warning and Error Messages (Continued)
WARNING, IINC FOR FIELD fff REDUCED FROM iiiii TO jjjjj TO CONFORM TO CPYDAT
TAPE
When reading an input tape or file generated by the CPYDAT option the
number, 'iiiii', of the last scan line to be considered in data field 'fff'
was too large and was reduced to the number of the last scan line on the
tape or file 'jjjjj'. Execution continues.
WARNING, ISTART FOR FIELD fff INCREASED FROM iiiii TO jjjjj TO CONFORM TO
CPYDAT TAPE
While reading an input tape or file generated by the CPYDAT option the
number, 'iiiii', of the first scan line to be considered in data field 'fff'
was too small and was increased to the number of the first scan line on the
tape or file 'jjjjj'. Execution continues.
WARNING, ISTART FOR FIELD fff REDUCED FROM iiiii TO jjjjj TO CONFORM TO
CPYDAT TAPE
While reading an input tape or file generated by CPYDAT option the
number, 'iiiii', of the first scan line plus the number of scan lines desired
for data field 'fff' was larger than the last scan line, 'jjjjj', and the
number of the last requested scan was reduced to the number of the last scan
on the tape or file.
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DATDEF OPTION
SAMPLES OF INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
SAMPLE 1: Two fields of data are read from the standard input unit (DATUNT).
ENTER ASTEP 3PTIDN nR TYPE A BLANK
>DATDEF
aITDEF OPTTnj
SINDATD NFIrLD, ITPFMT, ITPNO, A, B Kv IDEVCE
NFIELD 2 ITPFMT I IIPN 1I A .0 F 1 0 IDFVCE r,
CHANNELS SELECTED, 9 11 12
TYPE YES IF TNPJTS ^EL OK
>YES
$IIFLDI ISTARTISKIPIll4NCJSTART JSKIPJINC
INPUT 1 FIELD DATA
INPUT 2 FIELD DATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP IINC JSTART JSKIP JINC
1 10 75 0 3
2 30 1 5 75 0 3
TYPE yES IF INPUJTS AWE OK
>YES
THE OPTION DATDEF REQUIRED .5242 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
DATDEF-13
DATDE F-i13
SAMPLE 2. The observation data is read from a file written using the CPYDAT
option; this is specified by setting ITPNO to 5. In addition, Channel 4 is
specified twice in K. A warning statement is printed to indicate that a dupli-
cate channel number has been deleted. The user makes an error on the first
field in this example and therefore indicates that these data are not correct.
The user then enters the number of the field to be changed and the correct
data for that field. When all the field data is correct, the user responds
zero and YES to indicate that the data is correct. It is noted that this
error example is shown in the batch mode, where in reality it would actually
occur only in the interactive mode. It is shown here to familiarize the
user with the sequence of instructions under these circumstances.




SIN)ATD NFIELD ITPFMTt ITPNO A, Be K, IDEVCE
DUPLICATr CHANNEL SELECTED-ONE CHANNEL DELETED.
NFIELD 3 ITPFMT I ITPNO 5 A .0 B * IDEVCE n
CHANNELS SELECTED, 1 9
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
TAPE GENERATED 4Y CPYDAT ON UNIT S
ITPr4T I STARTING LINE 795 FINAL LINE A25.
NARN 609 NARI 20 LEAD 32 MAXJ 222 MAXK 12 A 255,0 B-1.l
$1"LDD ISTART, ISKIP IINCJSTART,JSKIP,JINC
INPUT 1 FIELD DATA
INPOT 2 FIELD DATA
INPJT 3 FIELD UATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP IINC JSTART JSKIP JINC
1 900 35 20 900 0 59
2 800 0 20 961 0 59
3 B00 0 20 400 1 119
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>N
TYPE NUMBER OF FIELD TO BE CHANGED. ZERO TERMINATES SCAN#
> I
SINFLDD ISTARTISKIPIINCJSTART,JSKIP,JINC
INPJT I FIELD DATA
TypE NUMBER OF FIELD TO BE CHANGED- ZERO TERMIkIATES SCAN.
>DATDEF-
DATDEF-14
FIELD ISTART ISKIP 1TIJC JSTAR7 J5KdP JjtJC
1 8 7 1 2n '4")o(1 S
2 8100 e0 '461 0 5
3 B00 .1 20 4 n r)
TYPE YES IF INIPU)TS f;E i
THE OPTION fDATEF REwuIRF.[ 1@32 SECONDr, OF Cpu TIt4F*
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SAMPLE 3. This example shows how the user may input the specific character-
istics of the observation data tape or file that has been mounted for this
particular data extraction. ITPNO is set to -1 and the values are entered
using namelist $SPTAPE.




$1'I3 ATD FIELD, IT F1T, I PNO, A, K< I ' EVCE
A NOT I pT.
A SET T1 0 AD B SET TO I,
NFIEL 5 ITPFMT I ITpN4 -1 A . A l.r IDEVCE q
CHANNELS SELECTED, 1 5 11 12
TYPE YES IF I PLjTS AqE DK
>YES
SINFLDD ISTART,ISKIP,IIN!C,JSTARTJSKIP,J .JC
INPUT I FIELD DATA
INPUT 2 FIELD DATA
INPJT 3 FIELD DATA
INPUT 4 FIELD DATA
INPJT 5 FIELD DATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP 114C JSTART JSKIP JI'JC
I I1 0 39 0 0 '49
2 li 1 39 30 2 49
3 1. 3 39 91 0 59
4 200 1 299 30 0 59
5 500 1 199 50 0 59
TYPE YES IF INPjTS ARE OK
SSPTAPE N4RNNNRIN INER1iNERRI,NER ERR2,NER3,NERR3
LEADMAXJ9MAXKvAq8
STANDA9D DATA RECORD LENGTH 199




LEAD 32 MAXJ 222 MAXK 12 63.00 , 8 -1.00
TYPE YE5 IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
THE OPTION DAT)EF REiUIRED 8.4556 SECONDS OF CPU TIME,
--e--- eeee-ee-eee DATDEF---------16-----
DATDEF-16
SAMPLE 4. This is an example of data extraction from an observation tape
written in ERTS format as indicated when ITPNO is set to 3.
ENTER ASTER OPTION DO TY0E A BLANK
>DATDEF
DATDEF 00pT In
SINDATD NFIELD, IT0FMT, IT iO, A, R~ <, 1nEVCF
NFIELD I ITPFMT 3 ITPNO 3 A 0 IDFVCE n
C-ANNELS SELECTED, I 2 3 4
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE K
SINFLD ISTART,ISKIPIINC,JSTAPTJSKIp,JI4C
INPJT I FIELD DATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP I!NC JSTART JSKIP JINC
1 1700 1 80 130 1 11
TYPE yES IF IM'PUTS ARE OK
>YES
THE OPTION DATDEF REWJIRED 10n. 56 SECONDS OF CPU TIME,
D-------------A--aTDEF-17a--
DATDEF-17
SAMPLE 5. An example of data extraction from an observation tape written in
Universal Computer Compatible format as indicated by ITPNO being set to 4.




$SJ iATD NFIELD, ITPFT, ITPNO, As R, K, I'EVCE
NFIELD 2 ITPFMT 4 ITPNI 3 A *r, 3 1 i IUf.VCE q
CAANNELS SELECTED, 1 2 3 q
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE )K
>YES
SINFLDD 1STARTISKIPIINC,JSTAPTJSKIP,JINC
INPJT I FIELD DATA
INPJT 2 FIELD DATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP IINC JSTART JS<IP JINC
1 5 0 9 1 0 5
2 5 0 9 295 0 5
TYPE YES IF INpuTS ARE OK
>YES





1 32 COMPJTING SYSTEM ID
33 20 TAPE LIBRARY ID
53 8 SENSOR ID *5192
DATDEF-18
61 3 DATE OF TAPE GENERATION 0O MM YY * * 10 73
69 I TAPE SEQUENCE ID * I
65 2 MISSION NUMBER * 96
67 2 SITE * 514907
69 1 L INE D0
70 1 UN * o
71 2 ORaIT * 8
73 8 TIME OF FIRST SCAN 0 MM yy * 245 211 7q2
HH IM S .Ms * U 0I 0 0
81 CHAN' ELS ACTIVE
I 1 30JOfO:0J3U10JOfD0D0 jrio0ofn0, Oo) 0i 0Dn[1OOOD0DOJn 0 0 0O 0 rnjOrl O 0
89 1 PROCESSIhG FLAG * I
90 1 NO*CHANNELS ON THIS TAPE * 4
91 1 NO. OF BITS/PIXEL * 8
92 2 FIRST VIDEO PIAEL ITHIMJ SCAN * l
94 2 FIRST CAL, ELEMENT AITHI N  SCAN * 0
96 2 0. P I AELS/SCAN/CHA H. EL * 300
98 2 NO. CALIS*/SCAN/CHANEL (AREA 1) * n
o00 2 PHYSICAL PECORD SI7E Ilk BYTES * 3060
102 1 NO. CH'NNEL5/PHYSICAL RECORD) 0
103 1 0HYS, REC RDS/SCA !/CHIANNEL * 0
104 1 NO. RECORDS Tr A DArT SET 1
105 2 ANCILLARY DATA LENGTH IN BYTES * 316
107 1 DATA ORDEP INDICATOR * 0
108 2 START PIXEL NUYMBER * 750
110 2 STOP PIXEL NtUMBER 2799
112 512 COEFFStEXPS* AO-EO-Al-El *
O 0 O
0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0








752 1 OFFSET CONSTANT * 0
753 1 DORD SIZE OF GENERATING COMPUTER 8 
1779 1 NO OF DATA SETS/PHYSICAL RECORD * 1
1779 2 START OF SECOND CALIB. AREA * 0
1791 2 NO* CAL* ELE. IN SECOND CAL. AREA * 0
1783 1 FIRST CAL, SOURCE INDICATOR 0
1783 1 SECOND CAL. SOURCE I.DICATOR * 0
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1784 I FILL 7EROS *o000 nnnn
17A5 2 NO* CHANNELS IN FIRST RECORD * 4
17A7 2 iYTES/5CAN/CHANNEL * 300
17P9 2 PIXEL SKIP FACTOR * 257
1791 2 SCAN SKIP FACTOR * 264
2759 1 N THOUSAND SCAN LltIES pFR FRAME * 0
2793 3 ALTITUDE IN METFRS * 0
2793 2 GROUND SPEED IN METERS PER SECOuD * 0
2795 1 SCAN TYPE -LIN;EAR 0 SMOOTHED * 0
2796 1 ANGLE OF ARC IN DEGREES * 0
2797 1 CAMERA D = 70 Mkt I = 5 INCH * 0
2798 1 INPUT OEv. 0 = 9T K, l HDT O0
2799 1 TRUNCATIDF P=LD, I=u I, 2 0 * 0
203 a CHANNELS RFQUESTED
000 q 3 1 o3 0 10 D3 0 Li 00 oc 3 3 0l r D o 0 co 0 p 0r no0n nno io p0a 0 0n n0o gn0
28sB I PROCESSING MODE I=SER, I=CONC. * 0
2874 1 COLOR 08NO C0LORtljASSIGN,2=FAL5E * 0
2R75 1 IMAGE FOrPMT * 0
2b76 1 REPEAT OF PIYFLS PER SCAN * 0
2877 I REPEAT OF SCAN * 0
287R 4 PARTIAL SCAN - FROM PIXEL 0n. * 0
- TO PIXFL NO. * 0
2PP2 2 SCAN RATE IN SCANS PER SECOND 0
28 5 2 ANGLE OF DRIFT * ,000












ARITE 240 vDORDS ON UNIT i
hRITE 290 0ORDS ON UNIT 4
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Using the ADPCLU Option
Upon entering ADPCLU the user must define values for the parameters
C = threshold used in merging of clusters, units of the
data
S = threshold used in grouping the data into strips,
units of the data
RP = first threshold used in the priority search for
assigning a strip to a cluster mean,units of the
data
R1,R2 = second thresholds, 1st and 2nd data passes respectively,
used in the priority search for assigning a strip to a
cluster mean or to the unassigned category, units of the data
NVMMAX = maximum number of clusters to be allowed (s20)
NPT = frequency for updating cluster priority list
NET = frequency for performing small cluster elimination
tests
NMT = frequency for performing cluster merger tests
NMIN = population threshold for eliminating small
clusters. The values of NET and NVMMAX should be considered
in setting the value of NMIN.
IP = print control flag, if =0 no print during
clustering process, if 0 print merger and
elimination messages.













The user then must define the cluster mean and weights initialization
procedure. The options are
ZERO - all values 0, this has the effect of forcing the first
cluster mean to be 0 which causes the first data vector
to start a cluster in slot number two.
OLD - use means and weights from last previous clustering
(either ADPCLU or ITRCLU) results. For example, if
one exits ADPCLU, calls IMAGES and then reenters
ADPCLU, the previous means and weights remain available.
One may continue to sequence through the clustering
options and image display with the previous results
available to restart via OLD.
NEW - allows user to input starting values or to change any
of the current values. The parameters are
NVM = number of clusters
NVG = weight for each cluster
VM = cluster means, one-dimensional array
of number of channels x NVM values
representing a matrix of mean vectors
input by columns.
Upon completion of the clustering a run summary id displayed. This
output is a description of the clusters formed. It lists the cluster number,
assigns a symbol to those points in the cluster, describes the size, gives
the statistics (mean and sigma) of the points from the cluster center, and
gives the L1 distances between the vector used as a center to form the
cluster and the mean vector of the resulting cluster.
The user then must select one of the suboptions, MEANS, SIGMAS, ANGDIS,
or QUIT. MEANS, SIGMAS, and ANGDIS are for output only and require no in-
put parameters. QUIT returns control to ASTEP.
The MEANS suboption displays an m x n array where m is the number of
data channels and n is the number of clusters. The columns are the mean
vectors for the clusters formed during the 2nd pass.
The SIGMAS suboption displays an m x n array of the individual sigmas
for each channel and cluster. The columns are the channel sigmas for the
clusters formed. These are based upon the second pass assignments.
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The output of the ANGDIS suboption is an n x n array. The diagonal of
this array will be zero. Angles (in degrees) between a pair of mean vectors
are given above the diagonal. The distances (given in channel units) between
the vectors are given below the diagonal. An L1 distance measure is used.
The algorithm uses the first cluster (symbol A) in a special way. It
always contains the unassigned cluster which consists of all points which
could not be assigned to any other cluster. Depending upon the use of the
OLD and NEW initialization procedures the first cluster may also represent
a valid cluster, i.e., if OLD or NEW resulted in a non-zero mean vector for
the first cluster. In this case the first cluster will contain both the un-
assigned points and the points resulting from the starting mean. In general,
this situation should be avoided but it causes no real problems as i) the
mean vector is not computed or updated for the unassigned points and ii) the
thresholding in IMAGES will always delete the unassigned points.
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ADPCLU OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
ADPCLU OPTION
SINADPC C.SoRPRI ,R2NVMMAXNPTNETiNMTNMIN Ip
C 18000000E+n2










TYPE YES IF INPUTS OK
')t-ES 
----
CHOOSE VALUES FOR INITIALIZATION FROM
ZER0 OtD NEW
>NEW
-1-N INIT VM NVGNvM
NVM n 6 NVG I 1 I 1 1 1
- MEAN S9 4 Y6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 85.655 74,737 88.4R 83o586 79.988 8o01-6
2 -i-- -St2- 282 - 9 1r i-- 89 - a-- 91- I2r i 1-1--
3 125.379 569037 74,446 619162 96,903 107.143
------ "-- .-- t. - -- u -1--9 -Oit ------ 45. 78  b .9 2 1
-- P E--ye!s IF IUTS ARE uCORECT, .
>YES
et-t1E-R- -- 5-wtt---- -?--tIfl-A-t-fy-- j-p-fT r D u-uN- Y - ---
CLUSTER 5 WEIGHT 1 ELIMINATED, JPT a 500 NVM a 5
--- L-at E-- --- 5 -- - - 2-E -etA1- It-D ---p--r-t-9V-- ----- - -
CLUSTER 6 WEIGHT 3 ELIMINATED, JPT * 1000 NVM * 7
etLUSr E l W-- 8 VEI GMT 5V ELtMIrIrAT. 3P-.-ItOOO*a 
---
CLUSTER 7 WEIGHT I ELIMINATED, JPT a 1500 NVM 8
ADPCLU-4
CtlSTE -S OL- SIt2E -R fIAN R SIG A 1rtFF
I A 28 14.19 5,71 22.58
- --- 
- -1I& . S .38 - - I
3 C 426 8.02 49.5 .29
5 E 153 9.24 4.33 .82
-. 62 -F 7-- -9 &T3 2. T.-29
7 G 82 8.18 3.29 .39
Tr OSEfaPt Ot-t - - ------ -
MEANS SIGMAS ANGDIS QUIT
-> r ANS . . - - - -
MEANS 4 BY 7
1 2 .3 ' 5 6
S-- -t Sf 5 2 -- - 693 -8O-52-1 8 1* -6-2 .- . -799- - -28 - 3 -2
2 119*759 82.811 9'4.519 85.976 10n.222 110.772
3 - -1-t-7.-2i9 .- - 6--049- .- -7o- --'t . 8 Ti.252--- 9 .9-q ..-.- -I O '-7 IS--
4 86.101 10 9 ,757 80.427 81.138 77.'71 89B B48
--- .- T t--7- -- . .. . . .. . ... ......... . . ..... .... ....




MEANS SIGMAS ANGOIS QUIT
-----------
SIGMAS 9 BY 7
.-.. -------- -- ± 
- -
- -- - 74- - - 2. 9--- --
2 30.033 1.435 1,951 2*118 2,961 '4,397
q 219207 7,890 3,502 59733 3,82, 3,645
2 2.431
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ADPCLU ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
The adaptive clustering algorithm, ADPCLU, adaptively forms the cluster
means with one pass through the data. A second pass through the data is used
to generate the classification map. The adaptive mean computation employs
local cluster or strip formulation, sequential search for strip assignment,
periodic merging of similar clusters, and deletion of small clusters. The
second pass through the data employs the strip formulation and sequential
search through the clusters. Tests are made to determine when it is time to
update the priority ranking of clusters, to merge clusters, and to delete
clusters. The frequencies for performing these operations are input as sys-
tem parameters. The tests for performing these operations are exercised only
after the formation of a data strip has been completed. The details of these
features are discussed below.
Strip Formulation.- If
Vj(i) = the ith component of the jth vector to be assigned
S = strip refinement parameter
then, the local group or strip is defined by the vectors Vj+,, a = O, 1,...,L,
where L is the last z for which
IV (i) - Vj+Z(i)I < S
is valid for all i. After generating the local subgroup, its mean and weight
are computed.
Sequential Search.- If
RP Strip assignment threshold parameters
R
The sequential search computes the L1 distance between the mean of the local
subgroup and each of the cluster means. The search terminates whenever this
distance is less than RP. The order of searching the cluster means is in the
order of their populations. Three outcomes are possible:
1. The subgroup is assigned to the first cluster for which the
distance is less than RP.
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2. The subgroup is assigned to the nearest cluster when the
distance to the nearest cluster is greater than RP but
less than R.
3. The subgroup is used to begin a new cluster; that is, the
distance to the nearest cluster is greater than R.
The value of R=Rl for the first pass through the data and R=R2 for the
second pass through the data.
After assignment of the strip - cases 1 and 2 - the mean and population
countare updated.
An update to the ranking of the populations of the clusters occurs after
NPT (system parameter) points have been clustered or after a merging or elim-
ination of clusters has been performed. The counter NPC is then reset to
zero and the clusters are not ranked again until NPC k NPT or until after
another cluster merging or elimination operation has been performed.
Cluster Merging.-
The cluster merging process operates by computing the L1 distance between the
nearest pair of cluster means. If this distance is less than or equal to a
threshold C, then the two means are averaged into one. The nearest distance
between clusters is recomputed, and the merging process continues until all
the clusters are separated by C or more. The merging operation is performed
when the counter NMC of the number of clustered points since the last merger
exceeds the threshold NMT (system parameter). After a merger, the counter
NMC is reset to zero.
Deleting Clusters.-
The test for deleting clusters is made when the counter NEC exceeds the
threshold NET (system parameter). NEC is the number of clustered points
since the last deletion process. All clusters with less than NMIN points
(system parameter) are deleted, and the counter NEC is reset to zero.
During the second pass for each pixel or strip of pixels, a distance for
the image display is generated. This distance is the L1 distance from the
mean of the strip to the cluster mean it is assigned to. All unassigned pixels
are given a distance of 1. x 1038. Later, in the images option, the distance
values are compared to an input threshold and all pixels whose distance ex-
ceeds the threshold value are not displayed.
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The ANGDIS option computes and displays the angles and L1 distances
between all pairs of mean vectors resulting from clustering the data.
Define
M. = mean vector of ith cluster1
mi (k) = k-th component of the ith mean vector
i > j dij = Elmi(k) - m (k)|
k
dij = i = j dij = 0
M3 M.
i <j dij = cos2= cs TMi||Mj|
then the matrix D = [dij] is displayed.
The adaptive clustering algorithm is based upon the approach in




VM - STORAGE ARRAY FOR CLUSTER
MEAN VECTORS
NVM - NUMBER OF MEANS IN VM (IF
ANY FROM PREVIOUS CLUSTERING)
AD - WORKING STORAGE ARLUSTERING)Y SECOND PASS INITIALIZATION
8UF - LARGE STORAGE ARRAY
IBUFI I PARTITION BUF FOR 1. INRT • 0 NEC 0IBUF2 DATA, IMAGES, AND THRESHIIOLDS IPASS - 2 NMC 0
NRT - NUMBER OF RECORDS OF DATA NPC
ON DATA TAPE
DATUNT I DATA AND IMAGE UNIT . FR I , N SET
INGUNT I NUMBERS RESPECTIVELY PLIST(I)
NO - DIIIENSION OF OBSERVATION NVG(I)
VECTORS
INRT * INRT+1
USER CUE AND PARAMETER INPUT
1. CUE USER
2. READ AND WRITE NAMELIST
INPUT YES
3. CUE USER FOR POSSIBLE INRT NRT 0
ACCEPTANCE OF INPUT
110
NO PROCESS INRT-TH RECORD OF DATA









1. INRT * 0 NEC * 0 PRINT CLUSTER POPULATION
IPASS *1 NI1C 0 SUMMARY
JPTP- 0 riPC 0




T 1. CUE USER
RT INRT 2. READ RESPONSE
3. GO TO APPROPRIATE
ENTRY POINT
INRT . NRT __ B
NO OPTION-MEANS E OPTION=ANGDIS
PROCESS INRT-TH RECORD OF DATA I
DISPLAY CLUSTER COMPUTE AND DISPLAY
1. CALL RETDAT MEANS ANGLE DISTANCE MATRIX
2. CALL CLUSTA 1. IDISF = 2
3. JPTP - JPTP+NX 2. CALL ANGDIS
3. DISPLAY
B OPTION-QUIT
SPECIAL ELIMINATION AND MERGER TESTS RECONI ED
1. NX 0 NEC -NET NVM RESULTS
JPTP - 0 NMC * NT UL
2. CALL CLUSTA I INFORM USER OF
INVALID OPTION




V - VECTORS TO BE CLUSTERED
VM - INITIAL CLUSTER MEAS
ND - DIMENSION OF VECTORS
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN M COMPUTE MEAN OF VECTORS JSC.
NVA - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VECTOS ALLOWED IN M JPT, PLACE RESULT IN VS AND
NVG - WEIGHTS FOR CLUSTERS. I-TH VALUE IS NUMBER OF IN NS
POINTS IN I-TH CLUSTER 1. FOR I1. 14 SET
C,SRP,R - CLUSTERING DISTANCE MEASURES FOR MERGERS, 
. R .JPT FORSTRIP GENERATION. PRIORITY SEARCH ABU D 2. FOR J-JSCJPT AO FOR
THRESHOLD FOR NEW CLUSTERS RESPECTIVELY I N1.11 SET
14PC.NPT - COUNTER AND THRESHOLD FOR UPDATES TO PRIORITY VS S (I)+s( I)(.J)
LIST 3. NS JPT+I-JSC
PLIST - PRIORITY LIST 4. FOR I-1.10 SET
NEC,NET - COUNTER AND THRESHOLD FOR SMALL CLUSTER VS(I) VS(I)/NS
ELIMINATION TESTS
NMIN - ELIMINATION THRESHOLD. NUMBER OF POINTS
"MC,NM - COUNTER AND THRESHOLD FOR MERGER TESTS
IPASS - PASS NUMBER OR ROUTING FLAG
IP - PRINT FLAG. .EQ. 0 NO PRINT, .NE. O PRINT MERGERSAND ELIMINATION MESSAGES SEARCH PRIORITY LIST FOR FIRST
JPTP - NUMBER OF POINTS PROCESSED PRIOR TO THIS ENTRY CLUSTER WITHIN RP OF VS. AND/OR
NEAREST CLUSTER WHICHEVER OCCURS
FIRST (RMIN IS DISTANCE AND J1
IS INDEX)
RMIN1.E+38
JPT'O O I T VMNNS=0 LmPLIST(I
DO.
A DO 36 1.ND
36 D-D+ABS(VM(JL)-VS(J))
IF(D.GT.RMIN) GO TO 40
RMIN-DYES Jl-L




















ESJPTNV- GDPCLU- 1 Jl*NVM NV*NVMMAX
NO
JSCJPT
JPTIJPT+1 BEGIN NEW CLUSTER IN SLOT DETERINE IN0EX OF CLUSTER01. SET NPC FOR PLIST UPDATE WITH FEWEST NUMBER OF POINTS-
STORE IN J1
m(. S 1. SET J1 - THE I
STRIP GENERATION 2. NVG(J1) - NS IN( VG())
3. NPC*NPT I
DETEFINE IF 2. IF IPOO WRITE
ADS(V(J.JSC)-V(J.JPT))sS OUT MESSAGE TO
FOR EACH J USER
JPT=JPT+1
JPTNV N JPTJPT-
CLUSTA 1 of 2
ADPCLU-11
NEC I I pco
NPC NPT
ELIMINATE ALL CLUSTERS FOR UPDATE PLIST USING
WHICH NUMBER OF POINTS IS CURRENT NVG
LESS THAN NMIN. PACK VM
AND NVG TO ELIMINATED CALL UPPLT
VACATED SLOTS. ADJUST NVM
I-1
72 11*+1
74 IF(I.GT.NVM) GO TO 14
IF(NVG(I).GT.NMIN) GO TO 72
JPTT-JPTP+JPT
IF IP O MRITE OUT MESSAGE
TO USER








SPECIAL CASE FOR EXIT WITH
LAST POINT
1. FOR I11 ND SET V1 - UPDATED MEANS
VS(I)-VlINV) NVM - NIMBER OF EANS IN VM
2. NS-1, JSC-JPT NVG - UPDATED WEIGHTSING - DEFINES CLASSIFICATION AP
TDIS - THRESHOLD ARRAY
NPC,NEC.NMC - UPDATED VALUES
rlPC=NPT
110
G NASSIGN TO UNASSIGNED
COMPUTE MINIMUM DISTANCE 1. FOR J = JSC, JPT SET
IETWEEN ALL PAIRS OF CLUSTERS, ING(J)=1
LET J1 and J2 DENOTE THE TDIS(J)=I.E+38

















MERGE J1 AND J2, UPDATE MEAN
AND WEIGHT FOR J1, PACK VM
AND NVG TO ELIMINATE VACATED
SLOT, ADJUST NVM










NVG - WEIGHTS, I-TH VALUE IS
NUMBER OF POINTS IN
I-TH CLUSTER
NVM - NUMBER OF ENTRIES
IN NVG
GENERATE PRIORITY LIST - PLIST-,
J-TH VALUE IS INDEX OF J-TH
LARGEST ENTRY IN NVG





IF(TLIST(I).EQ.1) GO TO 20
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Using the COMPAR Option
In order to use the COMPAR option, the two signatures to be compared
must be available in the currently assigned signature files.
The suboptions available are:
REFSIG - used to read the reference signature from a file
and compute its eigenvectors. The signature name
and file number are required inputs.
TSTSIG - used to read the test signature from a file and
compute its eigenvectors. The signature name
and file number are required inputs.
PROJEC - used to compute and print the projection data.
The namelist input INPROJ is required and con-
sists of the following variables:
NRV = the dimension of the subspace to be formed
from the reference eigenvectors.
IRV = the index numbers of the reference eigen-
vectors to be used to form the subspace.
The eigenvectors are ordered so that the
first corresponds to the largest eigenvalue
and the others follow in descending order.
QUIT - used to return control to the driver so that another
ASTEP option may be selected.
COMPAR-1
COMPAR OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
-- -p -- t~*~-~~--- --.-- ~
COMPAR OPTION
SELECT FROM REFSIG, TSTSIGo PROjEc, QUIT.
REFSIG HAS BEEN SELECTED.
INPUT NAME TO SEARCH ON
- - +-5-!6 ----- --- ___-__
-CH-OSE-~-F8 E----BR- F--R - -1 2-- -------- - -
>1
SIGAB NOD K 1 6 9 12
.. N-Ut 4 - ) -. - . .
SELECT FROM REFSIGo TSTSIG PROJECt QUIT.
TSTSIG HAS BEEN SELECTED*
INPUT NAME TO SEARCH ON
---- ----- ~ ~-~~ -~- ~ ~ '-
CHOOSE .iLE t--FROT-- --
>1
SIGA ND * 4 K * 1 6 9 12
. 1~Wfi - 29------ ----.--.----.-.
COMPAR-2
SELECT FROM REFSIG, TSTSIG, PROJEC. QUIT.
PROJEC HAS BEEN SELECTED.
SItNROJ 4RV IRy
SINPROJ
*Ry - - + -.
+-D-v - -- -- - G 0 - . -- 
IRV *0+, 0. + o +0.
00# .*-- - - 4Wr)--,--
*0, * s THU D.
+0, +0, +n, *0)
+0, *0, *no 0
SE
TYPE yES IF INPUTS APE CORRECT*
REFERENCE SIGAB AND TEST SIGA
COMPON I BY 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 *868 -. 4O0 .207 -.208 1.000
SIZES 2 BY 5
1 2 3 9 5
f -- ,86 -. f- .-.207 ---. -....... t 81 -l. . . . . . .
2 .996 .917 ,978 *978 .027
ANGLES I BY 5
t 2 3 
- S
I- 2- 94 . 7.4 3-8- 1.IS - -. ---2--
SELECT FROM REFSIGo TSTSIGo PROjECo QUIT.
QUIT HAS BEEN SELECTED-
TiE PT I-ON OMPAR RroU-RED 




If the statistical variations between fields of the same crop are to be
explained by the mixture theory, then data from all of the fields mu'st lie
in the same subspace. In general, the eigenvectors corresponding to the
significant eigenvalues for all fields of the same type should lie in the
same subspace.
The eigenvectors from two covariance matrices can be compared by writ-
ing the second set as linear combinations of the first set. Precisely,
m
fi = E b.. e.
1 j=l 3
where
fi = the ith eigenvector from the second covariance matrix
e = the jth eigenvector from the first covariance matrix
bi= the component of fi along ej and is given by fiT e.
The eigenvectors are assumed to be ordered according to the sizes of the
corresponding eigenvalues, with the largest first and the smallest last.
If the first q eigenvectors from the first covariance matrix are chosen
to form a subspace, then
q m
fi =  b.. ej + E bi e.j=l 3 j=q+l 1
where the first term is the part of fi that lies inside the subspace and the
second term is the part of fi that lies outside the subspace. If exactly q
of the fi vectors lie totally inside the subspace, then they also span that
subspace.
In actual practice, none of the fi vectors will lie exactly in the sub-
space. A measure of how well each vector lies in the subspace can be obtained
by computing the magnitudes of the components inside and outside the subspace.
For each fi the magnitude of the component inside is
COMPAR-4
q 2 1/2
(fi)in = bjf ni bj=l
and the magnitude of the component outside is
(f) = b 1/2 = [ - (f.) 2]1/2(fi)out Lij 1 inj=q+
In order to visualize the closeness of a vector to a subspace the out-
of-space angle ai can be computed from
tan1 (fiout
i (fi)in
This angle will be zero for a vector totally in the subspace and 90 degrees
for a vector totally out of the subspace.
COMPAR-5
COMPAR PROJEC
ENTER WITH ENTER WITH
11, 12 - UNIT NUMBERS REFEIG - REFERENCE IGENVECTORS
FOR SIGNATURE FILES TSTEIG - TEST EIGENVECTORS
REFVM - REFERENCE MEAN VECTOR
PRINT "SELECT FROM TSTVM - TEST MEAN VECTOR
REFSIG, TSTSIG, PROJEC, QUIT" I ND - NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS
NRV - DIMENSION OF REFERENCE SUBSPACE
IRV - INDICES OF VECTORS DEFINING SUBSPACE
READ SELECTION
INTO IAN
COMPUTE PROJECTIONS OF ALL




































PRINT "IAN ISOT A VALID CHOICE"
SHEET 1 OF 1
COMPAR-6
Using the CPYDAT Option
The CPYDAT option is used to copy a portion of the packed observation
data tape (or file) onto another tape (or file). Subsequent execution of
DATDEF using the new tape or file may take significantly less computer time
because the tape (or file) is much shorter. Also, if access to tape drives
is limited, CPYDAT may be used to copy a portion of the data tape onto a
file which may be easier to access. The original data is stored on OBSUNT
and the copied file is on OBS1. Since this option uses the same system of
subprograms as does the DATDEF option, duplicate definitions and explana-
tions will be avoided by referencing parts of the description of that option
where appropriate.
After selecting CPYDAT, the user is asked to input ITPFMT, ITPNO, ISTART,
and IINC under the namelist $INCPYD. ITPFMT and ITPNO are explained com-
pletely under DATDEF option. Briefly, ITPFMT indicates the pixel-channel
format of the data tape while ITPNO specifies particulars of the specific
tape (error records, record size, etc.). If ITPNO is five, the data tape
was generated under a previous execution of CPYDAT. If ITPNO is less than
zero, the particulars of the tape may be input under namelist name $SPTAPE;
see DATDEF for more information.
ISTART is the first scan line to be copied and IINC+l is the number of
scan lines to be copied.
The user must use the UNITS option to change the OBSUNT to the OBSl unit
before the new CPYDAT tape may be used by DATDEF on the same run. The user
always references the same scan line numbers and the original tape for
CPYDAT tape.
The CPYDAT option is intended to be used with packed data in the LARSI,
LARSII, or ERTS format. The same function can be accomplished with more
flexibility for data in the UCCT format by using the UVWRIT option.
Most of the messages which can be generated during the execution of
the CPYDAT option can also be generated during an execution of the DATDEF
option, but some messages are exclusive to the CPYDAT option. These messages
and their meanings follow:
CPYDAT-1
BUFFER NOT LARGE ENOUGH FOR CPYDAT, NO TAPE WRITTEN
The size of the internal scratch array BUF, NBUFSZ, is not large
enough to accomodate one record from the input tape in each half
of the array. There is probably an error in the value of NBUFSZ,
an incorrect unit assignment has been made for OBSUNT, the wrong
tape has been mounted, or a hardware I/0 or positioning error has
occurred. The program stops.
THE CPYDAT OPTION CAN NOT READ DATA IN UNIVERSAL FORMAT - RETURN TO
MAIN PROGRAM
The capability to read a UCCT with the CPYDAT option has not yet been
implemented. Execution is returned to the main program where the
DATDEF option, which has this capability, may be executed.
CPYDAT-2
CPYDAT OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>CPYDAT
CPYDAT OPTION
SINCPYD At B, ITpFMT, ITPNO, ISTART, IINC
A B ITPFMT ITPNO ISTART IINC
255.0 -1*0 1 1 795 30
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES









SEE THE TEXT AND SUBROUTINE REWIND
DATDEF 'CD' COMMENTS FOR A RAW DATA TAPE




USER CUE AND READ DATA
REGION SELECTION INPUT
READ
1. PRINT USER CUE RAW DATA
2. READ $INCPYD RECORD
NAMELIST FROMOBSUNT





INPUT NO THE 1ST
INTERNAL POINTERS VALUES
INPUT TAPE YES REWIND CPYDAT OUTPU
A CPYDAT RAW DATA B TAPE, OBS1,
GENERATED TAPE, AND WRITE




I YCOPY RAW DATA
RECORD ONTO UNI
OBSI WITHOUT
USER CUE AND READ RAW FORMAT CHANGE
NAMELIST IS
3. CUE USER FOR NO THIS THE













S CPYDAT I of I
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Format of the Packed Data Tape, or File Generated
by the CPYDAT Option
When this tape or file is generated by the CPYDAT option using the sys-
tem subroutine NTRAN each data record is copied exactly without any change
in format; however a special header record is written which contains infor-
mation required to process the data. The header record contains 20 words.
The variables stored in each word are given below (please refer to previous-
ly given definitions of the variables involved):











11-20 are presently unused.
This header record is the first record in the file. The original
header record on the data tape is not copied into the file by CPYDAT.
CPYDAT-6
Using the DIFIMG Option
The DIFIMG option allows the user to compute an image of the differences
between the images on units IMGl and IMG2 and store this image on unit IMGUNT.
Upon selection of the DIFIMG option, the user is required to input the equi-
valence list of class symbols. In the equivalence list the user specifies
which class symbols are to be defined as equal or equivalent in the two input
images on units IMGl and IMG2.
The first entry on the equivalence list is a class symbol on input image 1
(i.e., IMG1). Following entries are the class symbols on input image 2 (i.e.,
IMG2) which the user believes to be equivalent to the class symbol on input
image 1.
A typical entry in the equivalence list is:
AB - specifies that the B's on input image 2 are equivalent
or to the A's on input image 1
AAB - specifies that the A's and B's on input image 2 are
equivalent to the A's on input image 1.
The group of characters corresponding to image 2 in the list (B or AB
in the above examples) may contain up to 5 characters. Up to 10 such entries
in the equivalence list may be input. A blank card terminates the scan for
entries in the list.
Images 1 and 2 are the first and second images that were generated with
any of the classification options. Prior to using the DIFIMG option, it is
recommended that the user read the description of the UNITS option. The UNITS
option is intended to be used in conjunction with the DIFIMG option to conven-
iently manipulate the image unit numbers such that each image output may be
placed on a unique unit by the user.
The output from the DIFIMG option is a table that contains three classes,
A, B, and C and the size of each class. The classes are defined as follows:
Class A - those pixels in image 1 that were not in the equivalence
list specified by the user
Class B - those pixels in image 1 different from image 2
Class C - those pixels in images 1 and 2 that are the same.
DIFIMG-l
DIFIMG OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:












CLASS A ARE THOSE VPIELS OF IMAGE 1 THAT ARE NOT IN THE INPUT EQUIVALENCE LIST
CLASS ARE' THOSE PIAELS OF IMAGE I DIFFERENT FROM _lIMAGE 2--
CLASS C ARE THOSE PIXELS THE SAME IN IMAGES I AND 2





DIFIMG differences two input alphabetic image maps to produce a third
alphabetic image map. It requires the use of an equivalence table to define
the logical rules for differencing two alphabetic characters. The equiva-
lence table is input by the user and has the form
entry 1 A1B11B12...Blm
entry 2 A2B21B22...B2n
entry n AnBnlBn 2 ... B
where each Ai and Bjl is an alphabetic character.
Let C1, C2 and CO be corresponding characters on the input images 1
and 2 and output images respectively. Then the differencing rule is
= C if for some j
C1 = A and C2 = Bji for some i
Co  = B if for some j C1 = Aj and C2  Bji.. for any i
= A if C1  Aj for any j
The corresponding threshold data for the image display for the output
image is set to zero.
The limits on the number of entries in the equivalence table, n, and




BUF - LARGE BUFFER ARRAY
IBUFI I PARTITION BUFFER ARRAY
IBUF2 I
NBUFSZ - SIZE OF BUF NONRT - NUMBER OF IMAGE RECORDS ON fIPlHP2IMAGE TAPES
IIG1 ,ITG2 - INPUT IMAGE DATA TAPE
UNIT NUMBERS YESIMGUNT - OPUT IMAE DATA TAPEUNIT NU4 
TER
GENERATE DIFFERENCE IMAGE
AND SAVE ON UNIT MIGUNT
IISTRUCT USER TO CALL DIF
INPUT EQUIVALENCE CALL SAVIHGSYMBOL ISTS
READ A SYMBOL LIST





















CALL RETIM( .... IG2,...)
INRT*INRT+1
YES
FIG RT OF IIRT
NODI PRINT TABLE
CLASS sYMBOL SIZE
READ INPUT IMAGE RECORDS
INTO BUFFER
CALL RETIMG(... IMGl....
CALL RETI1G(... I G2....




IMG1, IMG2 - TWO DIFFERENT ARRAYS OF INTEGERS INDICATING
THE GROUPS THAT VECTORS ARE ASSIGNED
NV - NUMBER OF POINTS IN IMG1 AND/OR IMG2
EQT - EQUIVALENCE LIST DEFINING DIFFERENCE. ALL CHAR-
ACTERS ARE REPRESENTED BY INTEGERS. THE K-TH ENTRY
IN EQT IS AS FOLLOWS - - -
EQT(K,2)=THE CHARACTER ON IMG1 TO BE TESTED FOR
MATCHING ONE OR MORE POSSIBLE CHARACTERS
ON IMG2
EQT(K,J)=THE POSSIBLE CHARACTERS ON IMG2,J=3,...,
3+EQT(K,1)
EQT(K,1)=NUMBER OF POSSIBLE CHARACTERS ON IMG2
IEQT - NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN EQT
DIFFERENCE IMAGES USING
EQUIVALENCE TABLE FOR EACH
PIXEL I
FOR I=1,NV
1. TEST EACH A ENTRY IN EQUIVALENCE TABLE AGAINST
IMAGE 1, IF MATCH SET FLAG=1 AND DO STEP 2,
OTHERWISE DO STEP 3.
2. TEST EACH B ENTRY CORRESPONDING TO THE MATCHED
A ENTRY AGAINST IMAGE 2, IF MATCH SET FLAG=2,
MATCH OR NO MATCH DO STEP 3.
3. SET POINT ON IMAGE 2 BY
0 -A
FLAG = 1 - B
2- C
EXIT WITH
IMG2 - IMAGE ARRAY RESULTING
FROM DIFFERENCING
PROCESS
NVG(I) - NUMBER OF PIXELS IN
EACH CLASS
NVM - NUMBER OF CLASSES
(=3)
DIF 1 OF 1
DIFIMG-5
Using the DUMP Option
DUMP option is a convenient way for a user to visually inspect contents
of a tape file by translating it into readable form and printing it. The
information from the input tape is broken into 8-bit bytes and converted to
integers from 0 to 255 for printing.
Upon entering DUMP option the user inputs the following parameters
using the $INDUMP namelist:
NREC - number of physical records to be printed (default value is 5)
IFIRST - index number of first record to be printed (default value
is 1)
NWORDS - maximum number of words to be translated for one record
(default value is 5000)
UNITNO - unit number for input tape (default value is 7)
The first record is always translated and printed, independent of the
value of IFIRST parameter, since it is usually a header record. Data re-
quested is printed as shown in the DUMP Option Sample Input and Corres-
ponding Output section.
It should be noted that DUMP cannot be used to dump a Fastrand data
file unless all of the records on the file are of the same length and NWORDS
is set to that length. The reason is that there are no gaps between records
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ISOUR - STORAGE AREA FOR IN-
COMING DATA RECORDS
INPUT $INDUMP NAMELIST
NWORDS > 5000 NO
YES
SET NWORDS (NUMBER OF WORDS
PARAMETER) TO 5000
COMPUTE INDEX NUMBER FOR
LAST RECORD
REWIND INPUT UNIT
READ FIRST RECORD (HEADER
RECORD) AND TRANSLATE INTO
READABLE FORM
SKIP RECORDS TO RECORD
NUMBER IFIRST
READ AND TRANSLATE RECORDS
FROM IFIRST TO ILAST
REWIND INPUT UNIT
DUMP 1 of 1
RETURN
DUMP-4
Using the EDTSIG Option
The EDTSIG option is used to manipulate signatures and signature files.
A signature consists of the mean vector, covariance matrix, and number of
pixels for a set of data. A signature file consists of a set of signatures
along with their associated six-character names and the number of data chan-
nels and the channel numbers for each one. A signature file is stored on an
external medium such as tape or drum storage.
The suboptions within EDTSIG are:
BEGFIL - used to begin a signature file. The file may be on
unit 1 or unit 2, depending on the user's choice.
WRTSIG - used to read a signature into the core storage area
in EDTSIG from cards. The values are input through
a namelist called INWRTS which consists of:
ND - number of data channels
K - list of channel numbers
NUM - number of pixels
VM - mean vector
COV - covariance matrix (input by columns)
SAVSIG - used to save a signature by copying it from the core
storage area into a signature file. The unit number
and the signature name are specified by the user.
The signature file must be prepared by BEGFIL before
the first signature is saved. Up to one hundred signa-
tures can be saved in one file.
LISFIL - used to obtain information about the contents of a
signature file on the unit selected by the user.
The signature name, number of channels, channel
numbers, and number of pixels are printed for each
signature in the file.
REDSIG - used to read a signature from a file into the core
storage area. The unit number and the name of the
signature are specified by the user.
PRTSIG - used to print the signature currently residing in
core storage.
EDTSIG-l
EIGSIG - used to compute and print the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and
factor analysis data for the signature in core storage.
ADDSIG - used to combine the information from two signatures into a
third signature which corresponds to the union of the two
sets of data. The first signature must be in core storage
and the second must be read from a signature file. The
unit number and name for the second signature are speci-
fied by the user. The result replaces the first signature
in core storage.
QUIT - used to return the program control to the driver so that
another ASTEP option can be selected.
Signatures may also be saved in the FACTOR option of ASTEP, but the file
must have been initialized with BEGFIL in EDTSIG.
EDTSIG-2
EDTSIG OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
VNTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPF A BLANK
>EOT I G
EOTSIG OPTION
CHOOSE EoTSIG OPTION FROM
tEGFit -5AVS--~-- Rf~SI wRTSIG - .







r-fOH- EEf. ' .Ct ....
CHOOSE FILE NPUMBER FROM I 2
>1
SIGALL ND a 9 K 6 9 12
NUM a 16A1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U
SIGA NDO- q-K I 6 9 12 .- - --
NUM a 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0
SIGB 'D = 4 K I 6 9 12
NUM = 438 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SIGAR NO a q K I 6 q 12
NUM a 467 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LIqTING OF FtIL I COMPLETED
CHOOSE FDTSIG OPTION FROM
BEGFIL SAvSIG REDSIG WRTSIG
LISFIL ADOSIG EIGSIG PRTSIG
QUIT
>Rr DS I G
REDSIG OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
INPUT NAME TO SEARCH ON
>SIGA
CHOOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
>1
SIGA NO a N K = 1 6 9 12
NUMfl) a 29
CHOOSE EODSIG OPTION FROM
REGFIL SAvSIG RERSIG ARTSIG
LiSFIL ADDSIG EIGSIG PRTSIG
QUIT
>PRTSIG
PRTSIG OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
MEAN I BY q
1 2 3 4
1 5,655 126.034 125.379 90*138
EDTSIG-3
COVMAT 4 BY 4
----2  ... .2 .3 . .-. - .
1 15S591 22.512 18.064 8,192
... ---------T St-f - - -T -r --- 2Z f...-3i. --
3 IBO064 60.736 74,958 15,553
4- . 4+2- -2 3- -r5S3 --36 -23 ---- --
rHOOSE EDTSIG OPTION FROM
BEGFIL SAVSIG4 R E ~ -5G -- W-RT-5------ --
LISFIL ADDSIG EIGSIG PRTSIG
EIGS I G
E IG S-fG--T-I-S A SEE~--SE~ CT-E - -..
ARRAY 4 BY 4
......... . -- 3- i- ---- --. - . ..-. ..
I--1 14.-4o+-- - ----- -.36-------- 816 17 697-
2 16.325 .094 9930 77*437
3 s------- 6 4  46 - - ---0317 - .96-7 -87 5 6-1
'4 5.676 .033 1.000 77,993
EIGENv 4 BY
4------ ---- 1-- 2   2- -- 3 '
1 -- o-- -2--.-.----i-77-- - -. 2 , 21-8
2 o667 .370 .2942 -o600
-,S 6T19 T 9 .[T19
4 1e98 .463 -,497 o707
tH~OSE--E 1E-- OPr--+0- -FRO -- - .
REGFIL SAVSIG REOSIG WRTSIG
- tS F-)-t--A St- - -E-+s-- --- PR Tf SfG --- ---.-.
QUIT
- AD Bf-G -- -..---.
ADDSIG OPTION HAS BEEN SEI ECTEDo
INPUT NAME TO SEARCH ON
'--C#MtOS E--tt-~kltFtitt ROM- t 2
>1
SIGB ND ' 9 K " 1 6 9 12
--- OSE r-- - .-.-----.-------- - --
BEGFIL SAVSIG REOSIG WRTSIG
..--t-St-L--DpSi--E~ t IG - P*TStG ---
QUIT
PRTSIG OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
EDTSIG-4
1. 2 3 4
1 75,415 850510 60.343 109.002
COVMAT q BY i
1 2 3
1 110990 29#090 46.613 -154049
- 2 9,490 212 -179,5 4 2 .46-57
3 46.613 1790542 288.565 
-84.153
u mISeU'nt aNOi57 -.-B---.-t53 e---5-i-Y-5--- ls-
H0pSE EDT;I ,OPTIO N 02M
LISFIL' ADDSIG EIGSIG PRTSIG
- 0~ IUI1 ?-- ~-~-~--- ~-~--- ~- ----  --- -
>QUIT
-u-tT urTIu rA5 BEE' sCELECTED,.
THE OPTION EDTSIG REQUIRED .;334 SECONDS OF CPU TIME,
EDTSIG-5
EDTSIG ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
EDTSIG is the subdriver for the spectral signature file maintenance
options. Signature files may be read or written using tape unit 1 or tape
unit 2. Each entry in the file has the form
Record 1 NAME - six-character Hollerith name
ND - dimension of mean vector and
covariance matrix
K - the channel numbers used to compute
the signature data
NUM - the number of pixels
Record 2 VM - mean vector
COV - covariance matrix
The end of the signature file is marked with a record of the form of 1
above with the name NOMORE.
ADDSIG Suboption
ADDSIG combines two signatures into a new signature. A detailed des-
cription of the procedure is included in this section.
BEGFIL Suboption
BEGFIL is used to begin a new signature file. It writes the special
NOMORE record on the unit selected.
EIGSIG Suboption
EIGSIG computes and prints the factor analysis data for the signature
that is currently in core storage. The method used is the same as in the
ASTEP option FACTOR.
LISFIL Suboption
LISFIL lists all of the heading data, (i.e. NAME, dimension of signature
data, channels used, and number of pixels from the signature file selected.
PRTSIG Suboption




REDSIG is used to retrieve a signature file. It searches the unit
selected for the user specified NAME. It retrieves one signature and returns
control to EDTSIG.
SAVSIG Suboption
SAVSIG is used to save signatures on a signature file. It adds the
signature data under the name specified to the file unit specified.
WRTSIG Suboption
WRTSIG allows signatures to be input by the user to be saved in the
signature files. Namelist is used to read in the signature data. SAVSIG
is then used to add the data to the file.
QUIT Suboption
QUIT returns control to the ASTEP driver.
EDTSIG-7
ADDSIG Engineering Description
The ADDSIG subroutine computes the number of samples, mean vector, and
covariance matrix for the union of two sets of data vectors. This is done
by combining the statistics from the two data sets without actually process-
ing the data vectors again.
The total number of sample vectors, n, is simply
n = n1 + n2
where
n1 = number of samples in data set 1
n2 = number of samples in data set 2
The mean vector, M, is given by
n n
M n M1 + n-- M2
where
M1 = mean of data set 1
M2 = mean of data set 2
The covariance matrix, C, is
n 1-1 n1 T n2-1 n 2  TC n---- C1 n--T (M1 - M)(M - M) + n C2 n (M2-M)(M2 - M)
where
C1 = covariance matrix of data set 1
C2 = covariance matrix of data set 2
EDTSIG-8
EIGSIG Engineering Description
The EIGSIG subroutine computes and prints the eigenvalues, eigenvectors,
and factor analysis data for a given mean vector and covariance matrix. The
calculations are identical to the factor analysis done in the FACTOR option.





Il - UNIT FOR FIRST SIGNATURE FILE
12 - UNIT FOR SECOND SIGNATURE FILE
PROMPT USER TO SELECT
OPTION FROM LIST
READ SELECTED OPTION
INTO IAN AND PRINT IT
YES
IAN = 'BEGFIL'? CAL BEGFIL
NO
YES
IAN = 'SAVSIG'? CALL SAVSIG
NO
YES
IAN = 'REDSIG'? CALL REDSIG
NO
YES
IAN = 'WRTSIG'? CALL WRTSIG
NO
YES
IAN = 'LISFIL'? CALL LISFIL
NO
YES
IAN = 'ADDSIG'? CALL ADDSIG
NO
YESI
IAN = 'EIGSIG'? CALL EIGSIG
NO
YES
IAN = 'PRTSIG'? CALL MATPRT
NO
YES
IAN = 'QUIT'? RETURN
NO
PRINT "IAN IS NOT
A VALID CHOICE"
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Using the FACTOR Option
The FACTOR option computes the number of pixels, the mean vector, the
covariance matrix, the eigenvalues, the eigenvectors, and the angles between
each eigenvector and the mean vector of the block or cluster of data being
considered.
If the pixels have been classified, the classes for which the statis-
tics are to be computed may be selected by listing the corresponding charac-
ters that would be seen in an IMAGE print. The list of characters BDF,
for example, would select only the pixels which were classified as either
B, D, or F.
If all pixels are wanted, or if they have not been classified, the
character + must be used.
After the desired classes have been specified, the user is required
to specify whether or not he wishes to print the statistics for the classes.
A response of 'YES' will cause the statistics for the classes to be printed.
A response of 'NO' will suppress the print.
Next the user must select the initial values for the statistics from
the options:
ZERO - sets initial statistics to correspond to having no data.
FILE - reads initial values for statistics from a signature file.
The unit number for the file and the name of the signature
must be input.
If the user elects to print the statistics for the class, the output is:
MEAN - the mean vector
SIGMAS - the standard deviations as computed from the diagonal terms
of the covariance matrix
COVMAT - the normalized covariance matrix with correlation coefficients
above the diagonal
ARRAY - the first column is the eigenvalues ordered with the largest
first; the second column is the ratio of each eigenvalue to
the sum of the eigenvalues (tells how big each is in a rela-
tive sense); the third column contains sums of values in the
second column up to that particular row (when the numbers
approach 1 this means that most of the effects have been
accounted for); the fourth column contains the angle (in
degrees) between each eigenvector and the mean vector.
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EIGENV - a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of the co-
variance matrix
Next the user is asked if he wishes to save the "signature" of the
class for future reference. The mean vector and covariance matrix from
FACTOR constitute the signature of the class. A response of 'YES' will
save the signature. Prior to saving a signature, it is necessary to iden-
tify the file name and number and to have performed the BEGFIL suboption
of EDTSIG option before FACTOR. If this has been done, the signature may
be saved under the previously identified file name and number.
In order to return control to the ASTEP driver, it is necessary to
input a blank for the classification character.
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FACTOR OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
-- 4TS-4t-.AT--EP PTION O YPF --A---tbl-AN*-
>FACTOR
fA ±0R- - TI-f)-N-




V-- 1ACT-o" NALY, 5 a r - ..... ... . ........
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO OR FILE, OR QUIT*
.'ERDU -- -_-__ __ _
ZERO HAS BEEN CHOSEN*
MEAN I BI 9
1 2 3 4
I 82.052 90,765 71.291 87.997
SIGMAS I BY 4
-1 -23 9.2UU J7.322 1 4 0 6
___ -- A-T----- 8-~-V--
1 2 3 4
1 33.906 o438 .290 Pe 6 7 2
S 3-- 3 13 8133--- -- i -.4  -
3 29.227 144,567 100,036 -*488
- -5A7Rs3T 12 
-5 ,
1 2 3 4
1 458.090 .727 ,727 70,*96
-.... ---- 9t t- --- 2-- .-O 951 . *rgTT6 -..... ........
3 23.191 *037 .995 47.164
. . i- - .--0FACTO- -- 3- --
FACTOR-3
-bq -_ - -- -
1 2 3 4
1 ,141 0246 ,805 ,S20
- -- --- -----3 ----- 6 -- # 4 - --- - r743- - ---
3 *764 *459 -9242 -9383
- -, 003 jS1 -22S .. . . 7S1 -
TTPE TtS 1t sAVE SNNAUTfR----
>YES
CHOOqE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 2
-- -- -- -- ~
-IMpT NAE TO- SAV-E-DT-A--t -E
>SIGALL
-I-GNATURE-9--IGA-L--A-BfA3 -E P3AvED -r-a I -t
SIGALL NO a 1 K 1 6 9 12
- ttNMt t - -- 4 .....
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
TypE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS A
>TE S -
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO OR FILE, OR QUIT.
ZERO HAS BEEN CHOSEN.
- ------ -A -4-A------+--9-Y---- -__- -- __--
1 2 3 9
I 85,655 126,034 ;2 5 .379 909138
SIGMAS I BY q
1 2 3
-- CVHAT . -- Y- - --
1 2 3 4
I 1S.591 .686 .528 9562
-f2---- - 6f1---6--6I--- 
-- 4 -- 9  42 -6- -6
3 18,064 60.736 7q,958 *687
.... ---- '" F3R --- 3T63 --
FACTOR-4
A frRA Y8 -1t-
1 2 3 9
I 19.O810 o836 ,836 17.697
S---~ . 16.35 --u- 9 94 --- •7 31------ -- -- -
3 6.466 *037 .967 87.561
--- - "--r7- 6 -- o 03 3-- -- O~ . 7 u-93- -.
E I G E N-V--- ---- - .. ..
1 2 3 4
*1 224 o473 ,826 o208
2 - ~67-- - 7--3- ---- 42 -- 6OO
3 .682 -. 652 o109 *313
.....~ --- 8 ------------- ... ------- ro------- -7 - . .
-- TY pE YE S-T--A-VE -St-..A-TR...- -.
>YES




-- lt MPt---N E-- FO-SA-E--D-A- ttlf-E--
>SI GA
-S bNAT tfRE-- S SItA-- - -AS-SE-EN-S-A-VE I-UNt -
SIGA ND * ' K * 1 6 9 12
-N U M (1 1 = -2--- 2 9---
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS B
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR B
-- fH BSE ' --. +N+TIAL-S"fA4+- IS+I-frfrO--ze - ItOt O -r- t
>ZERO
zERO HAS BEEN CHOSEN*
-T-VE ES----T- --- AE SICNATURr -
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 2
--
INPUT NAM 10 SAVE DAA UND-----
SIGNraURE 5IG" HAS BEEN SAVED ON UN I
SIGB ND 4  K 1 I 6 9 12
N U .... - 43.
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS B
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR B
FACTOR-5
c"OuubE 1ITJAiL. STATItISL5 FIKP ZLTW f-RFTLt iO0R- U1iTj
>FILE
r7LE PHAS BEEN LCOSElS
-- NpUT NAME TO SEA Rt- ONt
)SIGA
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 2
STGA ND-w-1 -T V- V ---
NUM(I) * 29
-TYp-YE S--TOT--r VE- S14GA TUR -
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 2
-ITNFtUT NAMt AVE- DAfA- tDLR--
>SIGAB
SiGNaTURE SIGAB HA S TS E-vN-S VEU NUTT-T
SIGAB ND = 9 K * 1 6 9 12
NUM - I-r --- -- ...... .-
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS AB
>Nhr -- _ _ -- 4-
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR AB
--4"ste-+N t-Sf TATI;-ST i-tIS-f r T! AL Mf -ER ItU
>ZERO
-ERO; HAS E-EN -CO-SEN. ------
TYPE YES TO SAVE SIGNATURF
NDo
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.




ND - NUMBER OF CHANNELS FOR DATA VECTORS
11, 12 - UNIT NUMBERS ALLOWED FOR
SIGNATURE FILES
NFIELD NUMBER OF FIELDS
NRPF - NUMBER OF RECORDS IN FILES FOR
EACH FIELD
INGUNT - UNIT NUMBER FOR IMAGE FILE






PRINT "TYPE YES TO SEE
STATISTICS FAR CLASS NF = NF1










$ NO EQ(1) O-'? i
CONVERT CHARACTERS No
TO CLASS NUMBERS RETRIEVE IMAGE DATA
CALL RETIMG
PRINT "CHOOSE IIIITIAL STATISTICS FROM
ZERO OR FILE, R IT"
RETRIEVE DATA VECTORS
READ CHOICE INTO IAN CALL RETOAT
NYES
YES TY
PRI 11T " CAN i OT A
VALID C 0IC" INCLUDE OECTSR I
I STATISTICS
CALL SEOCOV
READ INITIAL STATISTICS YES NO
FROM SIGNATURE FILE I I 1 1 NP?
CALL REDSIG PRINT ERROR
MESSAGE
00 FILE CHANNELS NO
MATCH DATA CHANNELS
YES





































... T NTS ]J 
.






SET MEAN VECTOR AND
COVARIANCE MATRIX TO ZERO
SAVE SIGNATURE INi FILE
CALL SAVSIH
SHEET 2 OF 2
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Using the FEATSL Option
The purpose of this algorithm is to determine a linear transformation
which can be used to reduce the dimension of the data to be processed from
n to k, where k is less than n. Within FEATSL there are three suboptions.
Suboption SUBSP determines a k by n matrix B (n s 24; nk 5 144) which maxi-
mizes the B-average divergence (References 4 and 5). Suboption REPLCE
determines a subset of k out of n channels (k - n s 24) which maximize the
average divergence in accordance with the Without Replacement Procedure
(Reference 6). Suboption CANON determines the best k linear combinations
of n channels where k 4 n i 24 (Reference 7). The user can determine an
adequate value of k by displaying the "Class Separation to be Gained Map".
Upon entering FEATSL, the user must retrieve all signatures (class covari-
ances and means) to be processed. This is accomplished by automatically
having FEATSL call option REDSIH, so that the user retrieves all signatures
in accordance with option REDSIH.
Once the signatures have been retrieved, the user must select the
desired suboption to be executed. If suboption REPLCE is selected, the
user must only input by namelist ($INFEAT) the following parameter:
KDIM - the number of channels to be selected.
Then suboption REPLCE is executed and the best KDIM channels are determined
in accordance with the "Without Replacement Procedure".
If suboption SUBSP is selected, the user must first input by namelist
($INFEAT) the following parameter:
KDIM - the dimension of the feature space (i.e. k where k s 6)
Since it is desired to find a k by n transformation matrix B of rank k = KDIM
which maximizes the B-average divergence, the user must now initialize this
matrix. This is accomplished by the user typing in one of the following
four initialization suboptions.
Suboption Function




VECTOR Each element of the B-matrix is
initialized by the user.
DEFALT B-matrix is automatically initial-
ized using internal program logic.
RESTRT Allows user to exceed maximum num-
ber of iterations (400) for a given
problem, or to alter the convergence
tolerance. (Normally, the user need
not execute this suboption).
All additional parameters to be defined below are also input by name-
list ($INFEAT). If initialization suboption CHANAL is desired, the user
must input
ICHAN - the desired distinct KDIM channels
For example, assuming twelve dimensional signatures, if KDIM=3, and
ICHAN = 1,10,12
then the program sets the element in the first row and first column of B
to 1.0; the element in the second row and tenth column of B to 1.0; the
element in the third row and twelfth column of B to 1.0 and all other ele-
ments of B are set to 0.0. Thus, in this example, B effectively selects
the first, tenth, and twelfth components of each observation vector.
If initialization suboption VECTOR is selected, the user must input
BMX - the desired non-zero elements of the B-matrix.
(The user must be certain that the resulting
B-matrix has rank KDIM).
For example, if n=12 (the dimension of the signatures) and
BMX(2) = 2.5, BMX(15) = 1.5, BMX(36) = 1.0
then the program sets the element in the first row and second column of B
to 2.5; the element in the second row and third column of B to 1.5, and the
element in the third row and twelfth column of B to 1.0. All other ele-
ments of the B-matrix are set to 0.0.
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If the initialization suboption DEFALT is chosen, the program logic
automatically initializes the B-matrix so that a matrix of rank KDIM re-
sults. The suboption RESTRT can only be chosen after one of the initial-
ization suboptions CHANAL, VECTOR, or DEFALT has been chosen and nominal
program execution of suboption SUBSP has terminated. This occurs whenever
a convergence tolerance test is passed (the change in the absolute value
of the difference of the B-average divergence corresponding to two succes-
sive evaluations of the gradient is less than .1) or whenever the conver-
gence tolerance test is not passed prior to 400 distinct evaluations of
the B-average divergence. In either case, the user must input
TOL - the desired convergence tolerance.
Then the iteration counter is set back to 1, and suboption SUBSP is execu-
ted until nominal program termination occurs.
If suboption REPLCE is chosen, the best KDIM channels are displayed
such that the first one displayed is the "best" single channel in that the
average divergence is maximized, the second channel displayed when combined
with the displayed first channel is the "best" pair of channels...........,
and the last channel displayed when combined with the previously displayed
channels are the best KDIM channels. Also displayed on the same line as
the i'th best channel is the average divergence for the combination of
channels one througn i, ana the ratio of this average divergence to the aver-
age divergence computed using all the available channels. Displaying the
KDIM best channels constitutes nominal termination of suboption REPLCE.
If suboption CANON is selected, the user must only input KDIM, the
number of linear combinations of the n-channels to be determined. The k
by n B-matrix is automatically initialized to correspond to the best k out
of n channels as determined by the "Without Replacement Procedure". This
is accomplished by transforming the data with a non-singular transformation
(Reference 7). This non-singular transformation corresponds to a permu-
tation of the original channels so that the resulting channel i does not
necessarily correspond to the original channel i. Thus, it is recommended
that suboption CANON be the last suboption executed within the FEATSL
option.
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In each of the suboptions, the user is allowed to input the interclass
weights so that the weighted B-average divergence may be maximized. The user
is asked to "type yes to input interclass weights". If anything but a yes
is typed, the weights remain unchanged (preset to 1.0). If the user's
response is yes, the weights may be input by namelist $INFEAT. The weights
are input into a 10 by 10 array A. Note that A(i,j) represents the weight
for the i-jth class pair. Since A(i,j) = A(j,i), an input restriction is
that i be less than j. All interclass weights not input are set to 1 or to
0, depending on the value of the namelist parameter IFLG (1 or 0 respectively,
default value is 1).
Upon nominal termination of any suboption, the following parameters are
displayed
MAX. - The average divergence computed using all the
channels
AVER. DIVER - The average divergence computed using the optimal
B-matrix (suboption SUBSP) or the best KDIM
channels (Suboption REPLCE)
RATIO - The ratio of AVER. DIVERG over MAX.
Since a given KDIM channel combination constitutes a B-matrix, both
the optimal B-matrix or the best KDIM channel combination will be referred
to below as "the B-matrix". At this point, the user is given the option to
display the pairwise interclass divergences. If the user types YES the
program will display for all distinct class pairs, the interclass divergence
computed using all the channels, the interclass divergence computed using
the B-matrix, and the corresponding ratio of these interclass divergences.
Then the user is given the option to display the "Separability to be Gained
Map". If the response is YES, the following parameters may be input by
namelist $INPUT.
MAXX - Maximum value of the interclass divergence computed
using all the channels to be displayed by the Separa-
bility to be Gained Map. (Preset to 1000)
ICODE - Determines size of the Separability to be Gained Map.
(Preset to 1)
= 0; batch run
= 1; interactive run
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ILABLX - Allows user to type in a label for the X-axis
ILABLY - Allows user to type in a label for the Y-axis.
At this point the user can display the transformed signatures (means
and covariances) by typing YES. The transformed signatures for all the
classes, computed in the subspace spanned by the rows of the B-matrix are
displayed. The transformed signatures can also be stored on a signature
file for future use by other options in ASTEP. The B-matrix (transforma-
tion matrix) can be displayed and/or stored on a signature file in a simi-
lar manner.
When stored on a signature file, the kxn B-matrix is transposed and
stored in the covariance matrix position on the file. The remaining space
in the nxn covariance matrix position is filled with zeros. The mean vector
position on the file is filled with zeros. The k-dimension of the B-matrix
is placed in the location normally used for the number of pixels used in
the signature generation NUM(1). The dimension in the signature file, ND,
is set to n. The original n channel numbers are stored in the signature
file as K(I), (I=l,...,n).
When the B-matrix is retrieved in the TRNSFM option, these channel
numbers are compared with the channel numbers on DATUNT. If the channel
numbers disagree, the user is informed that a discrepancy exists and is
asked for another B-matrix name.
If suboption SUBSP has been executed, the user may now choose any of
the available FEATSL suboptions. For example, the user may wish to find
the optimal B-matrix for a different value of KDIM, and thus would reselect
suboption SUBSP. If suboption REPLCE has been executed, then upon completing
the output options the user is given the option to continue suboption REPLCE.
If the user's response is YES, he must input a 1-digit integer corresponding
to the number of additional channels to be selected. For example, if 2 is
input, the best KDIM + 2 channels will be obtained. When the user even-
tually elects not to continue suboption REPLCE, control is returned to the
FEATSL driver and the user may select any of the available FEATSL suboptions.
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FEATSL OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:




CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT*
>2
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE 2
>YES
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES* END LIST WITH NOMORE.
>51GI
SIGI NDO 12 K 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NUMII) a 100
MEAN 1 BY 12
1 2 3 ' S 6
I 81.830 79.750 61.550 62.320 85.630 87.920
7 8 9 10 11 12
1 6,4.00 83.560 69,880 81.810 93.860 73.750
COVMAT 12 BY 12
1 2 3 5 6
1 6.730 5.100 3.950 3.860 7.690 7.030
2 56.00 7.590 3.850 9,180 8.250 7.940
3 3.950 3.850 3.780 2.740 5.900. 5*100
4 3.860 9.180 2.740 3.780 6.100 5.830
5 7.690 8.2t0 5.400 6,100 19,050 11.920
6 7.030 7.990 Slq40 5.830 11*920 13.030
7 44680 5.080 3.560 3.850 7.540 7.630
8 6.910 7.940 50190 60050 12.070 11*980
9 q0970 50960 3.800 1.600 8.900 8.790
10 5.610 60590 14970 5.140 10.430 10.730
11 5.650 5.910 4.550 4540 10.210 11.670
12 2.300 2740 0 1.590 2.170 5S060 6.140
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7 8 9 10 I1 12
1 9*680 6.990 q.970 5.610 5.650 2.300
2 5*080 7*90 50960 60590 5*910 2.790
3 3.560 5o190 3.800 40470 4.550 10590
4 3.850 60050 14600 5.140 4*540 2.170
5 7.540 12.070 8.900 10.130 10.210 50060
6 7.630 110980 8.790 10.730 11.670 60140
7 5.890 7.780 5.980 7.260 7,980 3,580
8 7.780 14o190 10.050 11.740 9.600 S.o20
9 5.980 10.050 9.170 9.280 6.130 3.710
10 7.260 11.740 9.280 13.110 10.390 5.790
1t 7*980 90600 6.130 10.390 280.40 94370
12 3.580 50420 3,710 5.790 9.370 9.720
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT,
>2
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE 2
>NO
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST WITH NOMORE.
>SI62
SIG2 ND * 12 K * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12
NUM(I) * 100
>SIG513
5G63 ND * 12 K * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NUM(1) * 100
>51Gq
SIG6 ND * 12 K m 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
NUM(I) * 100
>5165
5165 NO a 12 K = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NUMIll) 100
>51G6
S166 ND * 12 K a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1t 12
NUM(I) 100
>SIG7
51G7 NoD 12 K * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NUM(I) * 100
SSIG8




SIG 9  Nn a 12 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12
NUM(II 100
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>0
9 SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED




SINFEAT ICHAN,BMXIKDIM.TOLAi IJ)s IFLG
NUMBER OF CHANNELS SELECTED WILL BE 7
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
TYPE YES TO INPUT INTERCLASS WEIGHTS
>NO
CHANNEL SELECTFDI12 AVERAGE DIVERGENCEm 64.513 RATIO *.1739
CHANNEL SELECTED& 9 AVERAGE DIVERGENCE= 157.368 RATIOu *9243
MAX.= 370.917 AVER* DIVERGe 155.368 RATIO= *4189
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY INTERCLASS DIVERGENCES
>NO
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY SEPARABILITY TO BE GAINED MAP
>YES
SINPUT MAxx, ILABLX. ILABLY, ICODE
MAXX * 1000 ICODE * I
MAXIMUM ITERCLASS DIVERGENCE D(i J) (X-AxlS)
INTEHCLASS OIvER6CENCE F4OM BEST 2 CHANNELS (Y-AXIS)
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YLS
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* INTERCLASS DIVERGENCE FROM BEST 2 C
* HANNELS (Y-AXIS)
VS













0* * * 0 + * * 0 0,* 0 * 0 4 * 0 * 040 0 0 * + 0 * * 000 * 0 0
0 l'4 290 935 580 725 870 1015
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TYPE YES TO DISPLAY TRANSFORMED COVARIANCES AND MEAN VECTORS
>NO
TYpE YES TO SAVE TRANSFORMED SIGNATURES ON SIGNATURE FILE
NO
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY FEATURE SPACE MATRIX
>NO
TYPE YES TO SAVE B-MATRIX ON SIGNATURE FILE
>NO
TYPE YES TO CONTINUE THE WITHOUT REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE
)NO




TYPE IN DIMENSION OF FEATURE SPACE
SINFEAT ICHAN*BMXeKDIMeTOLA(I J)o IFLG
SELECTED DIMENSION EQUALS 5
TYPE YES IF .INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
INITIALIZE THF B-MATRIX BY SELECTING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS
CHANAL VECTOR DEFALT RESTRT
>OEFALT
TYPE YES TO INPUT INTERCLASS WEIGHTS
>NO
MAX$= 370*917 AVER. DIVERGO 362.202 RATIO= 99765
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY INTERCLASS DIVERGENCES
>YES
CLASS MAXIMUM COMPUTED RATIO
1 2 30*9 27.* .8871
1 3 13'48 1308 *9706
I 4 298.7 29096 99729'
1 5 191*9 184*6 .9618
1 6 188.5 182.1 *9663
1 7 107*2 103.7 .9679
I 8 2q7*2 25448 o9903
1 9 206* 196.6 *9522
2 3 16q*7 156*6 09510
2 4q qqq8 43502 99783
2 5 9909 87. o8748
2 6 81*6 6707 *8299
2 7 15203 19Io .*9s58
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2 8 592.q 585*S 
.9884
2 9 31'41 30106 o9602
3 q 13197 1289 09782
3 S 1289q 120*2 99362
3 6 170.2 155.6 09196
3 7 131*6 126*5 09612
3 8 4*3 '43505 *9802
3 9 18609 17302 *9269
4 S 1012*0 1007*1 .9918
4 6 1228.0 1216.3 *9905
4 7 292*8 285*6 .9755
q 8 410*9 393j1 .9567
4 9 281.5 270.9 *9624
5 6 26.9 24*9 *9920
5 7 27506 266.1 *9655
5 8 165593 160o4 9971
5 9 58109 56o.2 ,9695
6 7 2600 253.3 *9727
6 8 1748.9 1743*2 09968
6 9 566*2 5S46* a9651
7 8 225.1 218*5 e9710
7 9 47*2 '432 *9152
8 9 291.8 277*2 e9'99
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY SEPARABILITY TO BE GAINED MAP
>YES
SINPUT MAXX, ILABLX, ILABLY, ICODE
MAXX * 600 ICODE a I
MAXIMUM INTERCLASS DIVERGEN'CE D(IJ) (x-AXIS)
S5D FEATURE SPACE
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
FEATSL-II
* I 50- FEATURE SPACE
* VS 1
















* ~* * * O * * * *** * O * * * *O* O * * * * * * *** * * +
0 170 255 340 25 510 595
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TYPE YES TO DISPLAY TRANSFORMED COVARIANCES AND MEAN VECTORS
>NO
TYPE YES TO SAVE TRANSFORMED SIGNATURES ON SIGNATURE FILE
>NO
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY FEATURE SPACE MATRIX
>NO
TYPE YES TO SAVE B-MATRIX ON SIGNATURE FILE
>NO




THE OPTION FEATSL REQUIRED 58.1Q68 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
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FEATSL ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
The purpose of option FEATSL is to determine a linear transformation
which reduces the dimension of the data to be processed from n to k, where
k is less than n.
It is desired to maximize the average divergence DB , for m-distinct
classes.
m-1 m
DB = C1 DB
i=l j=i+l
where cl : a constant equal to 2/(m2-m)
DB(i,j): the transformed interclass divergence for classes i and j.
Define the weighted average divergence to be
m-1 m
DB = c c DB(ij)
i=l j=i+l
where cij = c.. are suitably chosen weights.
The weighted average divergence may be written as
DB = 1/2 c 1 tr (BAiBT -(B Si BT) - k c1 c2
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where
tr : denotes the trace of a matrix
B : a k by n matrix of rank k
A. : an n by n positive definite covariance matrix for
the i'th class
pi : an n-dimensional vector representing the mean of
the i'th class
6ij: i - j
m






Note that the weights are "absorbed" by the matrices Si , i=l,...,m,
so that functionally the weights do not affect the problem. However,
numerically the weights will affect the solution, i.e., that B which maxi-
mizes DB.
Thus, for a given set of weights cij, it is desired to maximize the
weighted average divergence DB. Unfortunately, the best B cannot be ob-
tained analytically and must be obtained numerically. Thus, the gradient
of DB must be computed. It is readily verified that
aDB T m
B = cl [SiBT - A BT (B A BT) (B Si BT)(B Ai BT)
j=l
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The above expression is a matrix corresponding to the transpose of the par-
tial derivative of DB with respect to B. By using the above expression
for the gradient and iteratively changing the B-matrix in accordance with
Davidon's algorithm (Reference 8) it is possible to satisfy, while in-
creasing DB'
i.e., it is possible to obtain a B-matrix which maximizes DB. However, this
may not necessarily be a global maximum. Thus, it is recommended that the
best k out of n channels be chosen as the initial guess for the B-matrix.
This will increase the probability that the maximum found iteratively is the
global maximum.
An output option, available to the user, is to display the so-called
interclass divergence resulting from the best linear transformation B (again,
B is a k by n matrix which may correspond to the best k channels). The
B-interclass divergence between classes i and j is defined as
DB(i,j) = 1/2 tr (BAiBT)-IB(A. + 6ij ij)BT
+ (BABT)- 1 B(Ai + 6..6..)BT 
-1
The average divergence between classes i and j computed using all the
channels is
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D(i,j) = 1/2 tr A I(A. + 6 i6ijT ) + A 1 (Ai + 6..















and the user has the option to display
D(i ,j)
D (i,j)
for all distinct class pairs.
It is noted that the B-interclass divergence DB(i,j) is a measure of
the "separability" between classes i and j, with in general, the larger the
interclass divergence, the easier it is to distinguish between these classes.
Since D(i,j) - DB(i,j) > 0, this difference is a measure of the "separability
loss" for this class pair by performing the transformation y = Bx. Thus, it
is desired to make the difference D(i,j) - DB(i,j) small for each distinct
class pair. For a given k and "best" B obtained from any suboption, the
user can graphically display the concept of separability by displaying
what is called a "Separability to be Gained Map". Thus, consider a coor-
dinate system whose (y-coordinate) ordinate (for a fixed value of k) is
DB(i,j). The abscissa (x-coordinate) is the value of D(i,j). The Separ-
ability to be Gained Map displays for each distinct class pair a point whose
x-coordinate is D(i,j) and whose y-coordinate is DB(i,j). Also displayed
is a diagonal line corresponding to D(i,j) = DB(i,j). Thus, the distance
of a given point from the diagonal line represents the separation to be
gained for this class pair. Ideally, the B-matrix should make this separ-
ation to be gained small for all distinct class pairs.
Canonical Formulation
Note that since B is a k by n matrix, kn distinct elements or para-
meters must be determined by the optimization program, so that DB is maxi-
mized. In this case, the Davidon technique iteratively updates an array H
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of dimension kn by kn to obtain the best B. Thus, to conserve computer
storage the product p - k2 n2 must not be too large. Note that when k = 12
and n = 24, p = 82,944, and if H is a double precision variable, then 165,888
decimal words of computer storage must be allocated for H. This is clearly
prohibitive; yet it is desired to be able to solve the feature selection
problem when k < 12 and n = 24. This can be accomplished as described be-
low.
Let Q be a nonsingular k by k matrix. Then QB is a k by n matrix of
rank k, and it is readily verified that DB = DQB. In particular, if B = ( R S)
where R is a k by k nonsingular matrix, let Q = R . Then it follows that
QB = (Ik R 1S)
where Ik is a k by k identity matrix and R-1 S is a k by n-k matrix. Thus,
letting
B = (Ik R 1 S)
where B is a k by n matrix, it follows that only k(n-k) parameters must
be determined - namely the elements of the matrix T = R-1S, where T is
a k by n-k matrix. The optimization problem is reformulated as: find
B such that D6 is a maximum. It is readily verified that if k s 12 and
n = 24, then at most 144 parameters must be determined, so that (144)2 =
20,736 words of computer storage must be allocated for H. It has been
experimentally determined that the H matrix need not be double precision,
so that only 20,736 words of computer storage must be allocated for H.
Also, only a given row of the H-matrix need be used at a time, so that it
it convenient to store the H-matrix on a temporary storage device. Thus,
the following procedure was applied for solving problems when k s 12 and
n s 24:
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1) Write or read the first 72 rows of H from temporary storage
device
2) Write or read the last 72 rows of H from temporary storage
device
3) Write or read the statistics Ai , Si, and pi from temporary
storage device
Note that if H is small, i.e., less than 73 rows, then step 2 is omitted.
Also, by judiciously using all 3 steps only 10,368 decimal words of data
storage are necessary to accomodate the H-matrix and all the statistics




II DEFINE UNIT NUMBERS




XMEAN - CLASS MEANS
COVAR - CLASS COVARIANCES
ICLSS - NUMBER OF CLASSES






GO TO APPROPRIATE STATEMENT
NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO OPTION













INSTRUCT USER TO INPUT
NUMBER OF CHANNELS DESIRED
READ $INFEAT
YES INSTRUCT USER




TELL USER TO TYPE
















INSTRUCT USER TO INPUT
DIMENSION OF FEATURE SPACE
READ $INFEAT
YES INFORM USER




TELL USER TO TYPE
















XBAR - VECTOR OF OPTIMIZATION SUBOPTION SUBOPTION CHVECTOR
PAR14ETERS =CHANNAL HAS BEEN CHOSEN
BMX - SINGLE PRECISION VECTOR
INFORM USER TO INPUT
PRESET CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE INFORM USER TO INPUT DESIRED VALUES FOR
DESIRED CHANELS OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS
TOL = .1
READ $INFEAT READ $1NFEAT
SUBPTIO NO WRITE OUT CHNELS SELECTED I WRITE OUT VALUES SELECTED
U = DEFALT
< E TWRITE ICHAN WRITE BMX
I-I
YES
~INITIALIZE VECTOR INFORM USER TO TYPE INFORM USERTO TYPE
OF OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS YES IF INPUTS OK IF US O




INITIALIZE OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS IN OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS
ACCORDANCE WITH CHANNELS SELECTED






INSTRUCT USER TO INPUT
INTERCLASS WEIGHTS
READ $INFEAT
TELL USER TO TYPE






SUBOPTION RESTRT COMPUTE NN-DIMENSIONAL INTERCLASS
HAS BEEN CHOSEN DIVERGENCE
IOUT = 0 N = NN*KDIM
INIT = 0 CALL SHUTLE (.......)
IOUT = 0
(N DENOTES THE NUMBER OF
INFORM USER OF EXISTING ( PARAMETERS TO BE OPTIMIZED!
CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE
WRITE TOL DELF = TOL
SET H-MATRIX EQUAL TO THE
INFORM USER TO TYPE IN IDENTITY MATRIX
DESIRED CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE
READ $INFEAT BEGIN ITERATIONS NECESSARY TO
SOBTAIN FEATURE SPACE
WRITE OUT VALUE SELECTED 
CALL DAVIDN
WRITE TOL RETURN WITH OPTIMAL B-MATRIX
INFORM USER TO TYPE COMPUTE INTERCLASS DIVERGENCE













INSTRUCT USER TO INPUT
DIMENSION OF FEATURE SPACE
READ $INFEAT
YES
KDIM x (NN-KDIM) KDIM IS NOT
> 144 A VALID CHOICE
NO
TELL USER TO TYPE
YES IF INPUT OK





















COVAR - CLASS COVARIANCES
XMEAN - CLASS MEANS
ALFA - VECTOR OF PARAMETERS DISPLAY SEPARABILITY TO BE
TO BE OPTIMIZED GAINED MP?
IPART - DERIVATIVE FLAG YES
N - NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
TO BE OPTIMIZED CUE USER FOR
INIT - INITIALIZATION FLAG INPUT INPUT
KDIM - FEATURE SPACE DIMENSION
NN - DIMENSION OF CLASS MEANS
ICLSS - NUMBER OF CLASSES READ $INPUT AND
IOUT - OUTPUT FLAG DISPLAY DATA
ICUR - OPTION FLAG
DISPLAY SEPARABILITY TO
YES
A ONLY AVERAGE DIVERGENCE TO BE\
COMPUTE? PPROPRIATE FLAG
NO
TRANSFORM NSFOEDALL DATA? MEDISPLAY AND/ CO- TRASDETERMINE ENSION OF VECTORS FOVARIANCES TO BE DISPLAYEDUSED TO COMPUTE INTERCLASS 
AND/OR STORED ON SIGTUME
BEST KDI NVER CHANNELS TO BE- FEATURE SPACE MATRIX T BE NO
TRANSFORM ALL DATA? DISPLAY AND/R SO RE TRNS-
FORMED COVARIAICES AND MEANS
COVARIANCES, INVERSE COVARIA - FEATURE SPACE MATRIX TO BE




FOR CLASSES I AND J AS DIVER(II,JJ. SET APPROPRIATE FLAG
COMPUTE AND STORE AVERAGE DIVERGENCE
IN DDVIOUT)
DISPLAY AND/OR STORE FEATURE
OUT2NO SPACE MATRIX
YES
COMPARE KDIM-DIMENSIONAL AVERAGE OUSE WI T REPLACEMENT
DIVERGENCE DDV(2) WITH NN-DIMENSIONAL
AVERAGE DIVERGENCE DDV(1) iO
RATIO = DDV(2)/DDV(1)
RETURN











DISTINCT CLASS PAIRS SHUTLE 1 of 3
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CF




INFORM USER TO INPUT THE S-MATRICES FOR THIS
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL ICUR CHANNEL COMBI-
CHANNELS TO BE SELECTED (IK) NATION
READ IK
COMPUTE AVERAGE DIVERGENCE
YES FOR THIS ICUR CHANNEL
KDIM + IK > N COMBINATION
NO
RETAIN I4AXIMUM AVERAGE
INFORM USER THAT THE BEST DIVERGENCE AND CORRES-
SET OF CHANNELS WILL BE PONDING CHANNEL
SELECTED




RETAIN BEST CHANNELRESET CHANNEL COUNTER AS THE ICR'TH SA ED
(IMAST) TO ZERO
DISPLAY CHANNEL SELEC-
UPDATE CHANNEL TED, AVERAGE DIVERGENCE
COUNTER FOR THIS ICUR CHANNEL,
AND RATIO
IS CHANNEL NUMBER




STORE BEST KDIM CHANNELS
YES SO THAT INTERCLASS DIVER-
I NAST > N GENCES CAN BE COMPUTED
F A
SHUTLE 2 of 3
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ILD FLAG TO ZERO
COMPUTE AND SAVE FOR CLASS II
TRANSFORMED S-MATRIX AND
SAVE BEST SINGLE CHANNEL INVERSE OF TRANSFORMED COVARIANCE
IN IHH(1), SAVE AVERAGE
DIVERGENCE FOR THIS BT)-
CHANNEL IN DDV(2) AA2 = (BA I )
I AA3 = BSIlBT
RATIO=DDV(2)/DDV(I)
O SHOULD PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
I BE COMPUTED?
YES
OF AVERAGE DIVERGENCE WITH RESPECT
GIVEN THAT CHANNEL IHH(L) IS
THE BEST SINGLE CHANNEL AA4 = SilBT - AllB (BA IIBT)-1(BSIIBT) (BA IDT)-I
PDATE AND STORE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE
AS A VECTOR FNTX
UPDATE II I








ENTER WITH UA PDATE ITERATION COUNTER
N - NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
TO BE OPTIMIZED
XBAR - VECTOR OF PARAMETERS SET FLAG TO COMPUTE
TO BE OPTIMIZED COMPUTE SEARCH DIRECTION P PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
IPART = 1
SET ITERATION COUNTER
TO ZERO BEGIN SEARCH, SET FLAG
SO THAT PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
ARE NOT COMPUTED CALL SHUTLE(FNT,IPART)
SET FLAG TO COMPUTE IPART = -1
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
IPART = 1 UPDATE ITERATION COUNTER
Im UPDATE PARAMETERS
UPDATE N BY N POSITIVECALL SHUTLE(FNT,IPART) DEFINITE H-MATRIX IN
,, ACCORDANCE WITH DAVIDON'SSALGORITHM
MINIMIZE FNT AS A
FUNCTION OF XLAMDA0 RETURN WITH MINUS ONE TIMES THE B-AVERAGE
DIVERGENCE (FNT) AND THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE CALL SHUTLE (FNT,IPART)
(FNTX) OF FNT WITH RESPECT TO ALFA YES
ITT > 400 RETURN
VAlUE OF XLAMDA TO MINIMIZE FNT
RETURNEUPDATE ITERATION COUNTER YES
DAVIDN 1 of I
Using the HSGRAM Option
The HSGRAM option computes and displays the histogram of up to three
channels of an input data set. The user selects:
1) The class within the data set to be displayed. Inputting a '+'
sign indicates all classes.
2) The specific channels to be considered. It is to be noted the order
in which the channel output is displayed is determined by the order
of their input. That is, the first channel corresponds to the X
direction, the second to the Y direction, and the third to the Z
planes. The following example shows the orientation of the X and
Y directions.
Z PLANE 2 ZL (lower limit) = nnn.nn ZU (upper limit) - nnn.nn









3) The limits and the number of subdivisions for each direction in
the following way:
o The three values of each variable XMIN and XMAX are the mini-
mums and maximums acceptable for each of the X, Y, and Z
directions.
o The three values of NXC, NYC, and NZP specify the number of
subdivisions for the acceptable regions of the X, Y, and Z
directions.
The following is a more detailed description of each input variable:
HSGRAM-1
XMIN - 3 values which set the lowest values of X, Y, and Z which will
be considered
XMAX - 3 values which set the highest values of X, Y, and Z which will
be considered
NXC - number of cells which are to be in the X-direction - maximum
of 20
NYC - number of cells which are to be in the Y-direction - maximum
of 20
NZP - number of planes in the Z-direction. The printing will consist
of one plane at a time. There is no limit of Z planes.
KCH - which components of the data vector which are to be used in
making the histogram (note that these channel numbers do not
relate to the original packed data set, but represent the
sequential numbers of channels in the extracted, unpacked data
set. For example, if channels 1, 6, 9, 10, and 12 were extracted,
KCH values 1, 2, and 4 would specify the channels 1, 6, 10 of
the original data).
The output consists of a histogram for each Z plane and the summary
values
NX - total number of data points in the set
NP - number of points included within the histogram limits
To exit this option one types a blank when asked for a new symbol.
HSGRAM-2
HSGRAM OPTION
SAMPLES OF INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
SAMPLE 1. A one dimensional histogram.









XMIN = 63000000E+02, OOOOOOO0E00 *OOO0000000OE+OO




KCH * +3* +41 +1
SEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
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NX * 5661 NP * 2092
THE OPTION HSGRAM REQUIRED 1.780 SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
HSGRAM-4
HSGRAM-4
SAMPLE 2. A two dimensional histogram.









XMIN = *63000000E+029 65 00 00 0 0E+02 *00000000E+00




KCH +3 +9 +1
SEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
HSGRAM-5
Z PLANE 1 ZL • .00 ZU = 255.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
2 1 1 1
3 2 11 1 '4 1 3
4 1 2 3 4 6 I1 8 9 8 q 1 1
S 1 5 8 II 7 20 13 17 33 26 13 2 5 4 1
6 6 2 10 20 26 27 31 35 37 27 13 5 9 3 2
7 4 6 16 22 29 31 24 26 50 50 16 12 3 3 4
8 1 5 3 5 16 27 32 43 32 39 50 23 11 5 12 4
9 5 6 13 28 19 19 29 23 38 '5 12 9 10 6 5
10 2 4 12 12 12 12 24 25 19 27 31 20 5 6 3 1
11 5 9 8 I5 9 9 12 17 22 38 17 9 ' 2 1
12 1 2 3 3 7 5 12 7 12 22 22 9 7 ' 2 2
13 1 3 9 2 6 4 8 5 26 12 12 5 2 2 1
14 3 3 1 2 1 9 6 5 6 4 2
s1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1
16 1 1
17
NX m 5661 NP • 2029
THE OPTION HSGRAM REQUIRED 1,8980 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
HSGRAM-6
HSGRAM-6
SAMPLE 3. An example of a three dimensional histogram with seventeen Z
planes.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>HSGRAM
HSGRAM OPTION





XMIN = *63000000E+02 65 000000E*02  *8000000E+02




KCH a +3, +t +1
SEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
>YES
HSGRAM-7
Z PLANE 1 ZL a 80,00 ZU a 80*9

















Z PLANE 2 ZL * 8099 ZU * 81.88
















Z PLANE 3 ZL 81.88 ZU w. 82.82
















Z PLANE 9 ZL * 82.82 ZU * 83*76



















Z PLANE 5 ZL * 83.76 ZU * 84971
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
2
3 1 1
' 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
6 2 1 2 3 6 1 1
7 1 2 1 1 1551 1
8 1 5 2 1 21 1
9 1 1 2 2 3 4'
10 1 1 3 q I
11 1 3 1 2 1
12 1 1 5 1 1





Z PLANE 6 ZL = 8'471 ZU * 85.65
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
2 1
3 1 1 2
2 2 2 1
S2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1
6 1 1 3 1 3 ' 6 7 1 I 3 1
7 1 2 3 2 7 6 4 1 3 2
8 1 2 3 7 1 II 12 4 1 2 1
9 2 5 I 8 9 2 1 1 1
10 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 2
11 1 1 1 1 3 9 2 1
12 1 1 2 2 3 1 2






2 PLANE 7 ZL = 85.65 ZU * 86.59




4 1 2 2 1 3 1 ' 1
5 1 ' 5 1 3 1 8 6 2 1
6 1 1 2 2 4 5 9 6 4 4 1 1 1
7 3 2 3 2 1' 9 ' 2 1
8 1 2 3 6 5 5 14 9 3 2 1
9 1 ' 3 3 1 3 8 19 ' 1 1
10 1 1 1 4 7 1 9 7 4 2 1
11 1 1 4 I 3 4 7 3 2 3
12 1 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 1
13 1 3 1 ' 2 2 2 1




Z PLANE 8 ZL * 86059 ZU • 87,53
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 15 16 17
2
3 1 1
q 2 1 1 2 1 1
5 1 1 5 5 3 6 33 1
6 2 6 8 7 7 5 7 6 2 1
7 2 2 6 q 6 7 3 2 11 2 1
8 1 1 2 1 6 9 5 8 6 3 3 1 1 2 1
9 3 6 5 3 5 3 6 10 3 5 3 1 1
10 1 1 4 9 3 2 8 2 8 12 3 2
11 1 2 1 1 3 1 9 5
12 1 1 2 2 2 4 5 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 2 2 9 2 3 1 1





Z PLANE 9 ZL * 87.53 ZU * 88.47




9 I 1 1
5 1 1 3 1 2 3 4 1
6 1 1 1 2 5 6 9 5 2 3 1 2 1
7 2 9 9 7 7 5 7 6 5 1 3 1
8 2 1 1 9 9 5 10 2 11 6 1 1
9 1 1 1 6 5 3 9 3 7 6 1 1 1 1
10 1 2 3 2 5 11 4 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 I
11 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1 1
12 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 1




Z PLANE 10 ZL = 88*q7 ZU * 89.41




4 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 3 1 3 2 1
6 1 6 1 3 5 2 1 2 1
7 2 1 5 3 5 6 2 6 8 3 1 1
8 1 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 1 2 2
9 2 2 2 5 1 2 2 1 I 1I
10 2 1 5 2 2 1 3 2 9 1 1 1
11 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 7 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 q 1 1
13 1 4 1 2 2 1





Z PLANE 11 ZL 89.41 ZU * 90o35
1 2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1
2
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 11 3 3 2 1 2 1
6 1 2 3 1 3 2
7 2 3 2 1 3 6 1
8 1 3 2 7 3 1 3 2 3 1
9 1 I 2 3 2 1 6 2 1 1
10 2 2 1 1 1 1
11 1 2 3 2 3 6 3
12 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
13 1 2 1
1 1 1 2 1
15 1 1 1 1
16 1
17
Z PLANE 12 ZL • 90.35 ZU * 91*29





5 1 1 2
6 2 1 1
7 1 1 3 23 1
8 1 11 2 1 1
9 1 ' 1 2 2 1 1 21
10 11 1 2 2 1 1 1
11 1 4 2 1 1 3 1
12 1
13 2 1 1 1 1
14 1 1




Z PLANE 13 ZL * 91.29 ZU • 92.29





6 1 1 1 1 1 2
7 1 1 1 I
8 1 1 1 1 1
9 2 1 1 2 1
10 1
11 2 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 2 1





Z PLANE 14 ZL * 92.24 ZU • 93.18















Z PLANE 15 ZL a 93.18 ZU • 9#e12













Z PLANE 16 ZL * 9'412 ZU • 95*06
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HSGRAM ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
HSGRAM computes and displays the histogram of the input data set.
It has the capability of computing one, two, or three dimensional histo-
grams. The histogram is generated by dividing the space into a number
of rectangular cells. The number, size and range of the cells is speci-
fied by the user. The routine then counts the number of data points
that fall into each cell.
Define
Xi boundaries of ith cell in X direction
Xi+l
YJ boundaries of jth cell in Y direction
j+I l
boundaries of th cell in Z direction
Z +l
vk = for k = 1, 2, 3 the three channels of the
data to be used in developing the histogram
then if
Xi < v < Xi+ and
Y. < v < Y
Y v2 j+l and
Z v3 < Z.+ 1
then the counter for the (i, j, )th cell is incremented by one.
In the computation of the histogram only those sample vectors are
used which correspond to the classes of interest. HSGRAM allows the
user to input the alphabetic characters which define the classes to be
used in computing the histogram.
HSGRAM also has the capability of permuting the data axis so that
any channel may be placed on any one of the three output axis X, Y, or Z.
HSGRAM-17
HSGRAM
NFED - NUMBER OF FIELDS
NRP -UMBER OF RECORDS PER FIELD 
IZ =
IMGUNT - UNIT NUMBER FOR IMAGE DATA










TO CLASS NUMBERS READ NARR FROM INPUT
SCRATCH FILE
READ NAMELIST INPUT INHIST IOCREMENT
Z BOUNDS KH = 0








































PRINT TOTAL NUMBER OF







Using the IMAGES Option
The IMAGES option can be used to display classification data as an
image composed of characters representing each pixel. The size of the image
display is limited to 120 pixels per scan line for batch runs and to about
60 pixels per scan line for interactive runs, depending on the width of the
paper. If an attempt is made to print an image with more than 120 pixels
per scan line, the IMAGES option will print only the first 120 pixels for
each scan line.
The image is labeled with the scan line numbers on the left and the
pixel numbers within a scan line at the top. The largest values of these
numbers are limited by the print format to six digits for the scan lines
and to four digits for the pixels.
There are nine suboptions in IMAGES. Five of these are used to print
the images, and the other four are used for information and control.
ALLCLS - prints one image for each field showing all classes. The
only input is the suboption name, but the print is affected
by the threshold, THRVAL. Any pixel for which the distance
value is greater than THRVAL is omitted (printed as a blank).
The fields printed are those listed in IFIELD, or all fields
if IFIELD has not been input.
ECHCLS - prints an image for each class separately for each field.
The only input is the suboption name, but the values of
THRVAL and IFIELD affect these images just as they do in
ALLCLS. In addition, classes with fewer than MINPIX pixels
are omitted.
SUBSET - prints one image for each field showing only a subset of the
classes. In addition to the suboption name, a list of char-
acters must be input to define the name of the subset and the
names of the classes to be included in the subset. (In this
context the name of a class is the same as the symbol used to
show it in an image.) If the name of the subset is left
blank, then each class in the subset will be printed with its
own name. The values of THRVAL and IFIELD affect SUBSET just
as they do ALLCLS.
BORDER - prints one image for each field showing only the border pixels
for all classes. A border pixel is defined to be different
from at least one of four pixels with which it is compared.
These are (1) the pixel above, (2) the pixel below, (3) the
pixel to the left, and (4) the pixel to the right. If one
IMAGES-1
of these possibilities is undefined because the pixel being
tested is on the edge of the image, then it is assumed to
match the test pixel. The only input is the suboption name,
but the value of IFIELD affects the output just as it does
in ALLCLS.
INSIDE - prints one image for each field showing only the inside pixels
for all classes. An inside pixel is any pixel that is not
a border pixel. It is in the same class as the pixel above,
the pixel below, the pixel to the left, and the pixel to the
right. The only input to INSIDE is the suboption name, but
it is also affected by IFIELD just as in ALLCLS.
THRESH - allows the following control variables to be set with the
namelist $INTHRE:
THRVAL - the threshold value used to reject pixels.
MINPIX - the number of pixels below which a class is ignored
in ECHCLS.
IFIELD - list of fields to be printed.
The table below shows which print options are affected by




OPTION THRVAL MINPIX IFIELD
ALLCLS X X




SYMBOL - allows the symbols printed for each class to be reset. In
IMAGES the characters used to print an image are initially
set to the letters of the alphabet, but they may be reor-
dered or changed to other symbols in SYMBOL. The input to
SYMBOL consists of the option name and a list of characters
in the order of the classes that they are to represent. This
list is then printed to be verified by the user before con-
trol is returned to IMAGES.
IMAGES-2
STATUS - prints the current values of all input control variables.
It prints the namelist variables (THRVAL, MINPIX, and IFIELD),
the image file unit number, and the class number, class symbol,
and number of pixels for each class. The only input is the
name of the suboption.
IMQUIT - returns control to the ASTEP driver.
IMAGES-3
IMAGES OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A 6LANK
>IMAGES
IMAGES OpTInN
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS






IFIELD *, +0, 0C +O,
+0, +0, +0, +0
+D +0
SEND
TYPE YES IF TIPUTS AqE CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT 14AGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCL5
EC1CLS SU95ET BORDER INSIDE IM9UIT
>SY4BDL
TYPE THE STRING OF '4 IMAGE SYM :LS DESIRED*
>CPN5S
CLASS SyMROL ABCD
IMAGE SYROL CP 5jS
TYPE yES IF INPUTS ARL CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATJS IM.NIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUqSET BORDEt I',51 E IM UIT
>STATUS
IMUNIT T4RvAL MIlPIX IFIEL3
12 2000.0 1 0 0 O 3 O O O o 0 0
.CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NJ,3ER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A C 465
2 a p 456
3 C a 358
4 0 5 '02
SELECT IMAGES OPTIO\ FROM
STATUS IMJNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLSEC~CLS SJ3SET R1ODER INSI E Im 31t
>ALLCLS
IMAGES-4













































SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>BORDER
IMAGES-5

















626 CSP P P
628 CSP PCP PC


























SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INQUIT
>INSIDE
IMAGES-6

















626 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPPP PPPPPPPPPPPPp
628 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPP PPPPPPpPPPP


























SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>ImQUIT




NCLS - NUMBER OF CLASSES IN IMAGE DATA
NPIX - LIST OF NUMBERS OF PIXELS IN EACH CLASS
IMGUNT - UNIT NUMBER FOR IMAGE DATA
INITIALIZE CHARACTERS FOR IMAGE
READ OPTION NAME, IMOP
IMOP # 'STATUS'? YES
NO
I RINT VALUES OF INPUTS
I
NO








PRINT IMAGE SHOWING ALL CLASSES
CALL SUBSET
I
IMOP # 'ECHCLS'? B
NO
ICLS= 0
S ICLS = ICLS+
ICLS >NCLS?
ND
NPIX(ICLS) < MINPIX? E
NO
PRINT IMAGE FOR ICLS
CALL SUBSET





READ CHARACTERS FOR SUBSET


















CAR - LIST OF CHARACTERS TO l;E ULD IN PRINTING THE IIAGE
IlIGUNT - uUM1BER OF IMAGE DATA FILE ;11 = HlP/NPXPS(IF)
E - LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES UHICH MAKE UP TIIE SUBSET
TO LE PRINTED, AND TIHE SINGLE CHARACTER TO SYMBOLIZE
THE SUBSET
T - THRESHOLD VALUE FOR COMPARISON WITH DISTANCE DATA I = 0
ItYPE - CONTROL ORD TO SELECT SUCSET OR ALL CLASSES
IFIELD - LIST OF FIELDS TO BE PRINTED
NFIELD - IUMDER OF FIELDS BEING CONSIDERED
ISTARD - LIST OF STARTING SCAN LIINE NIUMbERS FOR EACH FIELD I = l+I
ISKIPD - LIST OF NUIIMBER OFSCAN LINES TO SKIP FOR EACH FIELD
IlIlCD - LIST OF NUIBERS OF SCAN LINES TO INCREMENT FOR EACH
FIELD YES
JSTARD - LIST OF STARTING PIXELS FOR EACH FIELD I > NI?
JSKIPD - LIST OF NUIICER OF PIXELS TO SKIP FOR EAC FIELD 10JIIICD - LIST OF NUMLER OF PIXELS TO INCREMENT FOR EACH FIELD
NRPF - LIST OF NUMBERS OF RECORDS USED TO STORE DATA FOR FILD ENTRIES IN ROW OF IFGE
EACH FIELD
NPXPS - LIST OF NUMBERS OF PIXELS STORED FOR EACH SCAN LINIE
FOR EACH FIELD
PRINT ROll OF IIAGE
IIITYPE = 'ALLCLS'? YES
110
FIND NUIICER OF CHARACTERS INPUT
IMTYPE I 'SUESET'? YES
1O IR =0




IR , IIRPF(NF)? YES D
SKIP HEADER ECORD 01I IIAGE FILE










IR > RPF(NF)? YES
IlNO




LT I i YL < i
CAR - LIST OF CIIARACTERS TO 1. U11. IIN, PRINTIIG THE IMAGEL IS
IIGlUNT - IIIIUMULR OF IItAGL DATA FIL YES
INI;ORD - CONTROL IORI) TO SILL'T I;OPDUI PILLS OR INSIDE IR N RPF(ilF)?
PIXLLS TO PRINT ;0
IFILLD - LIST OF FIELDS TO I;L PRINTLII
NFIELD - llIINILR OF FIILUS L IlNG CONISIDERLD IPHASE = 3
ISTARD - LIST OF STARTING SCAN LINL 71UMIERS FOR EACl;
FIELD
ISKIPD - LIST OF NUMBER OF SCAN LIILES TO SKIP FOR EACH
FIELD
IINCD - LIST OF NUMBERS OF SCAN LINES TO INCREMENT FOR
EACH FIELD
JSTARD - LIST OF STARTING PIXELS FOR LACII FIELD READ THE NEXT IIAGE RECORU
JSKIPD - LIST OF NUMBER OF PIXELS TO SKIP FOR EACH FIELD FOR THIE CURRENT FIELD
JINCD - LIST OF NIIlDIER OF PIXELS TO INCREMENT FOR EACH CALL RETIMG
FIELD
NRPF - LIST OF NUMBERS OF RECORDS USED TO STORE DATA
FOR EACH FILLD
NPXPS - LIST OF NUMBERS OF PIXELS STORED FOR EACH SCAN IR IRI I
LINE FOR EACH FIELD
Ii = IP/NPXPS(NF)
SKIP HEADER Oil IMAGE FILL
CALL RETIG
SF 0
SSTORE iNEW VALUES FOR NIEXT ROW
IF = NF+1l
FIND UORDER OR INSIDE PIXELSYES FOR CURRENT SCANLINE
IF IFILLD? RETURN
NO
SKIP THIb FIELD? C
PRINT HEADING FOR IMAGE
I.D I R' I IIXlA RE C RO
FOP CURP, ::f FIII C
CALL RPTIlIG
IR = 1 I IR = 0
:lI = ilP/IPXPS(NF) IR IR+I
IPHASE = I IR NIRPF(NF)?
NO
USE FIRST SCAN LINE OF FIELD








I > III? IR < NRPF(NF)?
NO
'OVE CURRENT SCAN LINE
TO PREVIOUS SCAN LINE
MOVE hEXT SCANI LINE




Jli - NUMBER OF PIXELS TO BE PRINTED IN
ONE ROU OF IMAGE
JSTART - INDEX OF FIRST PIXEL INI EACH ROW
JSKIP - NUMBER OF PIXELS SKIPPED BETWEEN




JL = JSTART - JSKIP-I
FOR J=1 THROUGH NJ
JL = JL+JSKIP+1
COL(J) = MOD(JL.10000)/1000
I - -PRINT COL
LASCOL < 1007? ES
110
JL = JSTART-JSKIP- I




LASCOL < 10? YES
NO
JL = JSTART-JSKIP-1












Using the INTHDR Option
The INTHDR requires no user inputs. Its purpose is to allow a user to
process a data tape created by DATDEF which has been saved. INTHDR reads the
header record on the tape and initializes the appropriate variables in the
program. It also displays the user inputs that were input to DATDEF when
the data was originally extracted from the raw observation data tape.
INTHDR-1
INTHDR OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:







I FIELDS 4 CHANNELS 1 6 9 12





-R-S'f p - f-1 NC ASTA-R- JSK-IP- JtNC 
-NPS -...l R-R
1 600 1 80 10 1 80 41 2








DATUNT - UNIT NUMBER ON WHICH
HEADER DATA IS IN FIRST
RECORD
REWIND DATUNT
READ I-ST RECORD ON DATUNT
AND INITIALIZE HEADER COMMON
BLOCK
WRITE OUT USER INPUTS WHICH
APPLY TO ALL FIELDS
WRITE OUT USER INPUTS WHICH
APPLY TO EACH SEPARATE FIELD
FOR I=1, NFIELD
WRITE OUT INPUTS FOR
I-TH FIELD






FOR DATA ONORUNIT DA UNT INTHDR 1 of 1
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Using the ITRCLU Option
Upon entering ITRCLU the user must define values for the parameters
T1 = threshold for cluster splitting, units of the standard
deviation
T2 = threshold for cluster combining, if ISODAT = 0 T2 has
units of the data and if ISODAT / 0 T2 has no units
NMIN = small cluster elimination threshold (number of points)
NVMMAX = maximum number of clusters to be allowed (. 20)
SEP = the number of sigmas, in cluster splitting, to separate
the two new clusters from the mean of the original cluster
along the pertinent channel
ISODAT = flag defining distance measure in cluster combining algorithm,
if ISODAT = 0 use unweighted euclidean distance and if
ISODAT 0 use weighted distance measure
IDISF = flag defining distance measure used in vector assignments
to clusters, if IDISF = 1, use euclidean measure and if
IDISF = 2, use L1 measure
S = threshold used in grouping the data into strips, units of
the data - if S < 0. the strip forming logic is bypassed
P = percentage threshold (0. < P < 1.) for initial cluster
splitting prior to using input split combine sequence -
if P < 0. initial cluster splitting logic is bypassed
IP = print control flag, if IP = 0 no print, if IP 0 print
merger and split messages, if IP = 2 print cluster means,
variances, and weights at the end of each iteration












The user must then enter the split(S) combine(C) sequence. This se-
quence is controlled by the ordering of the characters S and C. A blank
card results in the default sequence
SSSSSCSCSCCC
The user must then define the cluster mean and weights initialization
procedure. The options are
ZERO - all values 0, this forces the algorithm to be self starting
OLD - use means and weights from last previous clustering (either
ADPCLU or ITRCLU). For example, if one exits ITRCLU and
calls IMAGES, then reenters ITRCLU the previous means and
weights remain available.- One may continue to sequence
through the clustering options and image display with the
previous results available to restart via OLD.
NEW - allows user to input starting values or to change any of
the current parameters. The parameters are
NVM = number of clusters
NVG = weight for each cluster, may be ignored for ITRCLU
VM = cluster means, one-dimensional array of number of
channels x NVM values representing a matrix of mean
vectors input by columns.
Upon completion of the clustering a run summary is displayed. This out-
put is a description of the clusters formed. It lists the cluster number, as-
signs a symbol to those points in the cluster, describes the size, gives the
statistics (mean and sigma) of the distances of the points to the cluster cen-
ter, and gives the L1 distances between the vector used as a center to form
the cluster and the mean vector of the resulting cluster.
The user then must select one of the suboptions MEANS, SIGMAS, ANGDIS,
or QUIT. MEANS, SIGMAS, and ANGDIS are for output only and require no input
parameters. QUIT returns control to ASTEP.
The MEANS suboption displays an m x n array where m is the number of
data channels and n is the number of clusters. The columns are the mean
vectors for the clusters formed.
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The SIGMAS suboption displays an m x n.array of the individual sigmas
for each channel and cluster. The columns are the channel sigmas for the
clusters formed.
The output of the ANGDIS suboption is an n x n array. The diagonal of
this array will be zero. Angles (in degrees) between a pair of mean vectors
are given above the diagonal. The distances (given in channel units) between
the vectors are given below the diagonal. Depending upon the value of the
distance flag IDISF (=1 or 2), a euclidean or L1 distance measure is used.
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ITRCLU OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
---4-j1E ASTEp O TION T F --A- tA- ... .. ..
>I TRCLUI
S = -R ---- -- - - - ... .... .. ..... ... .
ma mu =u*=uPuu
SLNITRC







- Y-f--S- T-I-TtT-5 --D'X-
>YES
- -Et -T- --SPI--T-/t-Co 
-tNE (SC- E~rIENE- .t .
>SSSSSCSCS
CRf&YSE-VALUES -FOR---N-YTI-L-l ZA-TlfN FROM
ZERO OLD NEW
- )Zrto- -- - -- - --- ---
**** ITERATION -5 ***'
1 1681
t. ----- T ---.
1 82052
3 71.291






. ..- S---O  - - -8-Y -- 1
ALL ZEROEs.
ITrRATION It CLUSTER I, POSITION 3, SPLIT, NVM * 2
**e ITERATION 2-S ***ooN MP TS. I y 2
- ------- .PFI-tBL----, w
1 2
1 708 973
--- ---- mN - 9 BY 2
1 2
I 8Se064 79.860
2 ---9-- 9 r 9 -- - -905 -
3 87.650 59.388
- -~-T- 1 - i2 --- --
. .. ............... --- 9- -- -----k--- -.. . . ......
1 2
1 4.666 5.599
-2 - - -r 2 -70---- --- --
3 1'.971 4.337
- -- S.... ...-- ,-.T b - ; S, 0
I 2
I o000 '837
- - ------ 3-7----- -- EeS----------- - - 3----- -- ----- ----- --
-i-TF R AnPT-I ON----- tT R--- 1-+6t t • --CLUSTER - 3-- -
ITERATION 2, CLUSTER 2, POSITION ', SPLIT, NVM u 4
IT-------ERATINI 3- 3----
NUMPTS 1 BY '
t-2 3 3
- -3----24 31 601 32& ----
MEANS q BY 4
I 2 ... .t.. ..-- --- 3 --- -- - -
2 103.728 82.847 92.554 85o037
-- t -- -tfr3----5---- -- 71-- --- s.. -,-- .
__...
9 78.701 110S24 81.611 79,197
ITRCLU-5
SIGMAS 4 BY 4
9-- 3--o- 1 -91 M -3- -- - -- 3I -- 3,-~9 -- .vfr- --- tStf-- -- rffS- ? Ri -377 03 -%4
2 10.028 1.q27 3.610 29108
--3- -tOi t- --t .--- 0 T --- - 04o--
14 7307 7.094 4,.760 5o947
IC DIS 9 BY 4
1- -.--- 2- ..- 6 673-.
S0-- 14 2 2ot7  1o&uj -r-31--T
2 12,897 o000 9.025 5*989
3 .9601 -9.025 4000 3- 605
4 7.631 5.989 3s605 O000
ITFRATiO 3w .. T ( , 0S! -.... ..T ON 3-----
.*o*. ITERATION q-S ****
NUPTS 1 S Y
1 2 3 4 5
1 142 4q1 436 457 2nS
SMEA NS - --- Y-S- -- _______
I 2 3 1 5
1 A2o803 74.780 88,376 83*641 80.181
i! 49 82,829 9 12 -u a--8 fr9I------ O-----11O --------
3 110.430 56.054 714057 60.947 94.137
SiGMAS 4 5y
1 2 3 4 5
1 3.456 2o166 2.721 3.657 2,111
2 !1029 1 1r4 29-Hr --- 2 2090 5.30 -
3 9,117 1.936 2,848 2.455 5.093
1 5--- 29 7,429 -3o4 -- S* 1 6 ,37
- IC r B -Y 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 o000 15.797 8.254 11*838 3,591
2 1 7 47 It? UUU ... --15-S 4- 1
3 8.259 12s809 .000 6.573 6,373
S 138 69 2 6 1 3--- --u '. r
5 3.591 14945 6,373 10*147 .000
ITrRATION 4 CLUSTER to POSITION 2, SPLIT, NVM 6
STITRCLU-6
ITRCLU-6
NUMPTS I BY 6
I 2 3 5
60 39 J 3U 7J J 2 61
MEANS q BY 6
1 2 3 -- 5 6------5
! 80350 7143 o . 8-3--6-37 ---- 7,1-4 5 3 --- sibs2
2 120,767 82.826 940484 85.871 97,395 105,662
3 i 46 8 74 - &t-- -9-51299-- ....... S---
4 88.517 110.251 80.'44 81*345 73o879 82.631
SIGMAS 4 BY 6
-- 1 2 3 6
I 30394 290 2,693 39.66- .854 200
2 8.108 1.439 1.979 2.163 4,646 30114
3- Il 10u 1906u 2.70s5 i -u -- - 0- 3Z7
4 3,895 7,355 3,638 5s815 5o364 3.672
IC DIS 6 BY 6
- c .. . .... .--- -9 --- ......... . .......
1 .000 18083 10.266 j13191 6.113 3.971
p 10.0 3 .000 -333 6-S-t ,223 23.....
3 10*266 13.335 ,000 6.587 6,976 11.902
13191 .161 6,5 8 7 00 !0,.! "Wif
5 6*113 15.223 6,976 10.151 .000 '4125
,T!ATIGN So CLUTeIR -. !T.N 3 SPLIT. .... 7
000*0 ITERATION 6-C ****
NUMPTS I BY 7
I 2 3 q 5 6 7
1 23 438 427 476 190 109 18
MEANS 4 BY j
1 2 3 4 5 6
I 86o435 7'4737 88,513 830586 79,842 81,75
-2 - 28.301 8-2.26 -946---8&4--- 94 S--- 908 96521 10 90---
3 127.o696 56.037 794429 61 162 94.558 106.495







1 2 3 5
1 3.422 2.090 2.606 39669 1,816 2.589
-.--.-- .-7a-, ,4----9---22-----2-,-2+-- 4013 4. 1
3 8.215 10906 2.761 2*750 4,8B0 4.428




---- -- ---- --- --- -- 
___ ____---------
3 79395
A--- 5-B-- - -_ _----_ y-
____
1 2 3 5
1 *000 23.4'4 14,573 17.527 9.444 5@856
3 14*573 13*482 0000 6.541 7.040 10,367
*.-- - .2 .- 1 -r -2 .- 5. ... -~---t t 0, 1---- -t- -- -
5 9,444 15*362 7.004 100041 0000 49143
- ..... --s, 5s-2 -0 3------ r-- -..- -- S-o -... --L2) ,-3 -- -00 -u
7 3.610 20.025 10,639 149133 6,980 3.215




--- 6---- 3.e2!5 -
7 .000
ITERATION A CLUSTERS 1 AND 7 MERGEDs NVM * 6T-.-.-.A . - C CLUTS AR -5--A-RDD- -N--ED ---- 5
S**** ITERATION 7-5 *****
N U " PTb l BY
1 2 3 4 5
1 62 938 429 476 276
-fEANS 
-- 4 B-Y - -
-
1 2 3 - 5
1 85o597 74.737 88,971 83.586 80.239
-2 12061 .8026- 0 -9- - 80 9 us 9 9,362
3 116.871 56.037 74.471 61*162 97790
0 iiITRCLU-81 39- 7786
ITRCLU-8
S3iMrAS 5 - . -...
1 2 3 4 5
1 3.292 20090 2.673 3.664 1,95s
2 96462 i9439 !0984 - 2-u21-1-- 5,t689'
3 10.412 10906 2.825 2.750 6,365
JO I- - 7.--3950 -3- - --- ---q . ,
-IC DiS S Y - - .. . ... .5.. . . .
1 2 3 5
I .000 18.323 10.351 13.199 5,229
i--  , a323 o000 3' 6-- . -3t
3 10.351 1330 .000 6.984 6,808
- --- 1 A,99 6,-1-28------6 o 000- ---.... 9-4-1-
S 5.229 lq.561 6,808 90681 .000
ITrRATION 79 CLUSTER to POSITInN 3o SPLIT, NVM 6
iTERATiON 8-c **we*
NUMPTS 1 BY A
1 2 3 5-- 4 -6_
--- 2 43-- Z- ----- 2 7-- ----2- -... S . ... .
MEANS 4 BY A
1 802 -3 --3- -, 5--
2 127.290 82,826 99,991 85.908 98,780 11'o120
3 Ie* 96 u 56o037 7 4 , -4- t6i - 97 -39- -108~-1--
4 900560 110,251 80.348 81,395 75,303 87,100
SIGMAS q BY 6
1 2 - - --- - - 6
I 3o966 2609U 2r65; 0,Z dz 3 I Zo7 3
2 89298 1*439 1o979 2,211 5,126 4o378
3 o70 2 ? ao 2 90 3Iu--- 6o29-3- i5,P407
4 3,664 7,355 3,589 5.857 5,729 3,202
IC D9 - 6-----Y---6----- - -- _ -----
I 2 3 4 5
1 .000 22.655 13.91q 16.957 7.165 3.675
3 13,914 13q4q .000 6,513 6,896 11,278
5 7*165 14*624 6,896 9o673 ,000 5,099
STRAT ION CLUSTERS I 1 *NO ai ERGEos Nv -
***** ITERATION 95 ***
ITRCLU-9
NUMPT5 3a By s
I 2 3 9 S
1 80 438 928 976 2;9
_~-____ -- -MEAN 4 B---Y -----5------- - -- __
1 2 3 9 5
1 849800 74.737 88.488 83.586 80.116
3 119775 56.037 74,996 61.162 97.062
* _ _S_--ISGMAS 4 BY b---__ 
_--
1 2 3 9 5
1 3.328 2.090 2.652 3,664 1.907
-2---- 8 r -' '139------ t-9e4 9-- - -W211 ---.- 1-0o ---
3 100198 1*906 2.782 2*750 5,925
S--- --- 7.3 5 - 309t iv-* ---- -557 G69u
. . . . .. -- -- - ------- - -S--- - . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
1 2 3 4' 5
1 .000 17991 9,663 12.77 4.886
-2--t-- 7 7-4-- -------- 3- 469----61 2- 826- ----- -
3 9.663 13.04 .000 6.513 6,922
4- --- -- -- 47- &--- 2 .-S--3 -000 - . -9----- -p
5 4.886 14q826 60922 90817 .000
TTrRATION 90 CLUSTER I* POSITIoN 39 SPLITo NVM * 6
S-- * - !TERATIO1-8- -- *** - --
NUMPTS I BY 6
t-r -2 3 I4- - _____
MEANS 9 BY 6
-- -t ----- ---- 7---- 8--- - --- - -5---- - ---
2 126.03q 82,826 99491 85.908 98.166 112.111
3 -- -- .- J99------ 6.O-37 . 4- 4 - T .6--r ---- 96~93 ..-. O7-IT3
9 90*138 110.251 80.348 81.395 74.785 85.921
SIGMAS 49 Y B
1 2 3 9 5
1 3.9q9 2.090 2.652 3.664 1,804 2.779
2 .313 1.'l3? 1-97 2*21 469'1 4 9 4
3 8.658 1,906 2.782 2.750 5,888 5.799
"of 37o'69o7 o3 3o3 ITRCLU-10535
ITRCLU-10
I~ UI' 6 eT 6
1. 2 3 9 5
1 .000 21.836 13.273 16.268 7.202 3.641
2 2 * 834 ----1-,  t6-3-i*$--- -6a-- 0I0i0 13- o- 904--
3 13.273 13.404 6000 6.513 6,992 10o258
-v 16 '26o.128 605i3 $000 9,832 14fI6l
5 7*202 14.896 6.992 9.832 o000 1o645
-6 36 2 0a09U --- 258 4 1 *is-- -- - ---4-6--- * -u
rLI(IER S T GL SIte R MEAN K sTGMA UI F -f
1 A 29 15*12 6*06 16.17
- ~--" 8 130 64J Jl *UU
3 C 428 4.89 2,75 *00
0 U + o .... ----6-06 - ,-7D tt . . 0 30
5 E 2'47 8B46 '.36 1016
S63 1T07 357 15.v
CHOOSE OPTION FROM
MEAN5 ANGu!b QU I FIGA1-
)MEANS
..... -.. - A NS -BY .... ..
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 85.655 74*737 88,488 83*586 790988 89O01 6
-2--1260034 82*126'-- ,4 85908 9 8-I-- -r rIT
3 125.379 56.037 7,4446 61.162 96.903 107*143
-- q 9 auT96 3OT2 r- uoe 8 -3 95 .5 - 8 0921
criusE rPl IO H
MEANS ANGDIS QUIT SIGMAS
>IGMAS
SIGMAS 4 BY 6
1-- 3 - 2 9 0- --- 2---- -. -6- - - 0----- -------- 7----
2 8.313 10439 1:979 2.211 '4,691 4.646
-- 3 650 1906 -- .-7-0----- .75u Go u 88
4 3.691 7*355 3.589 5,857 5.532 3.535
CHOOSE OPTION FROM
MEANS ANGODIS QUIT Si-GMAS
>QUIT
Tm-E O-TI- ITRCLU REiQUIRED ----7 1 SECONDS or CpU
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ITRCLU ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
The iterative clustering algorithm, ITRCLU, develops the cluster means
by using several passes through the data. For any one pass the data points
are assigned to the nearest cluster means. Depending upon the value of S,
the strip formulation logic is exercised for each iteration prior to the
assignments to the nearest cluster means. Certain partial sums are computed,
which at the end of the pass will represent the new cluster means and vari-
ances. During the assignments of data points to clusters, the means defining
the current clusters are not modified.
At the end of each pass or iteration the new cluster means, channel
variances, and populations are available. Those clusters whose number of
points is less than a threshold, NMIN, are now eliminated. The algorithm
then enters a cluster splitting or a cluster combining (merging) phase. The
user can initialize the cluster splitting-combining operation by requesting
that split iterations be performed until a specified percentage of clusters
are stable (do not need to be split). The sequence for all other iterations
is controlled by the input split combine sequence.
Strip Formulation.- If
Vj(i) = the ith component of the jth vector to be assigned
S = strip refinement parameter (>0.)
then, the local group or strip is defined by the vectors V a.=O,1,...,L,
where L is the last a for which
IV.(i) - V j+ (i)I <S
is valid for all i. After generating the local subgroup, its mean and weight
are computed.
Cluster Splitting.-
In splitting a cluster, the channel with the largest variance (a 2) is deter-
mined. If the standard deviation oj exceeds the threshold T1 (system param-
eter), the cluster is split along channel j alone into two subclusters.
Assuming an n-channel vector space, let
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mi , i=l,...,n denote the mean vector for the initial cluster
mi',i=l,...,n denote the mean vector for the first subcluster
mi",i=l,...,n denote the mean vector for the second subcluster
SEP denote al:user-specified system parameter defining the separa-
tion of the new cluster means from that of the original
cluster
Then the splitting process generates the two subclusters mi' and mi
in a manner such that
mi = mi ;ij
mi = mi + SEP*aj ; i=j
mi "= mi ; ifj
mi " = mi - SEP*aj ; i=j
Cluster Combining.-
There are two combining (merging) options depending on the value of the
ISODAT flag.
If ISODAT = 0, cluster combining operates by computing the euclidean dis-
tance measure between the nearest pair of clusters. If this distance is less
than the threshold T2, the two means are averaged into one. The nearest
distance between clusters is recomputed and the combining process continues
until all the cluster means are separated by T2 or more.
If ISODATfO, each cluster is limited to combine with at most one other
cluster. The process begins with computing the minimum weighted distance
between the first cluster and each of the other clusters. If this distance
is less than T2, then the two respective means are averaged together. The
mean averaging effectively combines two clusters into one cluster for the
next pass of the data. The distance computations and thresholding continue
until all of the original clusters are tested. Assuming an n-channel vector
space let
mi ^ and mi ' ' , i=l,...,n represents two mean vectors
ai and ai', i=l,...,n represents the individual channel
sigmas associated with the two clusters
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Special Cluster Splitting Tests.-
If P > 0, the algorithm forces cluster splits each iteration (up to a maxi-
mum of 10 splits) until a certain test is satisfied. The algorithm then re-
sorts to the input split combine sequence for the remaining iterations. The
test is - let
pass = number of clusters for which all of the individual
channel sigmas are less than Tl
num = number of clusters
then the algorithm will force splits until
pass > P
num -
During the last iteration, a distance for the image display is associ-
ated with each pixel or strip of pixels. The value of this distance is eq-
ual to the distance (euclidean or Ll depending on the value of IDISF) of the
mean of the strip to the cluster mean it is assigned to. Later in the IMAGE
option, the distance for each pixel from its cluster mean is compared to a
user input threshold. All pixels whose distance exceeds the threshold are
displayed as blanks.
The ANGDIS option computes and displays the angles and distance between
all pairs of mean vectors resulting from the clustering. Define
Mi  = mean vector of the ith cluster
mi(k) = k-th component of the ith mean vector
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i > j and IDISF = 1
dij = IMi 
- Mjl
i > j and IDISF = 2
dij = dij = zlmi(k) - m.(k)I
k
i = j dij = 0
360 -1 Mi • M.i < j dij = 36 cos Mi i M.
then the matrix D = [dij] is displayed.
The iterative clustering algorithm was initially reported in Reference
9. These ideas were applied and modified for use with multi-spectral data




VM - STORAGE ARRAY FOR CLUSTER
MEAN VECTORS
NVM - NUMBER OF MANS IN VM
(IF ANY FROM PREVIOUS
CLUSTERING)
VMP.VAR.AD - WORKING STORAGE INRT-INRT+1
ARRAYS
BUF - LARGE STORAGE ARRAY
IBUFII PARTITION BUF FOR DATA.
IBUF21 IMAGES. AND THRESHOLDS
NRT - NUMBER OF RECORDS OF
DATA ON DATA TAPE YES
DATUNTI DATA AND IMAGE UNIT IIIRTiRT
IMGUNTI NUMBERS RESPECTIVELY
NO - DIMENSION OF OBSERVATION
VECTORS no
PROCESS INRT-TH RECORD OF DATA
AND SAVE IMAGE IF LAST ITERATION
1. CALL RETIMG
USER CUE AID PARAMETER INPUT 2. CALL VATCI
1. CUE USER 3. IF IT * ITL CALL SAVING
2. READ ANTD WRITE IIAMELIST INPUT








S/C SEQUENCE INPUT AND CLUSTER MODE-1 F
MEAN INITIALIZATION
1. USER INPUT OF SPLIT/CONBINE G
SEQUENCE INTO ISEQ ARRAY YES
2. CALL INITCL
SPLIT COMBINE LIMINATION ALGORITHM
IF 1-ST CHARACTER IN S/C SEQUENCE 1. IF MODE-1 SET ICHAR*ISEQ(1)S OR 0 C USE DEFAULT SEQUENCE IF MODE-2 SET ICHAR-S




TRANSFER VMP ARRAY TO VM
DETERMINE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, SET
ROUTING FLAG FOR VECTOR ASSIGNMIENTS AND
STARTING MDDE
1. SET ITL - I + NUER OF S AND C'SIN ISE ER F S AND COPTIONAL DISPLAY OF INTERMEDIATE
2. SET IROUTF DEPENDING ON USER ESULTS
INPUT VALUES OF S AND IDISF IF IP-2 DISPLAY EANS (VMP),
IN AELIST VARIANCES (VAR) AD EIGHTS(IING)









INITIALIZE FOR THIS ITERATION
1. IF IPNO WRITE MESSAGE TO USER
2. ZERO ARRAYS NVG. VAR AND VMP
3. SET NVMS-NVM, INRT-O ITRCLU 1 OF 2
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SPECIAL TESTS FOR POSSIBLE MODE
CHANGE - DETERMINE NUMBER OF CLUSTERS














































ENTER WTH I ' A
V - VECTORS TO BE CLUSTERED
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN V
VM - CURRENT CLUSTER MEANS FOR EXISTING CLUSTERS ASSIGN TO INN AND UPDATE
NVM - NUMBER OF MEANS IN VM STATISTICS
VMP,VAR.NVG - WORKING ARRAYS USED TO RECURSIVELY
CALCULATE THE MEANS VARIANCES. AND FOR J-JSC JPT
WEIGHTS ASSOCIATED MITH THE NEM CLUSTERS IrG(J -IMIN
ND - DIMENSION OF ALL VECTORS TDIS(J)-RNIN
S - STRIP THRESHOLD PARAMETER CALL SEQST
IROUTF - ROUTINE FLAG IF .EQ.1 STRIP AND EUCLIDEAN
.EQ.2 STRIP AND LI
.EQ.3 NO STRIP AND EUCLIDEAN




Sor 2 YES NO
JPTJPT
SPECIAL CASE LAST EXIT WITH
JPT-JPT-I 






FIND NEAREST MEAN USING
STRIP GENERATION EUCLIDEAN MEASURE ASSIGN POINT NT
AND). UPDATE STATISTICS
DETERMINE IF
. CALL IP NDIS
3.ES PT NOC 
2. ING (IJ
COPUTE EA OF STRIPI PLACE
RESULT IN VS AND WEIGkk IN N5
FIND NEAREST MEAN USING L1
1. FOR I-1ND SET MEASURE. ASSIGN POINT AND
VS( I)C0. DUPDATE 
STATISTICS
2. FOR J*JSC.JPT AND
.1 5 V(IJ) FOR *I.NV
3. NS-JPT+1-JSC DO 310 J-1,NVM
LS(I) NV(I)/NS D S I ND
3D8 T-T+ABS(VM(IIJ)-V(III))
0 I-jT.GT.RMIN) GO TO 310
.1 -2 2. INs(I)*IMIN
IRUTF TDS(I) RMIN
3. CALL SEQST
USING EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE USING L1 DISTANCE
CALL MINDIS 1RINI1C.E+38
DO 36 J1 NV8









ICHAR - IF .EO.IIIS USE SPLIT ALGORITHM
.EQ1HCUSE CBINE ALGORITHM
V P - CLUSTER MEAN VECTORS
VAR - CLUSTER VARIAICE VECTORS NVM*VMl
NDO - DIMENSION OF VECTORS
NVN - NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
N - NUMBER OF POINTS ASSIGNED TO EACH CLUSTER
NMIN - ELIMINATION THRESHOLD (NUMBER OF POINTS) NO YES
T1 - THRESHOLD FOR SPLITTING, UNITS OF THE STANDARD NVM>
DEVIATION NVMI
T2 - THRESHOLD FOR COMBINING, IF ISODAT.EQ.0 T2 HAS
UNITS OF THE DATA. IF ISOOAT.NE.O T2 HAS NO UNITS
SEP - CLUSTER CHANELS WITH SIIMAS.GT. TI MEANS ARE
SPLIT INTO TWO MEANS DEFINED BY EAN + AND - SPLIT CLUSTER EAN LSEP-SIRKNAALLEL
ISODAT - FLG DEFIIIING COMBINING ALGORITHM, IF.EQ.O USE
UNmEEIGTED DISTANCE. IF .NE.O USE WEIGHTED 1 FOR I1I.ND SET PRINT MESSAGE
NVMAX - HAXIIMI NUBER OF CLUSTERS ALLOWED A .N R RRI.Li CL TE PE -IT - ITERATION UMBER FLOW
IP - PRINT FLAG. IF.EQ.O NO PRINT, IF .NE.O PRINT 2. TMP*VMP(IM.L)
3. VAR*SRT(VARM)
4. VMP(IL) * TEMP
SEP*VARM
TE2 TEE2 NRPTRMNVM)N TECUT







ELIMINATE CLUSTER I BY
PACK AD IN VPVAAND N I DITANCE AURE. TORE INYESCES
TO ELIMINATE I-TH SLOT F4VM-N E
CALL PACK FOR -. NOCALL PACK FOR NVARCALL PACK FOR NN
I R . I N V N -N EYES
NO
I NV NV 
DETEINE NEAREST REINING CLUSTER
LE I TO CLUSTER I. STORE EIGHTED DISTANCEIN RMIN AN INDICES IN II AND 12
L*LI DO 106 J-*JSl,1VM
104 DIJDIJ+(MP(K,1)-VP(KJ)))/
(SQRT(VSr(,) AR(K'J)))




14 IF ,&d 12 AND DISTANCE YESS
VARM-0. IN RMIN RMIN>T2 F





YES S VARM YES MERGE CLUSTERS 11 AND 12,
T12 UPDATE MEAN AND WEIGHT FOR II,
NO ~E ELIMINATE CLUSTER 12 DATA IN
ES NO VMPVA12, AND N
4 YESN(L) 1. CALL MODIFY
(2*NNIN 2. CALL PACK FOR VMP
+1) CALL PACK FOR VAR
CALL PACK FOR N
N O 3. NVM NVM-1




V - SET OF VECTORS
VT - VECTOR
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN V
DETERMINE NEAREST VECTOR IN
V TO VT USING EUCLIDEAN
DISTANCE MEASURE
1. RMIN = 1. E+38
2. FOR I=I, NV
a) COMPUTE DISTANCE
BETWEEN VT AND I-TH
VECTOR IN V - STORE
DISTANCE IN D
b) IF D < RMIN SET
J=I AND RMIN=D
EXIT WITH
RMIN - DISTANCE TO NEAREST
VECTOR
J - INDEX TO VECTOR
MINDIS 1 OF 1
ITRCLU-20
ENTER WITH
X = SAMPLE VECTOR
I1 = OLD MEAN VECTOR
V = OLD VARIANCE VECTOR
I = OLD NUMBER OF SAMPLES





















M = NEW MEAN VECTOR
V = NEW VARIANCE VECTOR
I = NEW NUMBER OF SAMPLES




V- ARRAY OF VECTORS
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR IN
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN V
DETERMINE NEAREST TWO VECTORS
IN V USING AN EUCLIDEAN MEASURE
1. RMIN=1.E+38
2. FOR I=2, NV
SET K1= I-1
K2=I AND
a) DETERMINE NEAREST VECTOR
IN V FROM K2 - NV TO
VECTOR K1 - CALL MINDIS
b) IF NEAREST DISTANCE D<RMIN
SET RMINiD AND'UPDATE
INDICES Jl AND.J2% TO
VECTOR PAIR
EXIT WITH
RMIN - DISTANCE BETWEEN
NEAREST PAIR
JI,J2 - INDICES TO PAIR
CLOS 1 of 1
ITRCLU-22
Using the MAXLIK Option
Upon entering the MAXLIK option the user must select one of the sub-
options REDSIG, INPSIG, PROCSS or QUIT.
REDSIG allows user to retrieve previously saved spectral signatures
(mean vectors and covariance matrices). For one or more signatures to be
retrieved, the file number on which signature(s) were saved must be input.
Entry of 0 terminates the REDSIG suboption. The routine used to retrieve
signatures (REDSIG) contains an option to display each of the retrieved
signatures as they are located on the signature file. A user response of
YES will cause the signatures to be displayed - any other response will
bypass the display. Following this, user must enter a name under which
given signature was saved, and then the actual retrieval (and display if
requested) takes place. Up to 12 signatures may be retrieved this way.
An entry of NOMORE for signature name causes the retrieval process to
terminate. The retrieved signatures may then be used by the PROCSS sub-
option.
INPSIG allows the user, as an alternate to REDSIG, to input the signa-
ture data directly. Its parameters are
NVM = number of signatures (means and covariances to be entered)
ND = dimension of each mean vector
VM = the mean vectors, a one-dimensional array of ND x NVM values
representing the matrix of mean vectors input by columns.
COV = the covariance matrices, a one-dimensional array of (NDxND)xNVM
values representing the NVM ND x ND full matrices.
Once the signatures have been retrieved (or input) PROCSS is called to
process the data. This option first prints out the interclass distance array.
This array gives the maximum likelihood measure of the distances between the
mean vectors of the various signatures. Then the observation data is pro-
cessed. Upon completion a class summary is displayed. This summary gives
the class number (which corresponds to the order in which the signatures were
input), the assigned symbol, and the class size resulting from the processing.
QUIT returns control to the ASTEP driver.
MAXLIK-l
MAXLIK OPTION
SAMPLE 1 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
MAXLIK OPTION
.. f O ------ T M . - ------.. . --- . . . . .
---)400- t~t ~ oPTfION- flROM





MEAN 4 BY I
----- ---1----- -__---------------
---- !- - 3_ 6-
2 85.900
... -- .... --- M O-
4 81.400
.- -. --- o 0 V -T- -- -Y-- . -- .
1 2 3 '
1 1000 000 .000 o000
...-- -. . .--- v 0 --- l 11 0 - - - -.. ... -
3 .000 *000 1.000 .000
sIGNATURE 2





--- 3..--- -- " ,-300-&---- ------------ -- -- -- --------- -
4 80o300
MAXLIK-2
1 2 3 9
1 1000 .000 000 .000
----- ----- Ou --- 1u-- - 0 0 ,0- -- 00----0-- - - -- -.-
3 9000 .000 1,000 .000
------- 0&00 -- ee-- ------ e- - -- 00-
%IGNATURE 3
MEAN 4 BY I
2 82.8003------5-r- 88----- -
4 110.300
_-_-COYAT -- Y- q-
1 2 3 '
S.a.8u0- a -0000----0-
2 o000 l1000 .000 o000
3 0 *UU 000 100 Uu --- 0uu







COVMAT q BY 9
1 2 3
I 1i000 00 000 ;-0000
2 .000 1.000 .000 o000
3 UUU 0 U00u u u uaU u




- - 2 ttti0~O--- .-
3 10.400
---&3r iv 9 0 0 -- ----
COVMAT 4 BY 4
S -- -- -a .---- .  .---------.. - --- .-- - - -.....
t . 00 000 OTT . . .O ..
2 000 1000 .000 .000
-- w ... trO0r0 -----eB--. --- O-- .. 0-0 - -
49 000 .000 .000 1000
-tP-Y- YS- I -Np-~U±5---RE--OKi - .... ... ..
>YES
CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
RESt-6 P-RO-CSS----~gT- {S U-. .. ...
IC DIS 5 BY s
. ------- 2 --- 3 - -.
1 000 274.410 950,00 1291.950 3067.390
.- - -- 2- -7AO--Z71 91 -- 4r.6-'499a-9 -- - 44-4.4,Q-- - Z-__-AO
3 950040 1564,990 .000 3004.770 4517.170
4 -- 1291.950 5 3.v0--3-Y--- 7-7 -----
5 3067.390 1622.060 4517*170 548.70 o000
cLASS SYMBOL SIZE
2 B 928
----I C-- 3 4 7
9 D 212
- Lu--E AXLIK OPTIO FROM-------
REDSIG PROCSS QUIT INpSIG
>QUIT
-. --- -T-E- -0-p T I- 4A-Xt1 cI) N _!K REQ uI OF ---- - S-&8 !- UE c P-f ,tE---
- --- GP-T - --- , -X -SE-ONS -Ct- )i
MAXLIK-4
MAXLIK OPTION
SAMPLE 2 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>MAKLIK
MAXLIK OPTION
CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
REDSIG PROCSS QUIT INPSIG
>REDSIG
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>I
INPUT yES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE I
>YES
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST 4ITH NOMORE.
>SIGA
SIGA ND '4 K a 1 6 9 12
NUM(Il) = 438
MEAN 1 BY 4
I 2 3 4
1 74,737 82,826 56.037 110,251
COVMAT 4 BY 4
1 2 3 '
1 ~4368 .643 1. 28 -2.900
2 .643 2,071 1.082 1.009
3 1.428 1.082 3,633 -3,927
4 -2900 1.009 -3.927 59,102
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>1
MAXLIK-5
INPUT yES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE
)NO
L,IST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES* END LIST WITH NOMORE.
>SIGB
SIGB ND ' 4 K w 1 6 9 12
NUM(i) * q28
>SIGC
SIGC NOD 0 K * 1 6 9 12
NUMII) * '76
>SIGDE
SIGDE NOD 9 K • 1 6 9 12
NUM(1) U 339
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT*
>0
4 SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
REDSIG PROCSS QUIT INPSIG
>PROCSS
IC DIS 4 BY 4
1 2 3 4
1 7*016 135.893 38o095 635,658
2 169.933 7.156 36.05S 111.352
3 36.7q8 33.383 8,552 227,06






CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
REDSIG PROCSS QUIT INPSIG
>QUIT
THE' OPTION MAXLIK REQUIRED 5.1126 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
MAXLIK-6
MAXLIK ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
PROCSS is the only MAXLIK option requiring an engineering description.
PROCSS classifies the data vectors via a maximum likelihood algorithm.
Define
M. = mean vector for ith class
Ai = covariance matrix for ith class
X = sample data vector
then, for each sample vector X the i for which
(X - Mi)T Ai-1 (X - Mi) + kn Ai (1)
is minimized is determined.
An alphabetic image array or map of the resulting classifications is
generated. The correspondence between the class numbers and alphabetic
characters is i=l is an A, i=2 is a B etc. The threshold distance for the
image display for each sample data vector or pixel is the chi-squared
variable
(X - Mi ) T Ai-1 (X - Mi )
where the i is the one which yields the minimum of the expression (1).
Prior to classifying the data, PROCSS generates and displays an inter-
class distance array defined by
dij = distance of class i from class j in the maximum
likelihood sense
= (Mi - Mj)T Ai- 1 (Mi - Mj) + nIAil
The matrix D = (d ij) is then displayed.




VM.COV,B - STORAGE ARRAYS FOR MEANS.
COVARIANCES AND WORKING
AREA RESPECTIVELY
11,12 - UNIT NUMBERS FOR SIGNATURE
FILES
BUF - LARGE BUFFER ARRAY
IBUFI I PARTITION BUFFER INTO DATA.
IBUF2 I IMAGE, AND THRESHOLD AREAS
NRT - NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS
NO - DIMENSION OF DATA VECTORS
DATUNT I DATA AND IMAGE UNIT




3. GO TO APPROPRIATE ENTRY
POINT
y OPTION=REDSIG E2 OPTION=PROCESS
RETRIEVE SPECTRAL MEANS COMPUTE INVERSES OF
AND COVARIANCES ALL COVARIANCE MATRICES,
COMPUTE AND DISPLAY








INFORM USER THAT 2. FOR I=1,NVM SET














E3 OPTION-QUIT E RECOGNIZED
RETURN INFORM USER OF INVALID OPTION




W - WEIGHTING MATRIX
ND - DIMENSION OF V AND W
Do 0
EVALUATE QUADRATIC FORM
For I = 1, ND and J = 1, ND
1. Set D = D + V(I)*W(I,J)*V(J)
EXIT WITH
D




VM ON OUTPUT CONTAIN MEANS,
COV COVARIANCES, DIMENSION, AND






INFORM USER TO TYPE








VM, COV - APRIORI MEANS AND
COVARIANCES
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH
VM AND COV




1. COMPUTE INVERSE OF
EACH MATRIX IN COV
ARRAY AND STORE
BACK IN COV












COV - INVERSES OF INPUT
MATRICES
DET - LN OF ICOVI




V - GROUP OF VECTORS TO BE CLASSIFIED
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN V
VM - APRIORI MEANS OF SIGNATURES
COVI - APRIORI COVARIANCE INVERSES FOR SIGNATURES
NVM - NUMBER OF MEANS AND COVARIANCES
DET - LN OF THE DETERMINATE OF EACH COVARIANCE
MATRIX
NVG - ARRAY DEFINING NUMBER OF POINTS PREVIOUSLY
ASSIGNED TO EACH CLASS
SET JPT TO ZERO
UPDATE JPT
JPT > NV > YdES NVG - UPDATED VALUES
NASGN k IMAGE AND
TDIS J THRESHOLD
N DATANO
COMPUTE MINIMUM DISTANCE, MAXIMUM
LIKELIHOOD, FOR JPT-TH VECTOR -
STORE DISTANCE IN R AND INDEX
IN IMIN
ASSIGN JPT-TH VECTOR
MAXLI I of 1
MAXLIK-12
Using the NEWS Option
The NEWS option provides a convenient method for communicating to the
user minor changes to the ASTEP program by reading information from unit
15 (file name NEWS with qualifier TRW-T33710) and printing it. This data may
be written or modified by UPNEWS option. The latest information is always
printed first.
After requesting NEWS, the user is asked to input either the number of
lines to be printed or, ALL to indicate all of the remaining file is to be
printed, or QUIT to indicate that no more print is requested. If the number
of lines option is requested, the user will again be queried for additional
lines, ALL or QUIT. The process is repeated until the file is complete, or
ALL or QUIT is input.
Three sample uses of the NEWS option follow. In the first sample, the
ALL response is used to print all lines in the NEWS file. In the second
sample, only the first three lines are printed. Then ALL is requested to
print the remainder of the file. In the third sample, NEWS is entered and
three lines are printed, followed by two more lines, and QUIT to indicate
that no further printing is requested.
NEWS-1
NEWS OPTION
SAMPLE 1 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>NEWS
NEWS OPTION
NEWS OPTION REQUIRES FILE NAME NEWS TO BE ASSIGNED
IF NOT ASSIGNED INDICATE QUIT,
QUIT FROM ASTEP, ASSIGN NEWS# AND RE-EXECUTE ASTEP.
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL, OR QUIT
>ALL
THIS IS A SAMPLE NEWS FILE* I
IT WILL DEMONSTRATE THE ALL AND LINE COUNT 2
OPTIONS OF NEWS* 3
UPON FIRST ENTRY TO NEWSo THE ENTIRE FILE WILL 4
BE PRINTED. S
THE SECOND ENTRY PRINTS THE FIRST 3 LINES FOLLOWED 6
By THE REMAINDER OF THE FILE* 7
THE LAST ENTRY PRINTS THE FIRST 3 LINES FOLLOWED 8
By 2 ADDITIONAL LINES. 9




SAMPLE 2 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>NEWS
NEWS OPTION
sfl.sBu u Gmmu u
NEWS OPTION REQUIRES FILE NAME NEWS TO BE ASSIGNED
IF NOT ASSIGNED INDICATE QUIT,
QUIT FROM ASTEP, ASSIGN NEWSI AND RE-EXECUTE ASTEP.
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL, OR QUIT
>3
THIS 15 A SAMPLE NEWS FILE* I
IT WILL DEMONSTRATE THE ALL AND LINE COUNT 2
OPTIONS OF .NEWS. 3
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL, OR QUIT
>ALL
UPON FIRST ENTRY TO NEWS, THE ENTIRE FILE WILL 4
BE PRINTED. 5
THE SECOND ENTRY PRINTS THE FIRST 3 LINES FOLLOWED 6
By THE REMAINDER OF THE FILE. 7
THE LAST ENTRY PRINTS THE FIRST 3 LINES FOLLOWED 8
By 2 ADDITIONAL LINES. 9




SAMPLE 3 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:




NEWS OPTION REQUIRES FILE NAME NEWS TO BE ASSIGNED
IF NOT ASSIGNED INDICATE QUIT#
QUIT FROM ASTEP, ASSIGN NEWS, AND RE-EXECUTE ASTEP.
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL, OR QUIT
>3
THIS IS A SAMPLE NEWS FILE. I
IT WILL DEMONSTRATE THE ALL AND LINE COUNT 2
OPTIONS OF NEWS. 3
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL, OR QUIT
>2
UPON FIRST ENTRY TO NEWS, THE ENTIRE FILE WILL 4
BE PRINTED. 5
INPUT ADDITIONAL LINES TO BE PRINTED, ALL. OR QUIT
>QUIT
THE OPTION NEWS REQUIRED D0466 SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
NEWS-4
NEWS ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION




IOPT = 1 NEWS OPTION
IOPT = 2 UPNEWS OPTION
WRITE
"NEWS OR UPNEWS" OPTION REQUIRES
FILE NAME NEWS TO BE ASSIGNED.
IF NOT ASSIGNED, INDICATE QUIT,








<0INPUT ADDITION AL <0
ES TO BE PRINTED, JMAX
ALL, OR QUIT
>0
EAD I IG TO IGO,(BD)
QUIT ALL B
RETURN I JMAX = 100000
NUIIMBER REWIND NEWSUN
READ MUCH
TRANSLATE NUMBER (MUCH IS THE NUMBER




NEWS 1 of 6
NEWS-6
WRITE
ASSIGN D TO IGOREUIRED BUFFER
-14UCH -- SIZE 9IUCH" IS
LARGER THAN
D
SGO TO (E,G) , 10PT
INCREURRENT FROBUFF END
> SIZE "NBUFSZ", SET
OF BUF TO CURSTART OF BUFFER
IIZ
_I 1 J= 02-9




ASSIGN~ D TO IGO
0 TO ( E,G), IOPT
IN)IICRE( I NT FROMI END
OF BUF TO START OF BUF
NEWS 2 ofUCH -10*I UR




F IE BUF(J) J=Jl J2) ICUR
ICUR-ICUR11 A
J2=J2- r








INPUT DATA IN INITAL OR PRINT PRIT







WRITE WRITEOPT I ON S IN I TI AL AND  OPTIONS INITIAL OR
JCUR=NBUFSZ-9 4MODIFY tiAY BE EXECUTED MODIFY IIUST BE CALLED










YES FROM THE BOTTOM





TOO IIUCIl DATA SOIME OF THE






WRITE ( WSUN)J;RIE(IIEWSUN) (BUF(J) ,J=JCUR,INBUFSZ)
REIIND NEWSUN
IWR=1





MUST BE IN -N,M FORMAT.
INITIAL DATA FOLLOW-O
OR 1ODIFY CARD. IODIFICATIONS














d1=1 WRITE J=1WARNING ***




















NEWS 4 of 6 = OUIT
NEWS-9
T DETERMINE -r,1
IS=0O WHERE N CORRESPONDS TO IS
IL=O AND M CORRESPONDS TO IL.
I=6 NOTE IS EQUIVALENCED TO
J=1 IMOD(1) AND IL EQUIVALENCED
K=l TO IMOD(2).
DETERMINE
IN Jl THE INTEGER
CORRESPONDING TO
BITS I THROUGH 1+5
OF WORD ID(J).
J1 = 1 FOR 0, 2 FOR 1
ETC. IF NOT AN
INTEGER GO TO K OTHER-
WISE GO TO L
BUILD
GO TO (M,t1),K IMOD(K)=IMOD(K)*IO+J-1 NUMBER
K=K+1
ARE BITS I THROUGH 0
1+5 OF ID(J)=,





YES 1 40 WRITE ID
J <10 ERROR IN MODIFY PROCESSI14G RETURN
THE FOLLOWING CARD




ASSIGN 11 TO IGG 1 4
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Using the QUANTZ Option
Upon entering QUANTZ the user must define values for the parameters
XMIN I _ minimum and maximum intensity levels of interest
XMAX I in the single channel to be used
NQ = number of equal divisions desired between XMIN and
XMAX
KCH = the channel component of the data to be considered,
for example if channels 1,6,9, and 12 have been ex-
tracted via DATDEF and KCH = 3 then channel 9 will
be used in the quantization process





At the completion of the image generation process QUANTZ displays the
largest and smallest samples encountered in the data. Upon exiting QUANTZ
a grey scale character map is available for display by IMAGES, the upper
and lower bounds for each class are included.
QUANTZ-1
QUANTZ OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
)QUANTZ
- -- I- -~--M-N, XMAXNQP.^..,
sINQUAN
SXwN .- -u00 vO00000CluO- _
XMAX *25500000E+n3
W-- ---- -I 6
KCH a +2
SEND
TYf-E---Y--F- - I P--- S-- TS ----
>YES
--A tftF S TV*- - 1%I0 SM Att-T--Vkt-U-E -- -- O* - -- -
C- -.5+- 8t -S Z E--t WsND. U -v--ttP -a tN ---
I A 0 .00 o00
2 U 0 iU TS -
3 C 0 15,94 31.87
D - 9 31067 7.at --
5 E 1721 47*8 1  .63.75
6f- 980 ... .63oIb f 9 i
7 G 1'92 79.69 95,62
-8 -- m -- 172 962---r s6
9 1 40 111056 127.50
lU J -t 1 21i0s * t3 -
11 K 1 1q3'4q 159e37
12 L 3-7 ---- 1-7- - - 75031
13 M 0 175131 191.25
-i----- N - - -9T~ --- - 1 * U- 2 IT
15 0 0 207.19 223.12
16 -2P 0 223*12 . 1 -9t6





THE OPTION OUANTZ REQUIRED 5488 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
QUANTZ-2
QUANTZ ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
QUANTZ generates an alphabetic image array or map via a quantization
procedure on one channel of the data. The size of the quantization cells,
their number, and range are specified by the user.
Define
Xi
boundaries of ith cell
Xi+l
v sample from the channel of data to be quantized
Then the quantization character, in the image array, assigned to v is
Xi , v < Xi+l character code i (with I=B, 2=C, etc.)
v < X1 = XMIN character A
v _ XLAST = XMAX the "NQ+2"nd letter of the alphabet
The distance values for the image display of the image generated by
QUANTZ are all zero.
QUANTZ-3
mENTER WITH
BUF - LARGE BUFFER AREA
IBUFI PARTITION BUFFER INTO
IBUF2 DATA, IMAGE, AND THRESHOLD
AREAS
NBUFSZ - SIZE OF BUFFER
NRT - NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS
ND - DIMENSION OF DATA




2. READ AND WRITE NAMELIST DATA







1. IF NQ>26 SET NQ=26
2. INRT=O











DISPLAY LARGEST AND SMALLEST SAMPLE
VALUES, CLASSIFICATION SYMBOLS, SIZES,
AND BOUNDARIES FOR THE SELECTED CHANNEL
RETURN




X - DATA VECTOR ARRAY
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR IN X
fIX - NUMBER OF VECTORS II X
XMIN,XMAX,DX - DEFINE LIMITS AND QUANTIZATION INCREMENT
OVER WHICH DATA WILL BE QUANTIZED
KCH - CHANNEL POSITION IN EACH VECTOR OF X TO BE
QUANTIZED
XS,XL - PREVIOUS VALUES OF SMALLEST AND LARGEST SAMPLE
EPS=1.E-7
GENERATE GRAY SCALE IMAGE (ALPHABETIC







IF (XK.LT.XMIN) GO TO 1000
IF (XK.GT.XMAX) GO TO 1020
I=INT((XK-XMIN-EPS)/DX)+2
IMG(J)=I
NVG(I) = NVG(I) + 1
GO TO 1040
1000 IMG(J)=1
NVG(1) = NVG(1) + 1
GO TO 1040
1020 IMG(J) = NVM
NVG( NVM ) = NVG( NVM ) + 1
1040 CONTINUE
EXIT WITH
XS,XL - UPDATED VALUES
IMG - DEFINES IMAGE
GRYAPH 1 OF 1
QUANTZ-5
Using the TRNFLD Option
The TRNFLD option is used to classify data in a way that makes the
computation of statistics for training fields convenient. Each pixel is
given a class number equal to the number of the field containing the pixel.
With three fields, for example, all pixels in field 1 are put into class 1,
all pixels in field 2 are put into class 2, and all pixels in field 3 are
put into class 3. This makes it possible to compute statistics in FACTOR
for each field by asking first for A, then for B, and finally for C.
To use the TRNFLD option it is necessary to input the option name only.
No other card inputs are required.
A data file must be available on DATUNT for TRNFLD to read, and file
must be assigned on IMGUNT for TRNFLD to write.
Printer output from TRNFLD shows the class numbers assigned to each




SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:




FIELD CLASS SYMBOL PIXELS
I I A 105
2 2 B 207
3 3 C 133
4 4 D 77
5 5 E 65
6 6 F 56
7 7 G 195
8a I 81
9 9 J 119
13 10 K 140




TRNFLD reads each data record on the input file DATUNT and writes a
corresponding image record on the output file IMGUNT. The class number
written on an image record is equal to the field number for that record.




IFIELD - IUMBER OF FIELDS DEFIRED II DATDEF
4IPF - LIST OF MUICERS OF DATA RECORDS
FOR EACH FIELD
DATUIT - LWlT IIU~ER FOR IPLUT DATA FILE
IHGUT - UNIT NUMBER FOR OLUTPUT MAGE FILE
IH - IIFIELD
















ADD NIER OF PIXELS
READ TO NVG(lF)




PRIIIT FIELD NUIOBER CLASS
IIUIDIER, CLASS SYM OL AiIDIIU;IBER OF PIXELS II THIS
CLASS
RETUOS I ITH
lVG - LIST OF AIUMERS OF
PIXELS III EACC CLASS
0I11 - iluDICER OF CLASSES
TRNFLD-4
Using the TRNSFM Option
The TRNSFM option is used to scale and offset the data vectors or to
perform a linear transformation on them, or both. The two suboptions avail-
able are SCALE and TRANS. The first input to TRNSFM is the desired sub-
option name.
If SCALE is chosen, then the namelist $INTRNS must be input. The
variables are:
DATUNT - unit number for input data
NEWDAT - unit number for output data (NEWDAT replaces DATUNT)
A - offset constant for each channel
B - scaling constant for each channel
As with all namelist inputs to ASTEP, the values are printed for inspection.
Either YES may be input to continue the execution of the program, or NO may
be input to correct the values.
If TRANS is chosen, then the same namelist must be input, and addi-
tional inputs are required to retrieve a transformation matrix from a sig-
nature file. These inputs are:
* File number to search for matrix
* YES to print matrix or NO not to print
* Name of matrix
* NOMORE to stop searching file
* 0 to leave REDSIG
After the transformation is complete, the value of DATUNT is set to the
value of NEWDAT and the channel numbers and number of channels are changed to
enable other ASTEP options to use the transformed data as input. Control
is then returned to the ASTEP driver.
TRNSFM-1
TRNSFM OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT













TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>2
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE 2
>YES
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES, END LIST WITH NOMORE.
>BMATX2
BMATX2 ND a 12 K a 1 2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NUM(I)
MEAN I BY 12
ALL ZEROES*
TRNSFM-2
COVMAT 12 BY 12
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 *000 .000 1*000 .000 .000 .000
2 *000 .000 *000 .000 ,000 .000
3 .000 .000 *000 *000 .000 *000
4 000 *000 .000 .000 *000 .000
S .000 .000 .000 ,000 .000 .000
6 *000 .000 ,000 9000 *000 .000
7 .000 *000 .000 .000 .000 .000
8 1000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
9 *000 .000 * 000 .000 .000
10 *000 .000 *000 .000 .000 ,000
1I ,000 *000 .000 ,000 .000 ,000
12 .000 *.000 .000 .000 *000 .000
7 B 9 10 11 12
1 .000 o000 .000 .000 .000 .000
2 .000 *000 .000 *000 .000 000
3 o000 000 .000 ,000 *000 .000
8 .000 .000 000 .000 000 .000
a .000 o000 . 0 .000 *000 *000
1 *000 .000 *000 *000 *000 *000
127 *000 .000 000 .000 000 .000
9 .000 .000 .000 .000 000 ,000
10 .000 .000 .000 .000 000 o00
11 .000 .000 000 000 .000 000
12 ,000 ,000 .000 ,000 ,OOO ,000
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>0
1 SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
WRITE 2788 WORDS ON UNIT 20
WRITE 2788 WORDS ON UNIT 20
WRITE 1148 WORDS ON UNIT 20




The TRNSFM option applies a linear transformation to each of the
data vectors and creates a new data file. The general transformation is ob-
tained in the TRANS suboption and can be considered in two steps:
1) Offset and scale the data
U = A+BV
where
V - an input data vector
A - an offsetting (or translating) vector with the same value
in all components
B - a diagonal scaling matrix with all diagonal entries equal
U - the resulting offset and scaled data vector
2) Transform the resulting vector with a matrix
W = TU or W = TA+TBV
where
T - a given transformation matrix which may reduce the dimension
of the data
W - final data vector to be output on the new data file
If the second step only is required, then the TRANS suboption is used
and A is set to zero and B is set to an identity. If the first step only is




DATUNT - UNIT NUMBER FOR INPUT DATA FILE
ISIGF1 - FIRST UNIT FOR SIGNATURE FILES
ISIGF2 - SECOND UNIT FOR SIGNATURE FILES
NFIELD - NUMBER OF FIELDS IN DATA FILE




INITIALIZE HEADER FROM DATUNT




YES DO DIMENSIONS OR CHANNEL
NUMBERS DISAGREE?
NO
CREATE HEADER FOR NEWDAT





IRPF - IRPF+ I
RPF > URPF (IFIELD)?




CREATE HEADER FOR NEWDAT
WRITE HEADER ON NEWDAT
IFIELD o 0




IRPF - IRPF+ Y
RPF > NRPF (IFIELD)
NO
READ DATA RECORD FROM DATUNT
CALL RETDAT





DATUNT -NEW UNIT NUMBER FOR DATA FILEK -NEW CHANNEL NUMBERS
ND - NEW DIMENSION FOR DATA VECTORS






TRANSFORM DATA VECTOR IX
STORE NEW VECTOR
WRITE DATA RECORD ON NEWDAT
CALL WRTDAT
TRNSFM 3 of 3
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Using the UNITS Option
The purpose of the UNITS option is to allow the user to display, set,
and manipulate the unit numbers used by ASTEP. Upon entering UNITS, the
available image unit numbers (AVIMUN) are displayed. Next, the current
unit assignments (INUNIT) are displayed. The unit names and definitions
are:
IMGUNT - image unit, used by all options which require an input
image or generate an output image as the unit number
(with the exception of the inputs to DIFIMG as noted
in the example)
DATUNT - data unit used by all options which read the reformatted
data tape, created by DATDEF, as the unit number
OBSUNT - observation unit, DATDEF reads the raw packed observation
data tape from this unit
ISIGFl - signature file 1 unit, the unit number of the first
signature file
ISIGF2 - signature file 2 unit, the unit number of the second
signature file
IHISF1, - histogram files 1 and 2, temporary scratch units used
IHISF2 by the HSGRAM option
IMG1, - image 1 and 2 units, used by DIFIMG as the unit numbers
IMG2 of the first and second input images. UNITS/CYCLE used
as in the example automatically sets up these values and
the values for IMGUNT correctly
OBSl - observation unit 1, used by the CPYDAT option of DATDEF
as the output unit for copying a subset of raw packed
observation data tape




The CYCLE suboption is a convenience device to be used primarily in
conjunction with the DIFIMG option. Whenever an image is generated by any
of the image generating options in ASTEP, the image is stored on unit IMGUNT.
UNITS-1
There are three available image unit numbers which may be denoted as N1,
N2, and N3. These have values of 3, 12, and 9 respectively. These values
are set in the ASTEP driver and cannot be changed by user inputs. The
CYCLE suboption causes IMGUNT to be cycled from its current value to the
next available image unit number. For example if IMGUNT = N2, selection
of CYCLE will result in IMGUNT = N3.
The units IMGI and IMG2 are the input image units for the DIFIMG op-
tion. The DIFIMG option computes an image of the differences between the
images on IMGI and IMG2 and stores the image on IMGUNT. The CYCLE sub-
option does not cycle IMG1 and IMG2, but sets them to N2 and N3 respec-
tively on the second call to CYCLE. They are then set to N2 and N3 on
every third call to CYCLE thereafter.
All of the options in ASTEP will assume that the image of interest is
currently on or will be next saved on the unit numbers
N1 - nominal value, used prior to any entry to UNITS with selection
of CYCLE
N2 - value resulting after first entry to UNITS with selection of
CYCLE
N3 - value resulting after second entry to UNITS with selection of
CYCLE
N1 - value resulting after third entry to UNITS with selection of
CYCLE
N2 - etc.
An example of the use of CYCLE in conjunction with DIFIMG is
ADPCLU generates first image on unit IMGUNT where
(inputs to ADPCLU) IMGUNT = N1
IMAGES display of first image - saved on unit IMGUNT (=N1)
(inputs to IMAGE)
UNITS cycles IMGUNT such that IMGUNT = N2
CYCLE
MAXLIK generates second image on unit IMGUNT
(inputs to MAXLIK)
UNITS-2
IMAGES display of second image - saved on unit
(inputs to IMAGE) IMGUNT (=N2)
UNITS cycles IMGUNT such that IMGUNT = N3 and sets
CYCLE IMG1 = Ni, IMG2 = N2
DIFIMG differences the images stored on IMGI and IMG2
(inputs to DIFIMG) and generates a third image saved on unit IMGUNT
IMAGES display of third image - saved on unit IMGUNT (=N3)
UNITS cycles IMGUNT such that IMGUNT = N1 for the next
CYCLE image to be generated
In this example any of the image generating options could be used in
place of ADPCLU or MAXLIK. After the last UNITS - CYCLE, the next image
generated will override the first image saved on unit N1.
The CHANGE suboption allows the user to specify the unit numbers for
any of the units used by the program and contained in the INUNIT array dis-
played by the UNITS option. However, it should be noted that the CYCLE
suboption, if used after the CHANGE suboption, will override any values
for IMGUNT, IMG1, and IMG2 specified previously in CHANGE. This occurs
because, as noted previously, the user cannot change the values of N1, N2,
and N3 and the CYCLE suboption cycles IMGUNT through Ni, N2, and N3 and
sets IMG1 and IMG2 to values of N1 and N2 as previously described,
QUIT returns control to ASTEP. The selection of UNITS with QUIT is
only used to examine the unit assignments without cycling (CYCLE) or




SAMPLE 1 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
FNTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPF A BLANK
>UNITS
UNItTS- OPTION
VI . . . .. . .........




- -A-tttT - -- VA- - - -- - - -
OBSUNT +7
IStG ---- ------- +I
ISIGF2 +2












15 -t1G-F1 . " . +l ..
ISIGF2 +2




THE OPTION UNITS REQUIRED .0544 SECONDS OF CPU TIME,
------- --- UITS-------- -
UNITS-4
UNITS OPTION
SAMPLE 2 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
UNITS OPTION
SAVINUN
.. 3, yI2, *9
SINUNIT





-t-tS 2 ----- -
IMGI • +31MG a- +12
0851 * +8
SEND
C O O S-E - ..... .. . ... . .-----
CYCLE CHANGE QUIT
C-WA vGt -
SINUNIT IMGUNT.DATUNTORSUNTISIGFI ISIGF2,IHISFIIHISF2lMGI IMG2.0BSI
INGUNT * 12









TYPE YES IF INPUTS O0








N - AVAILABLE IMAGE UNIT NUMBERS
IE - ENITRY COUNTER
UNTNUM - COMMON BLOCK DEFINING ALL
UNIT ASSIGNMENTS
WRITE OUT AVAILABLE IMAGE
UrlIT NUMBERS (AVIMUN) AND




3. GO TO APPROPRIATE
ENTRY POINT
OPTION-CYCLE OPTION=CHANGE
INCREMENT ENTRY USER INPUT
COUNTER
IE IE+1 i. CUE USER
2. READ AND WRITE
NAMELIST
3. CUE USER FOR
TEST ENTRY COUNTER POSSIBLE ACCEPTANCE
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Using the UPNEWS Option
The UPNEWS option is used to create or modify the NEWS file (file
name NEWS, qualifier TRW-T33710 mounted on unit 15). This option should
be used only by ASTEP developers since the file is permanently changed.
After UPNEWS is requested, the user is asked for INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT,
or QUIT. If the user responds INITAL, the data to be stored is input next
using the first 60 columns. The data is terminated with a QUIT beginning
in column 1. The user then is asked to input INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT.
INITAL and/or MODIFY may be executed only once for each call to UPNEWS.
If MODIFY is executed, the user inputs modifications in -N,M format
similar to standard symbolic card modifications. Initial cards may be in-
put immediately after the MODIFY card or after -0. The input example should
clarify the -N,M format. The alters must be made in sequential order. The
MODIFY option is terminated with a QUIT card and the user is again asked
for INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT.
For the INITAL and MODIFY options the buffer size is checked to assure
that the user does not overflow the buffer.
If the user responds PRINT, the user must have executed MODIFY or
INITAL first. The PRINT option prints the entire file with the sequence
numbers and then asks for INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT or QUIT. If the user
responds QUIT, the UPNEWS option is complete. Two samples of the UPNEWS
option are presented to illustrate its use. In sample 1, the INITAL option
is used to create a news file. The generation of the file is completed with
the option QUIT. After the file has been generated, it is printed using the
print option. In sample 2, the MODIFY option is selected and a card is
added to the beginning of the file, the second card is replaced, a card is
added after the third card, and the fifth and sixth cards are deleted. The
PRINT option is then selected to print the results and the sample is ended
with the QUIT option.
UPNEWS-1
UPNEWS OPTION
SAMPLE 1 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
>UPNEWS
UPNES OPTION
UPNEWS OPTION REQUIRES FILE NAME NEWS TO dE ASSIGNED
IF NOT ASSIGNED INDICATE QuIT,
QUIT FROM ASTEP. ASSIGN NEvwi AND HE-EXECUTE ASTEP.
CHOOSE FROM INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT, AND QUIT
>INITAL
INPUT DATA IN FIRST 60 COLUMNSt TERMINATE WIrH QUIT
> THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A NEWS FILE.
> THIS LINE wILL 6L REPLACED.
> ADD 4 LINE AFTER THIS ONE.
> AND DELETE THE Z LINES FOLLOWING THIS ONE*
> TO BE DELETED-
> TO PE DELETED,
> THE QUIT CARD TERMINATES THIS NEwS FILE INPUT.
>QUIT
CHOOSE FROM INITAL, iODIFY, PRINT, AND QUIT
>pRINT
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A NEWS FILE, 1
THIS LINE AILL BE REPLACLED 2
ADD A LINE AFTER THIS ONE, 3
AND DELETE THE Z LINES FOLLOWING THIS ONE.
TO BE DELETED. 5
TO BE DELETED* 6
THE QUIT CARD TERMINATES THIS NE5S FILE INPUT. 7
CHOOSE FROM INITAL MODIFY, PRINTs AND QUIT
>QUIT





SAMPLE 2 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:




UpNEWS OPTION REQUIHES FILE NAME NEWS TO BE ASSIGNED
IF NOT ASSIGNED INDICATE QUIT,
QUIT FROM ASTEP, ASSIGN NEWS, AND RE-EXECUTE ASILP*
CHOOSE FROM INITAL, MODIFY, PRINT, AND QUIT
>MODIFY
MODIFICATIONS TO NEWS MUST DE IN -NM FORMAlT
INITIAL DATA FOLLOi -0 OR MODIFY CARPD
MODIFICATIONS TERMINATED BY QUIT CARD*
> THIS CARD WILL APPEAR AT THE BEGINNING OF ThE NEwS FILE.
>.2,2
> LINE 2 HAS BEEN REPLACED.
>.3
> THIS CARD IS A SAMPLE ADDITION,
>.5t6
>QUIT
CHOOSE FROM INITAL, MODIFY, PRINTs AND QUIT
>pRINT
THIS CARD WILL APPEAR AT THE BEGINNING OF THE NEWS FILE, 1
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A NEaS FILE, 2
LINE 2 HAS BEEN REPLACED, 3
ADD A LINE AFTER THIS ONE, 4
THIS CARD 1S A SAMPLE ADDITION. S
AND DELETE THE 2 LINES FOLLOWING THIS ONE. 6
THE QUIT CARD TERMINATES THIS NEWS FILE INPUT. 7
CHOOSE FROM INITAL, MODIFYj PRINT, AND QUIT
>QUIT




UPNEWS does not require an engineering description - see the NEWS
flow diagram.
UPNEWS-4
Using the UVWRIT Option
Upon entering the UVWRIT option the user must select one of the sub-
options MSSDAT or IMAGE. Following this selection user is asked if he
wants to have the universal output records printed before they are output
onto a magnetic tape. User enters YES or NO and this completes the user con-
trolled input. Input and output unit numbers are set internally, but they
may be changed by the UNITS option.
UVWRIT-l
UVWRIT OPTION
SAMPLE 1 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:







MSSDAT OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED
PRINT UNIVERSAL FORMAT OUTPUT - YES OR NO
>YES
PRINT UNIVERSAL OUTPUT SELECTED
UVWRIT-2
r'l K 1 1. 1 4 U a a 1





I 32 COMPUTINS SYSTEM ID *
33 20 TAPE LIBRARY ID
53 8 SENSOR 10 I5192
61 3 DATE OF TAPE GENERATION DD MM YY * 0 0 0
AN I TAPE SEQUENCE ID 0
64 2 MISSION NUMBER * O
67 2 SITE51 * 0
69 I LINE * 0
70 1 RUN 0
7I 2 ORBIT 0
73 8 TIME OF FIRST SCAN DD NH VY 0 0 D
NH MM SS .*S * 0 0 0
@I a CHANNELS ACTIVE
1000D100100100000OOODDOODOOOOOOOODOODOOOOOOOo0000000000000000o
s9 I PROCESSING FLAB * I
90 I NO.CHANNELS ON THIS TAPE * q
9 1  1 NO* OF SITS/PIEL
91 2 FIRST VIDEO PIXEL AITNIN SCAN * I
94 2 FIRST CAL* ELENMENT ITHIN SCAN * 0
96 2 NO. PIXELS/SCAN/CHANNEL 41
98 2 NO* CALIB./SCAN/CHANNEL IAREA 11 * 0
100 2 PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE IN BYTES * 2880
102 I NO. CHANNELS/PHYSICAL RECoRD * 0
103 1 PHYS. RECORDS/SCAN/CHANNEL * 0
104 I NO. RECORDS TO A DATA SET I
IDS 2 ANCILLARY DATA LENGTH IN BYTES * 95
107 1 DATA ORDER INDICATOR * 0
lOS 2 START PINEL NUMBER * 10
110 2 STOP PIXEL NUMBER * 90
112 512 COEFFS.EXPS. AO0ED-AI.EI
O 0 a 0
O O O 0
O 0 a 0
O 0 0 a









752 1 OFFSET CONSTANT * 0
753 I DROD SIZE OF GENERATING COMPUTER * 36
1778 1 NO OF DATA SETS/PHYSICAL RECORD * II
1779 2 START OF SECOND CALIS. AREA 0 D
1701 2 NO* CAL* ELE. IN SECOND CAL. AREA * 0
1763 1 FIRST CAL* SOURCE INDICATOR. *
1783 1 SECOND CAL. SOURCE INDICATOR * 0
7IT1 I FILL ZEROS 00000000
1785 2 NO* CHANNELS IN FIRST RECORD
17I7 2 SYTESSCAN/CHANNEL * I
1789 0 PIXEL SKIP FACTOR * 2
179 SCAN SKIP FACTOR * 2
2759 I N THOUSAND SCAN LINES PER FRANME 0
2790 3 ALTITUDE IN METERS 0
2793 2 GROUND SPEED IN METERS PER SECOND 0 
279S 1 SCAN TYPE -LINEAR 0R SMOOTHED * 0
2796 I ANGLE OF ARC IN DEGREES 0
2797 I CAMERA D 70 M* I 5 INCH * 0
2798 I I PUT DEV* 0 * 9TRK, I * HDT * 0
2799 I TRUNCATION O.LO, IN*, 2*NO * 0
2800 CHANNELS REQUESTED
0000000000000003000000000000000D000000000000000D00DD0000OOOOnOOO
2608 1 PROCESSING MODE O*SER. l*CONC. * a
297N I COLOR O0NO COLORt*IASSIGN.2FALSE * 0
287 1 IMASE FORMAT 0
2976 I REPEAT OF PIXELS PER SCAN 0 0
2877 I REPEAT OF SCAN 0
2iTi 4 PARTIAL SCAN * FROM PIXEL NO* O
STO PIXEL NOD *
282 2 SCAN RATE IN SCANS PER SECOND * 0
slls 2 ANILE OF DRIFT .O000
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SAMPLE 2 INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:






IMAGE OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED
PRINT UNIVERSAL FORMAT OUTPUT - YES OR NO
>NO
UVWRIT-8
F I L D W -1[ TR I




I 32 COMPUTING SYSTEM ID
33 20 TAPE LIBRARY ID
53 a SENSOR ID S*I92
61 3 DATE OF TAPE GENERATION DD MM yY * 0 0 0
A6 I TAPE SEQUENCE ID O0
6S 2 MISSION NUMBER * 0
67 2 SITE * 0
69 I LINE 0 
70 I RUN * 0
71 2 ORBIT * 0
73 B TIME OF FIBST SCAN DD MM YY * 0 0 0
MN MM SS *MS * 0 0 0 0
BI 8 CHANNELS ACTIVE
1000000000000000OOOOOOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000DOOO0oOOnO
89 I PROCESSING FLAG I
90 I NDOCHANNELS ON THIS TAPE * I
91 I NO. OF BITS/PIXEL 6
92 2 FIRST VIDEO PIXEL BITHIN SCAN * I
9q 2 FIRST CAL. ELEMENT RITHIN SCAN 0 O
96 2 NO. PIXELS/SCAN/CHANNEL * Il
98 2 NO* CALIB*/SCAN/CHANNEL IAREA II * 0
100 2 PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE IN BYTES * 3060
102 1 NO* CHANNELSIPHYSICAL RECORD * 0
103 1 PHYS. RECORDS/SCAN/CHANNEL 0
10 I NO. RECORDS TO A DATA SET I
D10 2 ANCILLARY DATA LENGTH IN BYTES * 95
107 I DATA ORDER INDICATOR 0*
D18 2 START PIXEL NUMBER * 10
110 2 STOP PIXEL NUMBER * 90
112 512 COEFFSEXPS. AO*EO-AIlEI
0 0 0 0
62 64b COLOR CODE 0.NA.I.R,2.G.3a
0
688 69 SCALE FACTOR
0
752 1 OFFSET CONSTANT * O
753 1 *DRD SIZE OF GENERATING COMPUTER * 36
1778 I NO OF DATA SETS/PHYSICAL RECORD * 22
1779 2 START OF SECOND CALIB. AREA * 0
1781 2 NO. CAL* ELE. IN SECOND CAL. AREA * 0
1783 I FIRST CAL* SOURCE INDICATOR * 0
1783 1 SECOND CAL. SOURCE INDICATOR * 0
178 I FILL ZEROS *ODDDDOO
1785 2 NO. CHANNELS IN FIRST RECORD * I
1787 2 BYTES/SCANJCHANNEL •* M
1789 2 PIXEL SKIP FACTOR * 2
1791 2 SCAN SKIP FACTOR * 2
2759 I N THOUSAND SCAN LINES PER FRAME * 0
2790 3 ALTITUDE IN METERS O
2793 2 GROUND SPEED IN METERS PER SECOND * 0
2795 I SCAN TYPE *LINEAR OR SMOOTHED * 0
2796 I ANGLE OF ARC IN DEGREES * 0
2797 I CAMERA 0 70 MM* I 5 INCH * 0
2798 1 INPUT DEV. 0 * 9TRK. I * HOT * 0
2799 I TRUNCATION O.LO, I-HI, 2-NO * 0










2806 1 PROCESSING MODE O*SER. l*CONC. . 0
287R I COLOR O*ND COLORII.ASSIGN,2.FALSE * 0
2675 1 IMAGE FORMAT O
2876 I REPEAT OF PIXELS PER SCAN * 0
2077 I REPEAT OF SCAN * 0
2878 4 PARTIAL SCAN - FROM PIXEL NO. * 0
- TO PIXEL NO. * 0
28B2 2 SCAN RATE IN SCANS PER SECOND * 0
2885 2 ANGLE OF DRIFT * *000
288Z I PIXEL SIZE * 0
NUMBER OF UNIVERSAL RECORDS IRITTEN IS 2
THE OPTION UVARIT REQUIRED q*2710 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
UVWRIT-9
UVWRIT ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the UVWRIT option is to convert data (multispectral
data or image data) from internal ASTEP format to Universal format (Refer-
ence 1).
The MSS data coming into ASTEP may be in either LARS, ERTS or Universal
format. It is converted in the DATDEF option into ASTEP internal format.
The image data resulting from any of the classification options in ASTEP is
also stored in internal ASTEP format. UVWRIT takes MSS data or image data
(depending on the suboption selected by user), converts it to the universal
format, and outputs it onto a magnetic tape.
A new universal header is created using information obtained from the
ASTEP header. In the case when original data coming into ASTEP is in univer-
sal format, the existing universal header is modified when necessary to re-
flect the changes to the original data structure (i.e., scan line length,
skip factors, etc.).
Next, all the records from ASTEP file are converted into universal
format and stored on a magnetic tape.
All information in the universal format is in a packed form based on
an 8-bit bytes structure. The length of the header record is 3060 bytes
(680 36-bit words). The length of each physical record following the
header is variable, not exceeding 3000 bytes of information per record.
Each record in universal format may contain one or more scan lines, or
part of a scan line, depending on the number of pixels and number of chan-
nels per scan line. For more information on universal format user should




IIMGUNT - NUMBER OF THE UNIT CONTAINING IMAGE DATA
ATUNT - NUMBER OF THE UNIT CONTAINING MSS DATA




INSTRUCT USER TO SELECT
MSSDAT OR IMAGE OPTION
INSTRUCT USER TO SELECT PRINT
OR NO PRINT OPTION FOR
UNIVERSAL FORMAT OUTPUT
MUSOUT OR IMUE NO
OPTION CHOSEN
YES
SET APPROPRIATE OPTION SWITCH
AND INPUT UNIT SWITCH
IMNPUT HEADER RECORD FROM
APPROPRIATE INPUT UNIT
COPY FIRST 166 WORDS FROM
HEADER INTO COMMON BLOCK
"HEADER"
START PROCESSING A FIELD OF
DATA
SET ASTEP RECORD COUNTER AND
OVERALL SCAN LINE COUNTER
TO ZERO
COMPUTE PARAMETERS FOR TRANS-
FERRING DATA FROM ASTEP TO
UNIVERSAL FORMAT
YES YTOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES NOPER SCAN LINE .3000
COPUTE NBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS COMPUTE NUMBER OF DATA SETS PER
PER DATA SET AND PHYSICAL RECORD PHYSICAL RECORD AND PHYSICAL
SIZE RECORD SIZE
I I
CALL HEADMD TO MOIFY
HEADER RECORD
OUTPUT UNIVERSAL HEADER
ONTO A NEW TAPE - UVUNIT
CALL HEADRO TO READ AND
PRINT MODIFIED UNIVERSAL
HEADER
UVWRIT 1 of 2
UVWRIT-11
ROCESSED CALL OUTRE TO UTP FULL REC
E OF DATA UIVERSAL RECORU AND TO
IMAGE OPTION
L RECORATU INITIALIZE FOR NEXT UNIVERSALNPUT
AA OLA OROU I NAGG RE ORD
RECORD
COL UTR NUMBER OF 'CAN
ES IN THIS RECORD
'TAR' P ROCESS11G NEW ST RT PROC
SCAN L. HE SCAN LINE
UPDATE OVERALL SCANLINE UPDATE OERALL $CANLINE
(DT ET) COLIE  (OATA SIT) COUNTER
UPDATE I R FOR HFR NO FIRST CORDF SCAN LINES (ATA SETS) S PHYSICAL RECOUTFOR THIS UNIIERSAL RE U FOR THIS SCAR LINE
YES
TRA' FR ANIILIARY UTA TRAI I INSFER MCILARY 0 TTA
FFNUn ASTE 0 .NELRAAL FORMA\T FROKI ASTEP TO UNIVERASL FORMAT
NO
F RATE  ° °TR NSFER VIDE O DATA R
lN°
M RK LAsT FIELD BY 2 EOF'S
~PRINTSTEP TO UNIVRSALFOR NUBER OFU S FUNIVERSAL RECORD ST
NO ML44BER OF DATA SETS (SCAN
URECORD
CALL 0 TREC TO OUTPUT TO DAA1 IS YEI
FULL UNI 14OR ~tRUliOOE LIDE OT HI
LUWRIT 2 of 2
UVWRIT-12





MORE ASTEP RECORDS ISI
TO PROCESS
ANY DATA LEFT IN UNIV. YS CALL OUTREC TO OUTPUT








MARI LAST FIELD BY I EOF'1
PRINT COW(TER FOR NL0BER OF
UNIVERSAL ECORDS




AR - ARRAY CONTAINING MSS OR
IMAGE DATA TO BE PACKED
LOC - NUMBER OF WORDS IN ARRAY AR
NDSET - NUMBER OF DATA SETS (SCAN
LINES) IN ARRAY AR
NWORDS - NUMBER OF WORDS TO BE OUTPUT
(AFTER PACKING)
UVUNIT - UNIVERSAL FORMAT OUTPUT
UNIT NUMBER
IPRINT - UNIVERSAL OUTPUT PRINT SWITCH
INOPT 
- SWITCH INDICATING USER
SELECTED OPTION











SPRINT DATA TO BE PACKED
PACK CONTENTS FROM AR ARRAY INTO
OUT ARRAY USING KJOIN FUNCTION
(4.5 8-BIT BYTES ARE PACKED INTO
1 36-BIT WORD)
OUTPUT PACKED UNIVERSAL
RECORD (ARRAY OUT) ONTO
UNIVERSAL UNIT (UVUNIT)
SET LOC - LOCATION COUNTER
FOR UNIVERSAL BUFFER (ARRAY
AR) TO ZERO
SET NDSET - NUMBER OF DATA









IWORD - ARRAY TO BE USED FOR UNIVERSAL
HEADER, OR CONTAINING THE ORIGINAL
UNIVERSAL HEADER IF ORIGINAL DATA
APPEARS IN UNIVERSAL FORMAT
L - NUMBER OF FIELDS BEING PROCESSED
IN THIS CALL TO HEADMD
IOPT2 - PROCESSING OPTION IN EFFECT
OBTAIN PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO CREATE
OR MODIFY THE UNIVERSAL HEADER FROM
ASTEP HEADER AND FROM USER INPUTS
PACK ALL THE INFORMATION INTO APPRO-
PRIATE LOCATIONS OF THE UNIVERSAL
HEADER (ARRAY IWORD) USING KJOIN
FUNCTION
RETURN
HEADMD 1 of 1
UVWRIT-14
Using the QUIT Option
The QUIT option returns control to the operating system. This option
is normally executed when the run is to be terminated. Following execution
of the QUIT option, the total CPU time required by the various options
executed in the run is printed out.
QUIT-1
QUIT OPTION
SAMPLE INPUT AND CORRESPONDING OUTPUT:




THE OPTIONS IN THIS RUN REQUIRED 100D*716 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
QUIT-2
4. SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS AND DEPENDENCIES
Table 4.1 gives a listing of all the subroutines and their basic func-
tions. Table 4.2 displays the subroutine dependencies.
Also included is a list of subroutines common to more than one ASTEP
option with their flow diagrams, when appropriate.
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Functions
Subroutine Basic Function
ASTEPX Main program or driver for the Algorithm Simulation
Test and Evaluation Program
ADDSIG Given two signatures, creates the signature of the
union of the two signatures
ADPCLU Driver for the adaptive clustering option
ANGDIS Given a set of vectors, computes the distances and
angles between each pair of vectors
ANGLE Computes the angle between two vectors
BEGFIL Begins a spectral signature file
CESCA Cluster elimination, splitting, and combining
algorithm
CHLSKY Inverts a positive definite matrix in double precision
using a Chlesky factorization
CLOS Given a set of vectors, determines the pair which are
nearest to each other
CLUSTA Adaptive clustering algorithm, Ist pass through
develops cluster means using periodic elimination
and merger tests, also has features of strip formu-
lation and sequential search for strip assignment,
2nd pass through develops classification map.
COMPAR Computes projections and angles used to compare
two signature means and covariance matrices
CONVRT Performs alphanumeric and integer conversions for
use with the PLOT routine
CPUTIM Reads the system clock so that time to execute an
ASTEPX option can be computed
CUBIC Passes a cubic equation through four distinct points
and solves for the coordinates of the minimum value
of the ordinate
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Functions (Continued)
Subroutine Basic Function
DATDEF Allows the user to define the data subset of the
raw packed MSS observation data to be processed
DAVIDN The Davidon Iterator, used to obtain the minimum
of a function of several variables
DIF Differs two alphabetic images based upon an equiva-
lence table defining equal alphabetic characters
DIFIMG Driver for image saving and image comparisons
DISPLA Displays a line of alphabetic characters
DUMP Translates into readable form and prints contents of
a tape file
EDIST Computes the distance between two vectors
EDTSIG Driver for spectral signature file data manipula-
tion routines
EIGEN Determines eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric
matrix
EIGSIG Computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the
signature in core storage
ERRPRT Prints messages when error conditions or unexpected
end of file are encountered while reading namelist
FACANL Orders the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors
FAKTOR Computes mean and covariance matrix of a set of vec-
tors, performs a factor analysis of the results, op-
tion to save the mean and covariance matrix in signa-
ture file
FEATSL Driver for the feature selection option
FINT Computes partial derivatives for use with the feature
selection option
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Functions (Continued)
Subroutine Basic Function
FNDVID Locates the first pixel of video data within a scan
line
GOBORD Prints an image consisting of only border pixels or
of only inside pixels
GRYAPH Generates a gray level image via quantization of one
channel and assignment of alphabetic characters to
each level
HEADMD Modifies or creates header record in universal format
HEADRD Translates and prints certain information from header
record in universal format
HSGRAM Computes and displays a one, two, or three dimen-
sional histogram
ICD Given a set of mean vectors and covariance matrices
defining a set of spectral signatures, computes the
inner class distance - in the likelihood sense -
between each pair in the set
IMAGES Alphabetic image and subset display
IMTPRT Prints a matrix of integers
INITCL Initializes the mean vectors and weights for the
clustering algorithms
INPSIG Reads in spectral signatures for use in maximum like-
lihood classification - MAXLIK
INTHDR Allows user to process a data tape created by DATDEF
which has been saved, reads the header record on the
tape and initializes the appropriate variables in the
program
ITRCLU Driver for the iterative clustering option
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Function (Continued)
Subroutine Basic Function
KJOIN Function that extracts a specified field of bits
from one computer word and replaces this field in an
image of the second word at specified bit position.
Calls the following functions: KPOS, MLU, KSL, and KSR
LISFIL Lists the heading data for each signature saved on
the file
MATPRT General matrix print routine
MAXLI Classifies data vectors according to a maximum like-
lihood algorithm
MAXLIK Driver for maximum likelihood processing
MINDIS Given a vector and a set of vectors, determines the
vector in the set nearest to first vector and the
minimum distance
MODIFY Computes weighted average of two vectors
MPROD Performs double precision matrix multiplication
MSHIFT Changes the method of storage for a matrix to be
consistent with its dimensions
NCPRLO Controls processing of data from universal format
tape when each scan line requires more than one
record, but one or more channels are in each record
NEWS Provides a convenient method for communicating minor
changes to ASTEP
NOPROC Skips over channels of a scan line which are not to
be used while reading data tape in universal format
NRPCLO Controls processing of data from universal format
tape when each channel requires more than one
record
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Function (Continued)
Subroutine Basic Function
NSPRLO Controls processing of data from universal format
tape when there is one or more complete scan lines
in one record
OUTREC Packs data into 8-bit bytes and outputs full records
in universal format
PACK Packs a storage array to eliminate a vacated slot,
moves all vectors with index greater than index of
vacated slot down one position in the array
PLOT Given a set of x and y coordinates, creates a plot
of the data
PRANDB Skips over ancillary data for each scan line of a
universal format data tape
PROCES Unpacks data from 8-bit bytes and converts it to
floating point numbers
PROJEC Computes the vector projections required in COMPAR
option
QF Given a matrix and a vector, evaluate the quadratic
form vector transpose X matrix X vector
QUANTZ Generates alphabetic image array from data base via
quantizing a single channel and assigning characters
to each quantization level
REDREC Reads a record from the input data tape in universal
format
REDSIG Retrieves one spectral signature from the signature
files
REDSIH Retrieves one or more spectral signatures from the
signature files
RETDAT Retrieves record of data from tape
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Function (Continued)
Subroutine Basic Function
RETIMG Retrieves image and threshold arrays corresponding
to a data record
SAVIMG Saves, on tape, image and threshold arrays correspond-
ing to a data record
SAVSIG Saves a spectral signature in the signature files
SCALE Creates the scale for the PLOT routine
SEQCOV Sequentially calculates the mean and covariance of a
set of vectors
SEQST Sequentially calculates the mean vector and variances
of a set of data vectors
SHUTLE Computes the average and interclass divergences,
selects the best k of n channels using a "Without
Replacement" procedure
STATIS Performs and prints factor analysis for given statis-
tics
SUBSET Constructs and prints an image of a specified subset
of classes or all of the classes on an image data file
SYMINV Inverts a symmetric matrix
THRDST Updates the mean and variance of the threshold
statistics
TRNFLD Classifies data according to the field number so that
training fields can be found conveniently
TRNSFM Performs scaling or transforming on data vectors
UNIPRO Unpacks data by converting each eight-bits to a separate
integer value and prints the results
UNIRED Controls the conversion of data from the universal
tape format to the internal ASTEP format
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Table 4.1 Subroutine Function (Concluded)
Subroutine Basic Function
UNITS Driver for the units option
UPPLT Updates priority or population list based upon num-
ber of points assigned to each cluster
UVWRIT Controls the conversion of data in internal ASTEP
format to the universal format
VATCI Assigns vectors to existing clusters, does not adjust
means of existing clusters, updates weights, means,
and variances associated with the actual assignments
WRHMTX Reads or writes matrix onto temporary storage device
WRSTAT Reads or writes given statistics onto temporary
storage device
WRTDAT Writes the pair of records which are used to make one
entry in a data file in an unpacked ASTEP format
WRTSIG Writes an input spectral signature in the signature
core area
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Table 4.2 Subroutine Dependencies
ASTEPx ADPCLU DII ING - IF INTHWA QUATZ- ERRPRT
COMPAR RETING GRYAPH
DATEF SAVING ITRCLU ANGDIS RETORAT




FAKTOR DUMP ERRPRT - INITCL REDSIG
FEATSL UNIPRO MATPRT
HSGRAM 
- RETDAT REOSIH MATPRT
IMGES EDIST - SAVING
INTHDR VATCI RETOAT
ITRCLU EOTSIG - DDSIG
KAXLIK BEGFIL KJOIN RETING
NES EIGSIG
QUANTZ 
- LISFIL LISFIL SAVING
TRNFLD MATPRT
S TRWF REDSIG ATPRT SAYSIG
I UNITS SAVSIG
UVWRIT WRTSIG mAXLI - OF SCALE
SE.QCOV
ADOSIG -- REDSIG EIGEN MAXLIK ICO
INPSIG SEOST
ADPCLU ANGEIS EIGSIG FACANL RILI
CLUSTA MATPRT REDSIH SHUTLE CHLSKY
ERRPRT RETDAT ERRPRT
INITCL ERRPRT SAVING - NPROD
MATPRT SHIFT
RETORDAT FACAL EIGEN MINDIS - EDIST PLOT
SAVING T SAVSIG
FAKTOR FACANL MODIFY WRSTAT
ANGDOIS --- - GLE TPRT
EIS REDSIG SPRO TATIS FACANL
RETOAT MATPRT
ANGLE RETINS MSHIFT SUBSET DISPLA
SAVSIG RETING
BEGFIL SEQCO NCPRLO FNDVID SYNINV
MATPRT
CESCA CLOS FEATSL DAVI N NOPROC THROST
MODIFY ERRPRT PRANDB




CLOS MINDIS FINT SHUTLE NEWS HATP T
CLUSTA MODIFY FNDVID NOPROC RETORT
PACK WRTOAT
SESl GOBORO - ISPLA NRPCLO FNDVID
THRDST RETING f ATPRT RIPRO
UPPLT PRANDB
GRYAPH PROCES UNIRED NCPRLO
COMPAR ERRPRT RED'EC NPROC
FACANIL HEAJMD KJOIN WRTDAT NRPCLO
PROEC ENSPRLO
REDSIK HEADRO NSPRLO FNDVI
MATPRT UNITS - ERRPRT
CONVRT HSGRAM ERRPRT NOPROC
RETORDAT PRANDB UPPLT
CPUTIR RETING PROCESREDREC UVWRIT
CUsIC ICO MATPRT WRTAT j EADRD
OUTREC
QF OUTREC KJOIN RET T
ATOEF ERRPT P RETING
HEARD IMAGES ERRPRT PLOT - ONATCI IRT
WRH TX IMTPRTA 
WRHMTX
INITCL ERRPRT
MATPRT PROJEC MATPRT WRTOATDIINPSIG ERRPRT
















Flow diagrams are included here for those subroutines denoted by *.
The flow diagrams for these subroutines are included in order to aid the




VM - ARRAY OF VECTORS
NVM - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN VM
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR
IDIFF- = 1 COMPUTE EUCLIDEAN
DISTANCE
1 COMPUTE L1 DISTANCE
R - WORKING ARRAY
N=NVM-1
R(NVM, iVM)=O.
COMPUTE ANGLE DISTANCE ARRAY






a) IF IDISF=1 COMPUTE EUCLIDEAN
DISTANCE BETWEEN VECTORS I AND
J-STORE IN D
b) IF IDISFfl COMPUTE L1
DISTANCE AND STORE IN D
c) COMPUTE ANGLE BETWEEN










Vi 2 TWO VECTORS
ND - DIMENSION OF V1 AND
V2
A - ON OUTPUT EQUALS ANGLE


















ND - DIMENSION OF VECTORS
D - ON OUTPUT CONTAINS DISTANCE
BETWEEN V1 AND V2
ND











PRINT MESSAGE PRINT MESSAGE
1/ ERROR UNEXPECTED






VM - VECTOR MEANS
NVG - WEIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
MEAN
NVM - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN VM
KNO - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR
IN VM

















INFORM USER TO TYPE











V2 - TWO VECTORS
N1 WEIGHT ASSOCIATED
N2 WITH V1 AND V2
ND - DIMENSION OF V1 AND
V2
COMPUTE WEIGHTED AVERAGE
AND STORE IN V1, UPDATE N1










V - DATA ARRAY
ND - DIMENSION OF EACH VECTOR IN V
NV - NUMBER OF VECTORS IN V
IND - INDEX IN V OF VACATED SLOT
YESIND=NV
NONO. RETURN













11 - UNIT NUMBER FOR SIGNATURE FILE 1
12 - UNIT NUMBER FOR SIGNATURE FILE 2
ASK USER FOR NAME OF SIGNATURE
READ NAME FROM INPUT
S ASK USER FOR FILE NUMBER, IAN
IAN E?






READ FROM UNIT IAN:
NAMEP, NDP, KP, NUMP
NAMEP = 'NOMORE'? E
NO
NAMEP = NAME Y
NO
READ NEXT RECORD ON UNIT IAN






PRINT: NAMEP, NDP, KP, NUMP
READ FROM UNIT IAN: VM, COV
RETURN WITH
VM - MEAN VECTOR
COV - COVARIANCE MATRIX
ND - NUMBER OF CHANNELS
KP - LIST OF CHANNEL NUMBERS






II - UNIT NUMBER FOR SIGNATURE FILE 1
12 - UNIT NUMBER FOR SIGNATURE FILE 2
IISIG - IMAXIIIUM NUMBER OF SIGNATURES PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
ASK USER FOR FILE NUIIBER, IAN
I PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
READ IAN FROII INPUT
IAN = 0? YES E





VM - MEAN VECTORS
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE COV - COVARIANCE MATRICES
ND - NUMBER OF CHANNELS
ASK USER FOR LIST OF SIGNATURE NAMES
READ NAME FROM INPUT
NAME = 'NOMORE'? Y D
NO




READ FROM UIT IAN:
NAMEP, NDP, KP, NUMP




READ THE NEXT RECORD




READ FROM UNIT IAN: VM, COV]




IFLAG = FIRST ENTRY OR REWIND
AND HEADING RECORD FLAG
MUNIT = UNIT NUMBER
X = STORAGE ARRAY FOR OBSER-
VATION VECTORS
NX = NUMBER OF VECTORS IN
X AT OUTPUT














IFLAG - INITIALIZATION FLAG














INTO IMG FROM NUNIT
CALL NTRAN
SEPARATE THR FROM IMG
FOR I=l, THROUGH NP
LT = NP+1 - I
THR(LT) = IMG(LI)
RETURN WITH
IMG - IMAGE ARRAY
THR - CORRESPONDING THRESHOLD ARRAY




IFLAG - INITIALIZATION FLAG
NUNIT - UNIT NUMBER FOR IMAGE FILE
IMG - IMAGE ARRAY TO BE SAVED
THR - THRESHOLD ARRAY CORRESPONDING TO IMB
NP - NUMBER OF PIXELS IN IMG
IHUNIT - UNIT NUMBER OF FILE CONTAINING
HEADER DATA
YES














STORE THR NEXT TO IMG











X1,V1,N1 - CURRENT MEAN, VARIANCE,
AND WEIGHT



















This section presents some examples of the control cards required to
execute ASTEP in both the batched mode on the EXEC 8 system and the inter-
active mode on the EXEC 8 system. The control cards required depend upon
the particular case to be executed by the user and no example can illustrate
all of the possibilities; however, it is hoped that the examples presented
will prove helpful as an aid to the user.
In general, the following steps are required to run the program:
Step 1:
Preparation of the data for the run
Step 2:
Selection of program options to be executed and
preparation of program to execute the options
Step 3:
Execution of program options
The first two of these three steps involve assignments of files and/or
tapes for data handling within the program, which is accomplished by control
cards. The nominal file unit assignments used by ASTEP are given in
Table 5.1. The user should be aware of these unit assignments when setting
up and executing the program.
In general, Step 1 requires the use of file units 4 and 7. The other
unit assignments required depend upon the program options selected in Step
2. Table 5.2 lists the nominal unit assignments required by the various
options in the program.
Tables 5.3 - 5.10 illustrate different examples of control card setups
for batched runs on the EXEC 8 system. It should be noted that the symbol,
@, in the examples is equivalent to a 7/8 punch in column 1 for card input.
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Table 5.1 Nominal Unit Assignments
Unit Name Unit Number Definition
ISIGF1 1 Signature file 1
ISIGF2 2 Signature file 2
IMGUNT 3 Usual image file
DATUNT 4 Data file in ASTEP format
5 Card input file
6 Printed output file
OBSUNT 7 Packed MSS data file (LARSC, ERTS,
and Universal formats)
OBS1 8 Output file for CPYDAT option
NUNT(3) 9 Special image file used by the
DIFIMG option
IHIIF1 10 Temporary scratch files used by
IHISF2 11 HSGRAM option
NUNT(2) 12 Special image file used by the DIFIMG
option
UVUNIT 14 Output file for the UVWRIT option
NEWSUN 15 File used by NEWS and UPNEWS options
IUB 16 Temporary files used by the FEATSL
IUC, 18 option
IUD 19
NEWDAT* 20 Output file for TRNSFM option
* NOTE: When the TRNSFM option is executed, it sets DATUNT = NEWDAT
before returning control to the ASTEP driver.
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Table 5.2. Program Options and Required Units
Program Option Units Required (Nominal Values)
ADPCLU DATUNT (=4) and IMGUNT (=3)
COMPAR ISIGFI (=1) or ISIGF2 (=2) or both
CPYDAT OBSUNT (=7) and OBSI (=8)
DATDEF OBSUNT (=7) and DATUNT (=4)
DIFIMG NUNT(2) (=12), NUNT(3) (=9), and IMGUNT (=3)
DUMP UNITNO (Input to DUMP)
EDTSIG ISIGF1 (=1) or ISIGF2 (=2) or both
FACTOR DATUNT (=4), IMGUNT (=3), and sometimes
ISIGF1 (=1) or ISIGF2 (=2) or both
FEATSL ISIGF1 (=1) or ISIGF2 (=2) or both
HSGRAM IHISFI (=10) and IHISF2 (=11)
IMAGES IMGUNT (=3) or NUNT(2) (=12) or NUNT(3) (=9)
INTHDR DATUNT (=4)
ITRCLU DATUNT (=4) and IMGUNT (=3)
MAXLIK DATUNT (=4) and IMGUNT (=3)
NEWS NEWSUN (=15)
QUIT (No files required)
QUANTZ DATUNT (=4) and IMGUNT (=3)
TRNFLD DATUNT (=4) and IMGUNT (=3)
TRNSFM DATUNT (=4) and NEWDAT (=20)
UNITS (No files required)
UPNEWS NEWSUN (=15)
UVWRIT DATUNT (=4) or IMGUNT (=3) and UVUNIT (=14)
NOTE: When several options are used in combination, some unit numbers
may change.
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Table 5.3. Example of Control Card Set Required to Use a
MSS Data File (Batched Mode - EXEC8 System)
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T49144 Run card
@QUAL TRW-T60655 MSS LARSC1 data is saved on
@ASG,A *LARSC1. unit 7 under the qualifier sym-
@USE 7,*LARSC1. bol TRW-T60655
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT which has been
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP previously saved under the
qualifier TRW T33710 and be-
gins execution
The ASTEP options input by user.
This set of cards always begins
with an ASTEP option and ends
with the ASTEP option, QUIT
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.4. Example of Control Card Set Required
to Use an ERTS Physical Tape
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T49144 Run card
@ASG,T ERTS.,8C,T01440 ERTS is an arbitrary file name,
8C means that the tape is 7
track (rather than 9 track),
T01440 represents the number
on the tape reel
@USE 7 ,ERTS Assigns ERTS to unit 7
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT which has previous-
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP ly been saved under the qualifier
TRW-T33710 and begins execution
The ASTEP options input by the
ASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards alwaysbegins with an ASTEP option and
ends with the ASTEP option,
QUIT.
@REWIND,I ERTS Rewinds tape and tells operator
that the user is finished with
the tape.
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.5. Example of Control Card Set Required to Save a Tape Created
by the DATDEF option from a MSS data tape
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T49144 Run card
@ASG,T ERTS.,8C,T01440 ERTS is an arbitrary file name,
8C means that the tape is 7-track
(rather than 9-track), TO01440
represents the number on the tape
reel, ERTS is the input tape
@USE 7,ERTS' Assigns ERTS to unit 7
@ASG,T DATAUP.,8C,XSAVE Defines the output tape name
(DATAUP) and tells the operator
that the user wants to save DATAUP
@USE 4,DATAUP Assigns DATAUP to unit 4
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT which has previously
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP been saved under the qualifier
TRW-T33710 and begins execution
The ASTEP options input by the
ASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards always
begins with an ASTEP option and
ends with the ASTEP option, QUIT
@REWIND,I ERTS Rewinds the tapes and tells oper-
@REWIND,I DATAUP ator that the user is finished
with the tapes.
@FIN Terminates the input stream begun
by the RUN card
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Table 5.6. Example of Starting With a Tape Created by DATDEF
From a MSS Data Tape and Saving an Image Tape
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T49144 Run card
@ASG,T DATAUP.,8C,A12345 DATAUP is an arbitrary file
name, 8C means that the tape
is 7 track (rather than 9 track),
A12345 represents the number
on the tape reel, DATAUP is the
input tape previously created
by the DATDEF option
@USE 4,DATAUP. Assigns DATAUP to unit 4
@ASG,T IMAGES.,8C,XSAVE Defines the output tape name
(IMAGES) and tells operator
that the user wants to save
IMAGES
@USE 3,IMAGES. Assigns IMAGES to unit 3
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEP which has previously
@XQT *ASTEP.ASXMAP been saved under the qualifier
TRW-T33710 and begins execution
The ASTEP options input by the
ASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards alwaysbegins with an ASTEP option and
ends with the ASTEP option, QUIT
@REWIND,I DATAUP Rewinds tapes and tells operator
@REWIND,I IMAGES that the user is finished with
the tapes
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.7. Example of Copying a Subset of a MSS Data
Tape on to a File
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T45116 Run card
@ASG,T ERTS.,8C,T01440 ERTS is an arbitrary file name,
8C means that the tape is 7 track
(rather than 9 track), T01440
represents the number on the tape
reel, ERTS is the input tape
@USE 7,ERTS. Assigns ERTS to unit 7
@ASG,RP CPYDAT. Defines the output file name as
CPYDAT and designates a public
read-only file
@USE 8,CPYDAT, Assigns CPYDAT to unit 8
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT which has previously
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP been saved under the qualifier
TRW-T33710 and begins execution
SThe ASTEP options input by the
ASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards alwaysbegins with an ASTEP option and
Sends with the ASTEP option,QUIT.
@REWIND,I ERTS Rewinds tape and tells operator
that the user is finished with
the tape
@FREE CPYDAT Catalogs the new file CPYDAT
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.8. Example of Reading a File Created by the
CPYDAT Option with DATDEF
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-AO25-C, TRW-T63798 Run card
@QUAL TRW-T45116 The CPYDAT file, created in
@ASG,A *CPYDAT. example 5.7 under the qualifier
@USE 7,*CPYDAT. TRW-T45116, is assigned to
unit 7
@ASG,T TEMP. Assignment of teiporary file,
@USE 4,TEMP. TEMP, for use by the DATDEF
option
Assigns the TEMP file to unit 4
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEP, which has previously
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP been saved under the qualifier
TRW-T33710, and begins execution
The ASTEP options input by the
ASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards always
begins with an ASTEP option and
ends with the ASTEP option,QUIT.
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.9. Example of Saving a Signature File
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-A025-C, TRW-T49155 Run card
@QUAL TRW-T60655 MSS LARSC1 data is saved on
@ASG,A *LARSC1. unit 7 under the qualifier
@USE 7,*LARSC1. TRW-T60655
@ASG,P SIGSIG. Defines the output file name
as SIGSIG and makes it a public
(P) file and assigns it the
qualifier on the RUN card
(TRW-T49155)
@USE 2,SIGSIG Assigns the SIGSIG file to unit
2
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT, which has been
@XQT *ASTEPT.ASXMAP previously saved under the
qualifier TRW-T33710 and begins
execution
The ASTEP options input by the
user. This set of cards always
ASTEP User inputs begins with an ASTEP option and
Sends with the ASTEP option,QUIT.
@FREE SIGSIG Catalogs the new file SIGSIG
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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Table 5.10. Example of the Use of a Previously Saved Signature
File by a Different User Than the User who Created
the File, and Creation of a New Signature File
Cards Explanation
@RUN,/R PSTRWX, 1490T-AO25-C, TRW-T63754 Run card
@QUAL TRW-T60655 MSS LARSC1 data is saved on
@ASG,A *LARSC1. unit 7 under the qualifier
@USE 7,*LARSC1. TRW T60655.
@QUAL TRW-T49155 Makes the signature file (SIGSIG),
@ASG,AX *SIGSIG. which was created under the
qualifier TRW-T49155, available,
X denotes exclusive use.,
@USE 1,*SIGSIG. Assigns the SIGSIG file to unit
1
@ASG,P WRTSIG. Defines the output file name as
WRTSIG and makes it a public (P)
file and assigns it the qualifier
on the RUN card (TRW-T63754)
@USE 2,WRTSIG. Assigns WRTSIG to unit 2
Other unit assignments required
by the ASTEP options to be used
should be inserted here
@QUAL TRW-T33710 Loads ASTEPT, which has been previ-
@XQT *ASTEP.ASXMAP ously saved under the qualifier TRW
T33710 and begins execution
The ASTEP options input by the
rASTEP User input cards user. This set of cards always
begins with an ASTEP option and
ends with the ASTEP option,QUIT.
@FREE WRTSIG Catalogs the new file WRTSIG
@FIN Terminates the input stream
begun by the RUN card
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6. EXAMPLE ASTEP RUNS
This section presents two example ASTEP runs which demonstrate the use
of several ASTEP options. Both examples were run from a remote terminal on
the UNIVAC 1110 computer using the EXEC 8 system. The interactive mode
illustrates user and program responses. In examining the examples, it is
noted that the system types the prompting character > in column 1 when it
requires a user input.
For both examples, a block of data was selected from the LARSC1 file
for analysis. In order for the user to better understand the results of
the example ASTEP runs, it is felt that a brief description of the data
set selected for the examples would be appropriate.
The LARSC1 file contains 12 channel multispectral scanner data taken
from the Cl flight line of test area C in Tippecanoe County, Indiana
(Reference 12). For the examples, a block of data was selected corresponding
to an area that contained sharp, well defined boundaries between agricul-
tural crops that appeared individually homogeneous in a photograph of the
area. The block of data selected consists of elements 10 through 91 on scan
lines 600 through 681 of the Cl flight line. An annotated photograph of the
area is provided in Figure 6. of Reference 12. Examination of the photograph
shows the following:
* The upper left-hand corner is a corn field.
* The upper right-hand corner is a pasture.
* The lower right-hand corner is a soybean field.
* The lower left-hand corner is a wheat field.
* A straight road runs from top to bottom separating the
corn and wheat from pasture and soybeans.
* There may also be a road from left to right just be-
low the corn and pasture.





Figure 6.1 Sketch of the ground scene
For this analysis every other element and scan line was skipped such
that a total of 1681 data vectors were considered.
EXAMPLE ASTEP RUN 1
In the first example run, the data set is classified using three ASTEP
data classification algorithms (ITRCLU, ADPCLU, and MAXLIK). The data is also
classified using the QUANTZ option. The results of the various classification
options are displayed using the IMAGES option, and the differences between
various images are displayed using the DIFIMG and IMAGES options. Based on
the preceding analysis of ground truth data, it is expected that the classi-
fication schemes in ASTEP would classify the 1681 data points into 4 or 5
major classes.
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EXAMPLE ASTEP RUN 2
In the second example run, training fields are selected from the four
sub-fields comprising the entire data set. These training fields are shown
in Figure 6.2. The signatures (i.e., means and covariances) of the training
fields are then computed and saved on a temporary file. Next the entire 12
channel data set is classified using the maximum likelihood classification
scheme (MAXLIK). The results of this classification are displayed using the
IMAGES option.
Next the best 4 of the original 12 channels and the best 4 linear com-
binations of the original 12 channels are computed using the FEATSL option.
The two transformations for these subsets are computed and saved on a
temporary file along with the transformed signatures. The entire 12 channel
data set is then transformed and saved on file using both transformations.
Both 4 channel data sets are then classified using MAXLIK and the results




Figure 6.2 Location of training fields
in ground scene
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corresponding to the 12 channel MAXLIK classification and the two images
corresponding to the MAXLIK classification using the best 4 channels and the
best 4 linear combinations of the 12 channels are displayed using the DIFIMG
and IMAGES options.
The user may note the differences in computation times between the
MAXLIK classification of the 1.2 channel data set and the 4 channel data
sets.
The examples presented in this section are not difficult or time
consuming to run. Thus, it is suggested that the new user consider dupli-
cating all or part of Example 1 and Example 2 on a terminal in order to
become acquainted with the terminal response and methods of input.
The ASTEP program is designed to essentially "talk" the user through
a run. If the program requires an input, it will normally type an instruc-
tion or list choices. In the case of input, the program will type the
first namelist card and the variables which need to be input. As was men-
tioned previously, when the system requires a user input, the prompting
character > will be typed in column 1.
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iY9Y3 USERID/PASSWORD EXAMPLE ASTEP RUN I
*DE-TRPO USERID/PASSWORD ENTRY
*UNIVAC 1100 OPERATING SYSTEM VER. 31.159.206EA(RSI)o
>@.PUN AGTJI , 1490T-R025-C ,TRW-T60655













READY In Example 1, a block of data contained in the LARSCI file
FEAPS L. is classified using three classification algorithms (ITRCLU,
'DUSE 7,L. ADPCLU, and MAXLIK). The LARSCI file is assigned to unit 7.
EASG,T I.,F The temporary files 1, 3, 4, 9, and 12 are assigned because










ALGORITHM SIMULATION TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM
(ASTEP)
ASTEP VERSION APR 5 ,1974
CHOOSE PRINT CONTROL FOR RUN AS
ECHO NOECHO
IOECHO
ENTER A$TEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The DATDEF option is called first in order to define the
>DATOEF block (or blocks) of data in the LARSCl file that the user
wishes to process, and to input the data to the program.
DATOEF OPTION
SINDATD NFIELDe ITPFMT. ITPNO, A. Be K. IDEVCE
, %NGAb1 NFIELDII.ITpFMTI,.ITPeu.lIA255.,* 
-I., aLb,69,I2 S
NFIELD I ITPFMT I ITPHO 1 A 255.0 B -1.0 IDEVCE 0
CHANNELS SELECTED, I A 9 12
TYPE Yrs IF INPUTS ARE OR
>YES
NINFLO0D ISTART.ISKIPI INCJSTARTtJJSKIPJINC
I FLO0 ISTART.bUO, IIP1I 'tIuaJJSrotA.10JSsKIP-I JINc.8AS
INPUT I FIELD DATA
FIELD ISTART ISKIP IINC JSTART JSKIP JINC
1 400 1 80 10 I 80
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE OK
THE OPTION DATOEF REQUIRED 5,5898 SECONDS OF CPU TIRE.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK I Later in the example, the data is going to be factored
>EDITS and various signatures aved. However, before this can be
done, it is required that a temporary file first be opened
EDTSIG OPTION up. This is done by calling EUTSIG and using BEGFIL to
.. "........." begin a file. In this case, the file is on unit 1. Had
a cataloged file containing signature data been assigned to
CHOOSE EDTSIG OPTION FROM unit 1, then this EDTSIG and BEGFIL operation would not be
REGFIL SAV1SI REDSIG *RTSIG required.
LIlFIL ADDSIS EISIG PRTSIG
FUI T
>NEGFIL
BEGFIL OPTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
O1
CHOOSE EDTSIG OPTION FROM
8tSIL SAVSIG REDSIG WRTSIG




QUIT OPTION HAS REEN SELECTED.
THE OPTION EDTSIN REQUIREO .065 SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
*-------------***-*------------------------**-********-
ENTER aSTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The data is first classified using the iterative clus-




















TIPE YFS IF INPUTS OK
'YES
ENTER SPLIT/COMBINE ISCI SEQUENCE
>SSSSSCSC
CHOOSE VALUES FOR INITIALIZATION FROM
ZERO OLD NEl
.ZERO
*..** ITERATION 1 .*S * **
ITERATION .I CLUSTER I, POSITION 3, SPLIT. NvM * 2
**..* ITERATION 2-S **.N*
ITERATION 2. CLUSTER I1 POSITION 3. SPLIT NVMN *
ITERATION 2, CLUSTER . POSITIO
N  
q* SPLITe NvM * 4
.-*** ITERATION 3*5 **e**
ITERATION 3. CLUSTER I POSITION 3* SPLIT. NvN - S
.*.** ITERATION 45S ***l
ITERATION It CLUSTER I, POSITION 2. SPLIT, NVM * 4
**:!O ITERATION 5*S *i*N*
ITERATION 5, CLUSTER I, POSITION 3. SPLIT. NVMN 7
.ITERATION 3*C e.***
ITERATION A CLUSTERS I AND 7 RERAFD, NVn * 4
ITERATION A CLUSTERS S AND A MEREEOD NyM 5S
***o ITERATION 7_5 .*..
ITERATION 7, CLUSTER I1 POSITION 3. SPLIT. NiM * 6
.**** ITERATION 8-C ****
ITERATIoN 8 CLUSTERS I AND & MERGED, NMVN 6
R.N** ITERATION 9-S N.*N
ITERATION 9. CLUSTER 1, POSITION 3. SPLIT, NvM * 6
NN**e ITERATION 0I- ****
CLUSTER SYMOL SIZE R MEAN R SIGMA DIFF
I A 29 ISI o1 I60A 1a.
2 8 3 6,.S 3,97 100 The ITRCLU option clustered the data into six clusters.
3 C N28 .r9 2.7S .00 The various clusters of points are output with the cluster
5 U 27 1. 3 symbol and size.
6 F 63 12.*7 3*.7 11. 7
CHOOSE OPTION FROM
MEANS ANGDIS QUIT SIGMAS
>QUIT
THE OPTION ITRCLU REQUIRED 29.3724 SECONDS OF CPU TIRE.
... **..---- ..------------------. -- ........... *........
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The IMAGES option is called to display the results from
MAGEtne ITRCLU option.
INMAGES OPTION
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IRUNIT THRESH STR.OL ALLCLS The STATUS suboption displays the class symbol, imageECaCLS SUNSET BOROER INSIDE IRNUIT
'STATUS symbol. and nuter of pixels in each class on the image unit
IMUNIT TNHRAL NINPI IFIELD (in this case unit 3).
3 2.0 I 0 0 0o a 0 o 0 0 0t
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
uNMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXEL
S
I A A 29
1 B B JRg
3 C C 28
N D D 476
5 E [ 247
6 F F 63
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
CHcLATUS SUBSET BOOERH SINSIDE INLT The THRESH suboption is used to change the threshold









TYPE YIS IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
'YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECmCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMaulT The ALLCLS suboption displays the pixels in all classes
£LLCL ,in one image. The class of each pixel is indicated by its
image synbol.
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SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRISH SYMBOL ALLCLq
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMWUIT
)IMQUIT JThe IMQUIT suboption terminates the IMAGE option.
THE OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED .5976 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The FACTOR option is called to compute and save the
DFACTOR signatures (i.e., the mean vectors and covariance matrices)
of the clusters formed previously by ITRCLU. The signatures
FACTOR OPTION are saved on unit 1. The signatures for clusters B, C, and
D are saved under tne names SIGA, SIG8, and SIGC respectively.
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES. The signature for clusters A, E, and F are combined and saved
to under the name SIGDE.
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS B
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR A
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO D FILE, OR QUIT.
>ZERO
ZERO HAS BEEN CHOSEN*
MEAN I By 4
I 2 3 q
I 74.737 82.826 56*037 110*251
SI.MAS I By 4
I 2 3
1 2.090 1.439 1.906 7.35s
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COVRAT 4 BY 4
2 3
1 '4.361 21 .39 .19
2 *.6,3 i,71 *394 *095
3 . .28 .0.2 3.633 -.*280
.2*900 .OD9 -3.927 S*102
ARRAY 4 By 4
I 2 3
1 ..600 ISI *86 52.113
2 5.490 .086 *936 '41.90
3 2.712 *042 *979 84.695
4 137) *021 1.000 77.111
EIGENV 4q B q
32 3 9
I **059 *728 -*683 *006
2 .017 .397 .375 *Os
3 .*078 *5.5 *627 -. 509
'4 .991 064 *002 -.*05
TYPE YES TO SAVE SIGNATURE
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
INPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
S 16A
SIGNATURE SIGA HAS BEEN SAVED ON UNIT I
116 NOD * K * I 6 9 12
NURI l* . 438
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
>C
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS C
>NO
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR C
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO OR FILE* OR QUIT*
ZERO HAS BEEN CHOSEN.
TYPE YES TO SAVE SIGNATURE
AYES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBR FROM I 2
INPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
SIGNATUIRE 51SI HAS BEEN SAVED oN UNIT I
SIGB NO . 4 K - I 6 9 12
NUMII *l 26
INPUT SvMBOLS FOR CLASSES.
AD
TYPE YES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS D
>VES
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR D
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO OR FILE* OR GuIT*
>ZERO
ZERO HhS BEEN CHOSEN-
MEAN I By q
I 2 3
1 A3.586 85.908 61*162 81.395
SI1MAS I By 4
I 2 3
1 3.669 2.211 2.750 5*857
COVMAT 4 BY 4
2 3
I 13*426 *399 *I4 -.*506
2 3.191 4*888 *622 .055
3 1*197 3.779 7*563 
-0794 -10.6R8 .706 -1.195 39307
ARRAY q By 4
2 3 '
1 39*032 *699 6499 76.S97
2 12*105 .201 650 15.695
3 7.607 *126 .976 97*593
4 I*440 .029 I.nOn 87.756
E ENV 4 By 4
2 3 4
I .. 395 ,568 -*661 
-. 291
2 .0024 .558 '132 .819
3 .*052 *532 .698 .. 477
q '917 .*29 -*291 -. 131
TYPE YFS TO SAVE SIGNATURE
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
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INPUT .AME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
SIGC
SIGNATURiE 51C *45 BEEN SAVED ON UNIT
51GC NoD N K I 6 9 12
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES,
>AEF
ITPF YrS TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS AEF
FACTOR ANALYSIS FO AREF
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM ZERO OR FILE, OR QuIT.
>I0
ZERO INS BEEN CHOSEN*
MEAN I By 4
2 3 4
I 0I*2Zl 103.192 I01.2q2 78.I68
SIOAD5 I BY *
I 305S5 10.186 10*318 7*66
COVMAT N By q
i 9.333 .712 :571 .601
7215 10375IO SS 896 .88
3 1.*115 9.*761 107*81 *791
q 13.930 66.302 62*308 S7*.59
ARRAy 4 By q
I 2 3
I 2g.37 *894 *A9 18.924
2 '6*29 .0S *902 8*84
3 9*.4 .*03 .986 83*.379
4 3.76 *.0 1O *000 73.146
EIGENV I By 4
I 2 3 N
I :131 168 *013 *885S
2 630 *.183 :627 -*420
3 .631 -. 687 "*322 .182
N .A33 .683 -*S3 .078
TYPF YFS TO SAVE SIGNATURE
AYES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I Z
1
INPT NIE TO SAVE DATA UNUER
'SIGDE
SIGNATi,RE SIGDE HAS BEEN SAVED ON UNIT I
SIGDE N
n 
" a K I1 6 9 12
NUMIII 339
INPUT cOMBULS FOR CLASSES.
THE OPTION FACTOR REQUIRED 2.3770 SLCONDS Or CPU TIME.
..-----...--------------------.---.-....----------.-.---
ENTER ASTEP OPTICON OR TYPE A BLANK
The UIaITS option is called to cycle the image unit nun-
>UNITS ber. The image generated by ITRCLIJ currently resides on





IG UNT : +3
DAIUNT I* *









C"OOSE oPTION FROM The CYCLE option cycles the unit number on which theCYCLE CHANGE sUIT
OCYCLE next image generated will be saved to the next available












THE OPTION UNITS REQUIRED .049O SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
*--* ------ *--- -- * - --... . ---**.- .....---- -*.. **. -....-
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The data is classified using the adaptive clustering




















TYPE YES IF INPUTS OK
'YES
CHOOSE VALUES FOR INITIALIZATION FRON
ZERO OLD NEe
>ZERO
CLUSTER 5 *EIGHT 2 ELIMINATED. JPT * 1000 NVM N 9
CLUSTER A6 EIGHT - ELIMINATED, JPT a 000 N
M
R* a
CLUSTER A SElGCT 3 ELIMINATED. JPT * 1000 NvW * 7
CLUSTER A :EIGHT S ELIMINATED, JPT a 1000 NVM * 6
CLUSTER 9 NEIGHT I ELIMINATED JPT * 1500 NvN * 10
MERGER J2 6 NJI 9 JI a 5 -JL a 169 NVN * 9 JPT * 0
CLUSTER SYMBOL SIZE R MEAN R SIGMA DIFF
I A *.00 .00 .00
2 B IAN 10.72 5.96 .20
3 C I26 8.02 *.4 . The ADPCLU option clustered the data into eight clusters.
4 D 449 10.1 S.3 .10
5 E IS 10.31 q.12 ,9 The various clusters of points are output with the cluster
A F 57 12.70 4.74 4.99 symbol and size.
7 G 22 1.69 5.33 2.77
B H 9 .73 3.45 .18
CHOOSE OPTION FROM
MEANS SISMAS ANG6IS SUIT
>0UIT
THE OPTION AOPCLU REQUIRED 3.1020 sECONDS OF CPU TIME.
--------------------------------------- **-*********....*
ENTER &sTEP OPTION OR TYPE A RLANK The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
) I AE S from the ADPCLU option. All classes are displayed.
IMAGES OPTION
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUhIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECnCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMNUIT
>STATUs
IMUNIT THRVAL MINPIX IFIELD
12 2*0 I 0 O 0 0 0 0 D O0 0 o
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
CUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A A 6
2 B 46a4
3 C C 426
U O U 449
5 E E 168
6 F F S7
7 G G 22
8 H H 89
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH, SYMBOL ALLCLS






IFIELD * *0 *o0 *0o. *D
*0o *0, +00 *0t
SEND
TYPE YrS IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS INUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLSECMcLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMUIT
>ALLCLS
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600 ABBABBAB BBBAD BCDDODDDDDDDDDDO DDDDDOD
602 BaBB AAABBABBBBCBODDDDODDDDDD00 00 0 00 0
OA606 88BBBB BAAABBCOOOOOODDDDDDD00DDD
60 BABBE .BBBBR.BCODDD0DDDDODDODDDD DDDOD
610 ODBBBB ODGBBBBACBODDDODDDDDDODDDOD
612 AA888RBBBBABBBBBBD DDDDO0 00ODD00 00DD DBIN BB888AOABBBABBBBCBDDDDOOOOO DDDDDDDDD
616 BBB888ABBBBBABBCBODDDDDODODODDODD00 DDD616 BACBABBBBBOBBSB 00 00 0 0DD DDODOOODDODDDDDD0620 BBCAAABBBBBBABBBADDBOOODDDODDDDDDDDDD0
0 0 D622 AACCABBBB RABB BBDD0000DDDDDDODDODDDDDDDO62 OBBGC BBOBB CRDODDDO DDDODDO 0 OOOODDO0
424 BBRBBB BBA BCD00 00 0DDDDDDDDD D0 DDDD066 BBBBBBBBBBBABB8CDDDDDDDDDDDOODDDDD
628 8BOBBBBIBBBBSBOCDOODODDDOODODDDDDDOOD
630 DAA BAaBRBCO000DDODO0DDODDODDD00 OOO0B Note the similarities and differences between the image632 AAABDADBABAA8BCDODDOO0
0 0DDDDDDD 00 Rgenerated by the ITRCLU and ADPCLU options.
63' :B8D 888DDDDABDBDS DD DDDDDDDOOODDDB O D
636 88C88868B6666888eDDOODDDODDDDDDDDD DB 0
638 RBBDRABBB DDDCBB OC6DODDDOODDDOBB88888
640 BBABBBBBA8888 CDDOD DD0DD0 8BB0A D0 BC
642 8868BBABBBRBBBBCD000DDDDDDDDC CBABBCCC
AN BABBOBAAABB88868D CODDDD000BBAODDOB E





656 MEEE EFFFFEEEEEFG FCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
65 NEEFFFFEELEEEHEEEFFFCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCC








476 HNHMHMMMHEFEEEFGGFCCC CCCC CCCC CCCCCCCC
678 HHHMHMHEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
680 HMHHMNHHHEENEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS INUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCL
ECMcLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>INGUty
TMF OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED .6194 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
-"--------------------------------------*****------*--*---
ENTER AsTEr OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK In order to compare the images generated by the ITRCLU
'UNITS 
a nd ADPCLU options, it is required to use the DIFIMG option.
However, first it is necessary to cycle the image unit numbers.
UNITS OPTION This is done by calling the UNITS option.
At this point, the image generated by the ITRCLU option
N ' I3, resides on image unit 3. The inage generated by the ADPCLU












CCLHOSE OPTION FROM 
The CYCLE suboption in the UNITS option cycles the nextCYCLF CHANGE QUIT










I 2 * 12
OBSI * n8
SEND
THE OPTION UNITS REQUIRED *0638 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
-----------------------------........................--------------------....
ENTER AsTEP OPTION OR TYPE A RLANK
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The DIFIMG option is called to generate an image of the
UXIFI 6  Idifferences between the images generated by the ITRCLU and
ADPCLU options. A comparison of the subsets between the
DIFIMG OPTION images indicates that subset A in the first image is the
same as subset G In the second image, subset B in the first
image is subset 0 in the second. etc. This information is







I A 0S * O
3 C 1637
CLASS A ARE THOSE PIXELS OF IMAGE I THAT ARE NOT IN THE INPUT EQUIVALENCE LIST
CLASS B ARE THOSE PlIELS OF IMAGE I DIFFERENT FROM IMAGE 2
CLASS C ARE THOSE PIXELS THE SAME IN IMAGES I AND 2
THE OPTION DIFIM REQUIRED .*924 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
-** .----- ----. *-* --*-*-- *----.. - -*-.. -* ----
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
IlAGEs 'from the OIFIMG option. Only points different from the
equivalence lists are displayed.
IMAGES OPTION
SELECT IMASES OPTION FROM
STATUS INUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLs
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMUIT
>STATUI
INUNIT THRVAL MINPIX IFIELD
9 20 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
.UMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A A 0
2 A A 444
3 C C 1637
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS







IFIELD * *0, *D. *oDo eO
*o +0 *O .Oe
n, *.
SEND
TYPF YrS IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLs The SYMBOL suboption of IMAGES is used to change theECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>SYMBO 
.image symbols of classes A, B, and C to I, D,. and blank
TYPE THE STRING OF 3 IMAGE SYMBOLS DESIRED* respectively. The STATUS suboption is used to demonstrate>O
CLASS SYMBOL Abc the change in the image symbols of all the classes
IMAGE sYnBOL ID to be printed.
TYPE YFS IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT. be printed
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>STATUs
IMUNIT TRVAL MINPIX IFIELD
9 1.0 I 0000000 D00
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A 1 0
2 A D qq
3 C 1637
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCL sECNCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMNUIT
>ALLCLS
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IMALE FOR FILD I
lllillaISlO22331 4*141B11s666667777,fas9







































SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS INUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCL
ECeCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INQUIT
>IMOUIT
THE OPTION IMAGES REQUIREO 1.2320 SECONDS Or CPU TIME.
--------------------------------------
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK At this point in the program, the image resulting fromSUN ITS 
the ITRCLU option is on image unit 3, the image from the
ADPCLU option is on unit 12, and the image from the DIFIMG
UNITS OPTION option on unit 9. The UNITS option is called to change the
image numbers.
SAVINUN
N 3 *IZ 09
BEND
SINUNIT











CHCLF CHANGE UIT The CHANGE suboption is called to reset the next avail-CNU CNG UT 
able image unit number to 12. This is done to save the imageS INNIT ATTUNI. NT. ISIFIINIS 1 0 on unit 3 from being wiped out by the next image to be gener-
IlNUNIT ated (by the MAXLIK option).INMUNT 
-*12
SATUNT .q. The user wants to save the image on unit 3 (generatedISIGUI * *7 
from the results of the ITRCLU option) so it can be used
ISIGF2 
-a2 to difference images later.






TYPE YES IF INPUTS OK
>YES
THE OPTION UNITS REGUIREO .078q SECONDS Or CPU TINE.
-------------------------- -----------------------------
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK
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The MAXLIK option is called to classify the data once
>MASLIK again using the signatures previously saved by the FACTOR
option. First, the saved signatures are retrieved by using
RAOLIK OPTION the REDSIG suboption.
CHOOSE MAILIK OPTION FROM
REDSIG PROCSS gUIT INPSIG
>REOSIs
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I ON 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUt.
)1
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVID FROM FILE I
)YES
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST RITH NOMORI*
>SIGA
SIGA NO 4 K * I A 9 12
NUMIII * 431
REAN I By 4
I 2 3 4
I 74*737 82.826 16.037 110*211
COVMAT 4 By 4
1 2 3 4
I 4.366 .6 3 1*426 -2*900
2 .643 2.071 1-02 1.009
3 *.428 1.012 3.633 -3.927
4 .2*900 1.009 -3*927 4.*102
>NOMORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE I
>NO




SIGB ND * 4 K * I 6 9 12
NUIII . 428
SIGC NOD - K I 6 9 12
NUMIIl t476
>SIGDE
SIGDE ND 94 K - I 6 9 12
NUMIII i 339
NOMORF
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 To QUIT.
>0
4 SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
REOSIG PROCSS eUIT INPSIG After the signatures have been retrieved, they are used
>PROCSS by the PROCSS suboption to classify the data using the maxi-
IC DIS 4 y q mum likelihood classification scheme. The data is classified
I 2 3 q
into four classes.
1 7.016 136.893 38*09S 63*.658
2 169*933 7.156 36*.0514 11132
3 36*740 33*383 8*552 227.064




3 C 4754 0 3t6
CHOOSE MAXLIK OPTION FROM
REOSIG PROCSS QUIT INPSIG
>RUIT
THE OPTION MAXLIK REQUIREO 4.3550 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
--------------------------------------------------------
ENTER AsTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
>I AtES fro the mYLIK option. All of the data subsets (i.e., the
4 classes) are displayed.
IMAGES OPTION
.m..mmm.....
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECmCLS SUBSET BOROER INSIDE INOUIT
aSTATUS
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IMUNIT THAVAL MINPIS IFIELO
Is 24.0 I 0 0 0 0 0 00
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A A 440
2 B B 420
3 C C 75
4 0 0 q6
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLs






IFIELD * 4O. *O, *OC oe
ae *0 *. *MO,
BEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLs
ECNCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
>ALLCLS
IMAGE FOR FIELD I
llI l12222I333334qqqM555S6&6677777808 9
0246802680246O24802q6802MqH80248024680
ADD C CCCC CCCCCCCB AAALAAAAAAAAAAAA AA
602 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAAA AA A AAAA
604 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
606 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAA AA
608 CCCCCCCC CCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
610 CCCCCCCCCLCC CCCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
612 CCCCCCCCC CCCCCC AAA AAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA
614 CCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCH AAAAAAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAA
616 CCCCCCCC CCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
618 C CCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAA
620 CC CCCCCCC CCC CCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA
&22 CCC CCCCCCCCCCC C AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAA
62q CCC CCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAA
626 C CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCB AAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAA
628 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC Ca AAAAAA AAAAA AA A
&63 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCB AAAAAAAAAAAA
632 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAAAA C
&34 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAAA A AC C
636 CC CC CCCCCCCCCCC AA AAAAAAA C C
A63 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAAA C C CC
6qO C CCCCCCCLCCCCCCC AAAAAAAAAA CC CC C
642 C CC CCCCCCCCCCCCC A AAAAAA C C
644 CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC AAAAAAACCCC C C CC
6 DOODDOODDO0 BBBBBBBBB HaBIBBB 8
648 DDDDDDDDDDOO D D B BBHBBBBBBBBBBBBBB B
650O DDDD ODDODOD DD BBBBBBBBBB B8BBBBBBB8
652 DDDD DDDDOODODOD 888RBBBBHBB6BBHBBB
6S4 DDD DODDOOODDBBBOSBBBBBBBBBBBBB
66 DDODD DDDDDODDD B BRBBBBBBBBBBBBBBOB
6A8 DOD DDODODDDDOODDD BBBBBBBBBBRBBBB BB BB
660 OD ODDDODD O DDDD D BBRBBBB888BBBBBBB
662 DDDDDDDDODODDDDO D 08BBBBBBBBHBSBHBBB
664 DDDODDDDD DD DDD BOB BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
666 DDDDDDDODDOODDDODDD BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB BB
668 DDDODDDDDODDDDDDDOOBBRBB9BBBBBBBBBBBBB
670 DDDDDDDODDDODDDDOD D BB11 BBBBBBBB BB
672 DD DDDDDDDOODDDDOODDBBBSBBBBBBOBBBBBRBBBS
67q ODDDDODDDDDDDoDDDDD 6BBBBBBRBBBBBBBB
676 ODD DDODDD DDDOD BBBB RBBBBBBBBBBBB 88
678 DDDODDDDDDDODDODDDD BBBBBB BB BBBBBB RB
6BO DDODD D ODDDDDDDDDDBBBOBBBB BBBBB
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLs
ECmCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE I"MUIT
>I U IT
THE OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED .6912 sECONDS OF CPU TIME.
------------------------------------ -~---------
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The UNITS option is called to change the image unit
>UNITS numbers. At this point, the image from the ITRCLU option
s on unit 3, the image from the MAXLIK option is on unit 12,
UNITS OPTION and the image from DIFIMG is on unit 9.
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SAVIMUN
N 3 * *12 *
SEND
IINUNIT
IMUNT *I The DIFIMG option assumes that the two images to beOSSUNT -4
5ATUNT 7 TO differenced are on units IMGl and IMG2. The output of DIFIMG
ISfI * *I will be on IMGUNT.





CCLF COPTING nUIT. The CHANGE suboption is called to reset the next avail-
>CrNANoE able image unit number to 9. This is done in order to display
SINUNIT INGUNTOATnUNTI OSsuNTn.IuIe7S.1A0lIwSrlNISFzI|GIIInszOSI the differences between the ITRCLU image on unit 3 and theS SIN. NIT IGUNIagS9
II NUNIT MAXLIK image on unit 12.
IMGUNT - +9
DATUNT * 0*









TYPE YFS If INPUTS 0K
THE OPTION UNITS REQUIRED .07S2 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
-- *---------------------------------*-*-----*-*------***-*-
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The DIFIMG is called to generate an image of the dif-
>OFING ferences between the images generated by the ITRCLU and IMAXLIK
options. A comparison of these images indicates the appro-











CLASS i ARE THOSE PIXELS OF IMAGE I THAT ARE NOT IN THE INPUT EQUIVALENCE LIST
CLASS p ARE THOSE PIXELS OF IMAGE I DIFFERENT FROM IMAGE 2
CLASS C ARE THOSE PIXELS THE SAME IN IMAGES I AND 2
THE OPTION DIFIMG REQUIRED .5694 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
- *--- --* ----- -------------- ---- --- *- - *-- ---- ---- --
ENTER ATEP OPTION OR TYE A The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
>IMAGE S from the IFIIMG option. Only the points difference from the
equivalence lists are displayed.
IMAGES OPTION
SELECT IMAGES OPTIDON FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INMUIT
>STATUs
IMUNIT THRVAL MINPIX IFIELD
9 24.0 1 0 0 0000000
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A A 0
2 B a 34
3 C C 1617
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS







IFIELD * +0* *0o *o0 *O.
+0, *De 0*0. *O
SEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
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L 1-9
*1*1i na fdo 4 SON33 S 99b111 a3b*11991* S399*WI N0JId0 3*11
l19*1*l 3019*1 1111. 13999 .111 143



















11911W 3011*1 *130*0 139909 S1I*1m"
) 11 3 .1 3~W n
S1301. J0 109*111 109*111 119*13"
*139*19* 311 S1vi91V1 9j,
0 0 00 0 0 I 0. 1 *1
0131AI 01.191* 19*1*1*1 11wnw*
MO , .10: 0!1 n 09*13 3991
399 109*139 9S11
014
.0311IS30 9109*139 339*WI C 49 9*11*1 3*11 3.131
1199*11 3019*11 *139*109 139999 S13 )
6 1_11A9 10*1 *1391 11*19*11 191911
*10*1 *1011.1 1399*1A1 33139
ENTER ASTEP OPTION DR TYPE A BLANK The QUANTZ option is called to generate a gray scale map
>OuANTZ of the data. Data points are classified according to the
magnitude of one component of the data vectors.
QUANTI OPTION
SINQUAN XMINOMAO.N.KCH







TYPE YES IF INPUTS OK
>YES
LARGEST VALUE * 142,0 SMALLEST VALUE * 78*0
CLASS SYMBOL SIZE L*. BIND UP. BND*
I A 0 O *00
2 s 0 .00 Is*9.
3 C 0 15.94 31.7
4 0 0 31.67 q7*1I
6 E 0 47.81 63.71
6 F 4 63.75 7969
7 6 1274 79e69 95.62
B H 343 9eS.2 11156
9 I 49 I3.lS6 127150
30 J II 127.50 143.q*
II K 0 143944 1S9.37
12 L O I59.37 1*31
13 M 0 1*31 9e2z5.
14 N 0 191.25 207.19
II 0 0 207.19 223.12
16 P 0 223.12 239*06
37 Q 0 239.06 25500
Il R 0 25500
THE OPTION QUANTZ REBUIRED .4224 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
*--*-------------*-----**------********-------**-****-***
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A BLANK The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
>INMAES from the QUAITZ option. All subsets are displayed by the use
IRAGES OPTlON of the ALLCLS suboption.
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS







IFIELO * no, *D. +0 *O
*0, o, .0 *.0
SEND
TYPE YFS IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS INUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMOUIT
>ALLCLS
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6i12 GG666GGGGGGGGGG6 GGGGGGGGGG GGGGGGGGG661 6 66GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG666666 B66 66666
i60 GGG6666GG66666664GGGG66664GG 66666466BGGGG
620 GGGGG6GGGGG66666666666GG66GGGG6666666666
6122 66BS465666GGGG s666 6 4BB6646GGGGGGGGGGGG





636 GG6666 6666GGGGGGGGG66666 6 GGGGGGGG66GG666































GG G G G H
MH
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
ISTTUs IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECNCLO SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMNUIT
'SUBSET The image containing only subsets H, 1, and J is generated
INPU
T 
CHARACTER FOR PRINT AND IMAGE SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES IN SUBSET*
>IJ by using the SUBSET suboption followed by an input string
THE IMAGE SYMBOLS HIJ wILL BE PRINTED AS MId starting with a blank character and followed H, I, and J. All
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.

































50 HHMHHN HHNllIIJUIJH H ANN
462 H HMIMMIHHNHHNIH N NH H HNNH
654 MN IIIIIHIHMMIIUM HnMHH HN MHH
66 NHMNNMHIMHMMMNHHJI H H NH N H A N
6A6 MMHIMIHH MHMINM HMH H HH HN HM H
660 HIIIIHHlln HHHNIIJMM HN
662 HNHHHNNHMMHHHIIIIlH H H H H HN
664 HH IINHHHHH HMH
666 HN NHHNHnHMHN H H H
660 HM H HMHHHHHH H HH
670 M H NHMHHMNIM MNH H
672 H H NHMMNINHHN HH NMHH
674 H HHNMHHMH H NHHHN HN HH N H
676 N H LMMIMMn IJI H HN HNMHHMN N HN
647 M HMHMHHHHHH HNNNHHNHMHNHHN
680 MM HMMHHNn H N H HNHMNHM HMN
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INHUIT
'SUBSET
INPUT CHARACTER FOR PRINT AND IMAGE SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES IN SUBSET. The Image of all pixels of classes H, I, and J being
E MAGE printed as the character X is generated using the suboptionTHE UMAGE SIMBOLS ARJ WILL SE PRINTED AS A SUBSET. The first character is used as the image symbol forTYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT-




IMAGE FOR FIELD I
1il1 222223333344484555566667777788889






















6*6 Aa AA0xx500Aa00 1 0
660 I- 0ITIIX 0X XII0 0 02O XXXXXXXXAXX X X 0
09 x xXx IXXXX1IIX% X M III
6: xxxxxxx000 0xxxxxxxxxIxx x xx x
65 IX XXIXA XXXXAX x * XX X0 xx x
67O X x xxxX X xx xx xx xx AX
660 0 IXoAxxxx OaX o 0 xx
676 Ix ,iXx Xxxx xax
660 x Axlxx5x x xygxx
670 A 0 X A0XXX X 0672 A A A0A0xxxxxx xxx xx0
676 0 0 x0    a xx A 0
676 A 8 06001x0000 0* xx 060000 0
676 A xx0 *0 x xxxxx 0 1XXXXXX0 x0
680 xx XXxxxx x x xxxxxxxx xxx
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECOCLS SUBSET 8ORDE INSIDE IMUIT
THE OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED 2.1179 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
--------------------------------
ENTER 4sTEP OPTION OR TYPE 4 BLANK The QUIT option returns control to the operating
>QulT 
system. The input @FIN terminates the input stream begun
!y the @RU input.
QUIT OPTION
--. ---- ................................................. F At the termination of an execution the total CPU tim
THE OPTIONS IN THIS RuN REUIRE
U  53.2160 SECONDS OF CPU TIME, required by all the options in the run is printed.
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*UNIVAC 1100 OPEPATIMG SYSTEM VER. 31.159.206EA(RSI)*
PPU AGTPRI1 .1490T-AO25-C, TRPI-T0O655





)2COPY', A A. TPF$.
FIJPPIR 0026-04/22-19:04
IPEE A . [ In Example 2. a block of 12 channel data contained in
PE E .Y the LARSCI flight line is classified using the maximum likeli-
t:E ATEPT.,TPEI.
I E ATEPT.TPF$. hood classification algorithm (MAXLIK). The data is then
12JE L. .TPhI.-T60655*LAP-CI - reduced to 4 channels by the feature selection algorithm
PEA . L. and again classified by MAXLIK. The LARSC file is assigned
FEADY to unit 7. Other temporary files required by the options





















AITEP VEPSION APP 5 ,1974
rHOOSE PFINT CONTROL FOP PUN AS
ICHO rIEC-HO
:11iEHO
.....---------------------------------- ....................- -- -- -- -- -- --
The EDTSIG option is called to open up two temporary
ENTL asTER OPTIDN OR TYPE N BL.N'
t
>EDTSIG files (i.e., files 1 and 2) which are to be used later in
the run for the storage of various signature information.
EDTSIG DPTI14 This is accomplished by calling EDTSIG and using BEGFIL
s............. to begin a file.
CHOOSE EOTSIG ownTIO FRNO
BEG IL SAVSIG REDSIG 95T515
LISFIL ADDSIG EIGSIS P9TSI7
QUIT
SBE GFIL
BEGFIL DpTION HAS BEEN SELECTED.
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
,I
CHOOSE EDTSIG OPTION FROM
BEGFIL SAVSIS REDSIG NRTSI5
LISFIL ADDSIS EIGSIG PRTSISG
QUIT
)BEGFIL
BEGFIL TO10O HAS BEEN SELECTED.
CHOOSE FILE uIBER FRO I 2
>2
CHOOSE EDTSIG OPTION FROM
BEGFIL 5VSIG qEDO516 RTSIG
LI5FIL 6O5IsI EIGIS6 PRTSIG
UIT OPTION HS BEEN SELECTED.





ENTE aSTEP DOPTION ON TYPE A BLANK
DATLr P The OATDEF option is called to define and extract four
blocks of data from the LARSC1 flight line. These four
DrTOEF DoTI1N blocks (or subfields) are to be used as training fields to
.*............ (compute statistics for corn, pasture, wheat, and soybeans.
NINDATO NFIELDI ITPFT, ITPMNO a, Bis . IDEVCE
SINLATD NFIELOIITPFYTI, ITPNU.KBI . Z,3n.5b,6,7pia,
10  IIII2
> AZ h.O, =.Ia,
s EENI
MFIELD 4 ITPF4T 1 ITPNO I A 2.550 8 -*'n IDEVCE 0
CHANNELS SELECTED, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 $1 12
TYPE YES IF I4PUTS ARE OK
*YES
NINFLDO ISTARTelSKPe.IINC,JSTART.JSEIP.JINC
I4PUT I FIELD OATA
N SIN$LOO ISTARTO60UIIlNC.2(iJSTA4TIOdJINT:2uS
INPUT 2 FIELD DaTA
. SINFLO' ISTART-6uO.IINC=-20,JSTARTbU.UJINC2US
INP U T 3 FIELD DATA
> %INFILDD ISTART55II NCa- U*JTARTaluJINC
INPUT 9 FIELD OATA
> tlNFLUD ISTARTa.6lIINC.O"uJSIAT.SO IJINC2uS
FIELD ISTART 15lIP IINC JSTART JSIPe jINc
I 600 0 20 I1 a 20
2 600 0 20 50 0 20
3 65a 0 20 In 0 20
4 655 0 20 50 0 2o
TyPE yES IF IpUTS ARE Or
>YES
THE OPTION OATDEF REQUIREO 11.9620 5FCONDS OF CPU TI*t.
-------- -------------------------------------------
ENTER -STEP DPTIDO OR TYPE A BLAKI
TR TFL3 The TRNFLD option classifies each field by field number
and writes the information on tne image file.
TeNFLO O-TI4Y
..............
FIELD CLASS SYMROL PIxELS
A 941
2 2 1 41
3 3 C 41
S 4 0 9 41
THE O.Ts3V Tq4FLD REQUIRED .1776 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
..............--------------------------...........
ENTER ASTEC OPTION OR TYPE A 
B
LAIN
>FACTOR The FACTOR option is called to compute and save the
signatures (i.e., the mean vectors and covariances matrices)
FACTOR POTIs of the four training fields. The signatures of fields of
... "........ classes A, B, C, and D are saved on unit I under the names
of CORN, PAST, WHEAT, and SOY respectively.
INPUT SY~0OLS FOR CLASSES,
'A
TYPE yES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASY A
>YES
FACTDORq -LYSIS FOR A
CHOOSE INITIAL STATISTICS FROM zERO Oq FILE. DOR UIT,
-ZERO
ZEO0 HAS SEEN CHOSEN.
MEAN I y 12
I 2 3 49 5
, 94.778 78.161 59.7e8 60.101 81i.s5 B,.8097 8 9 10 11 12
I 61,932 7S.946 61.277 711*99 112.576 7 N,481
SIGMAS I NY 12
I 2 3 5 6
2.620 2.831 1.77, 1i794 3.092 2.5607 A8 9 10 II 1
1,861 3351 2,67q 2.967 7.139 4.513
COVMAT 12 BY 12
S 2 3 5 6
6.a6q A 717 .756 .683 .779 .6692 S.318 8 0 1 7 .633 .7 4 .742 .7223 3.507 3.171 3.133 .63, ,I .6S74 3.120 3.673 I.947 3.
o
9 .4a .696N 6.292 6.473 
.09 3*699 9.98 .7796 3.501 5.249 2.98 3.126 6.123 6.S963.92 3.379 2.15 7.29 3. 3.686N 5.579 6.320 3,677 0O3o0 6.913 6.1319 4.289 S.171 7.77 3,497 S.0q9 4.603I0 .S79 Is.S 3.130 3*49
I  5.
9
9N S,6021I .2.280 
-*.7O 
-.85 .3.35







7 8 9 10 II 12
1 .634 .698 .611 .689 -. 122 -. 237
2 .691 .732 .682 *602 -. 221 -. 217
3 .695 .681 .573 *596 -. 069 -. 1704 .706 .758 ,799 .67 -. 249 *.310
8 *691 .735 .612 *686 -. 0q6 -*.q9
6 772 *783 ,65 *735 .092 .066
7 3,463 .710 .688 .74q .032 -. 002
8 9.032 9*306 *82 *831 **208 *.236
3.931 6*733 7.173 *789 -. 367 *362
I O .19 71525 6.232 8*805 -*095 -. 108
II .931 .5626 -7,019 -2*020 50.943 .719
12 -. 019 *3,eq9 *,2372 .1*404 23,007 20.360
6ARRAY 2 8Y 4
I 2 3 4
I 69.211 *1O0 .509 86.222
2 89.23. *322 .27 11*357
3 8.301 *061 .887 89.09
I 9.S18 .035 .922 8.150
5 2.*91 .018 .94 91.269
6 1.882 .*91 *9S9 83.870
7 1.389 O010 .963 9s61s
8 1.302 *D009 .973 I9169
9 1.188 *00.9 982 90739
10 .988 *007 ,989 8So06
II .11 *.006 ,995 18.291
12 .651 .00D 1.000 87.308
EIGENV 12 BY 17
I 2 3 4 5
1 :.138 *278 *.195 *366 *316 ,642
2 -. 171 .288 -. 037 .332 -. 739 -. 029
3 -. 076 .186 -. 079 .153 .257 .219
9 -. 118 *160 *.007 .003 -*152 .111
5 -*I0 .369 -. 102 *926 .367 -587
6 -. n72 .392 .*13 .044 -. 161 .195
7 -. 061 .221 .065 .*105 -*083 .283
8 -. 196 .396 .075 -252 .036 *.101
9 -. 209 *239 .085 .. 383 *-.19 .191
10 -. 143 .338 .166 -. 52n .257 -.IO0
I .780 *01 *:;4S9 .. 159 -*0794 006
12 .93 6 .16 . *228 .95 *.D2
7 8 9 10 11 12
0
1 -. 170 .143 .013 .:929 -*OI4 -*007
2 -. 102 *.15 .127 *I3R -. 092 -. 027
3 .029 -*10 7 .15 . .765 -. 30A .296
9 .221 .180 -. 023 *02 *
7
51I .525
S .187 .096 .. 302 .*25 *
1
I9 -:152
6 .153 -. R91 .269 .*M903 -.*2 .213
7 .510 -. 200 .151 .155 .165 -.686
8 .7943 -. 266 .060 .129 *291 -. 29
9 .090 -305 -. 789 *008 -. 257 .0o9
10 .169 5S37 ,
3
7)1 . B3 -*0q9 .163
II .029 *024 -. 059 *009 .
0
IM .017
12 -. 058 O056 -,OAR .093 3915 *026
TyPE yES TO SAVE SIGNATjgc
'YES
CHOOSE 'ILE 9JySER F0OM 1 2
01
-19UT AME TO SAVE DATA IUDER
SIGATJRE cDRM HAS SEEN SaVED IN UNIT I
COR ,3 12 I I 2 3 9 S 6 7 R 9 10 11 I
NUM(l) * 991
IMPt T SYMBOLS FO9 CLASSES.
>B
TYPE YES TO oRfIT STATISTICS FDO CLASS 8
)ND
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR 9
CNOOSE IMITIAL STAITI CSTC FROM ZRD 0 FILE- 09 QUIT.
ZERD HAS SEEM CHOSE.




CHOOSE FILE UMB9ER FRO9 1 2
'1
INPJT SAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
SIGMATURE PAST HS BEE9 SAVED 7N UNIT I
PAST 'N D 12 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 111 12
UM I) * 491
INPuT Sv4SOLS FOR CLASSES.
,C
TypE YES TOD RINT STATISTICS FDR CLASS C
FACTOR AIALYSIS FOR C
CHOOSE IvITIAL STATISTICS F9ROM 90 O 0 FILE, OR QUIT.
ZERO HAS BEEN CHOSE.
TypE YES TO SAVE SIG6ATURE
,YES
CHOOSE FILE 4U4BER FRD 1 2
INPJr M9AE TO SAVE DATA JNDER
0gHEAT
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SIANATURE INEAT HAS BEEN SAVED ON uNIT I
*HEAT ND * 12 X - 1 2 3 4 5 A 7 A 10 I1 I1
NUniI) * 01I
INPUT SYMBOLS FOR CLASSES,
)D
TypE yES TO PRINT STATISTICS FOR CLASS D
)NO
FACTOR ANA ySIS FORe0
CHOOSE INITIAL ST 15TICS FROI ZERO O FILE- OR QUIT.
ZERO DAS EEN COSEN.
Type yES TO SAVE SIGNATMRE
,YES
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I 2
>t
INPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNODER
51GNATUTR 50 HAS BEEN SAVED ON UNIT I
0y M 12 I I 2 3 q S 6 9 10 IOI I
NUNILI * 4I1
INPUT SYNBOLS FOR CLASSE5.
LEAVE FACTO
THE OPTION FACTOR REQUIRED ,aN643 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
..--......-......... *---*........-........***...****
ENTER .5TEP OPTION OR TYPF A BLANK
OATOE F The DATOEF option is called again to define and extract
the test field from the LARSCI flight line. The test field
OaTOEF OpTION contains the training fields defined previously (see Figure
"'''''•*''•• 6.2 on page 6-3).
sINDATD N F I ELOt ITPFNT, IT
YP












NFIELO I IpFT I ITPNO I A 2ss.O B -I*0 IDOEVC 0
CHANNELS SELECTED* I 2 3 N 5 6 7 N 9 101 12








INPUT I FIELD DATA











FIELD ISTART ISKlP IINC JSTAHT JSKIP JINC
I AOo 1 80 I0 I sO
TYPE yES IF INPUTS ARE 0K
>YES
THE O.TION DATDEF REQUIRED 4*.35
6 
SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
-----* -* -------****-**------*---------****-----------
ENTER ASTEP OPTION iR TiYP A BLsA K
uNITS The UNITS option is called to see the nominal unit num-
bers for the files used by ASTEP.
uNITS OPTIyV
SAvlMUN















THE OTIONv UNITS REQUIREO .0278 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
--*****--------------*------------*-------------------*----
ENTER ASTEP OPTION 0R TYPE A BLANK
)MAILI j The AXLIK option is called to classify the test field
using the signatures of the four training fields previously
N*ILIC OPT nIN saved by the FACTOR option. First the signatures are retrieved
"'"' '**-*-*-- by using the REDSIG suboption.
CHOOSE OaXLIK OPTION FROM
REDSIG PROC55 JI T IMPSIS
'REDSIG
CMOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT,
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INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE I
AND
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST lITM NOMORE.
)CORM
CORN NOD 12 K 2 3 4 S & 7 8 9 10 II 12
'PAST





D 12 K - I 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 10 II 12
NUNI)ll * 41
SDOY
50y No * 12 K * I 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 10 II I2
IUNIII * Nil
'NO ORE
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 ON 2 oq CMoOE 0 TO QUIT.
>0
9 SISNATURES HAVE REEN RETRIEVED
CHOOSE XAKLIK OPTION FROM





I 13.36 167A*3 533,87 54*66
2 163.b261 10057 1568256 520.152
3 16A.ARN A92.905 19.621 133*S6









REDSIG RO3CSS 2JIT I1PSIs
>gUI
TiE OPTION AxLIK FQFUIRED 23.0256 SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
..---.......--- ------------------.------------- *-*.-----
ENTER ASTrEP OPTION 09 TyPE • BLAI The IMAGES option is called to display the results of
I MAGES the maximum likelihood classification of the 12 channel test
field data. The THRESH suboption is called to set the thresh-
I4AGES OPTION old to a large number so that no pixels will be eliminated
............ from the image.
SELECT ImAGES OPTIO0 FR3D
CT NREO
RINT'RE T4HVAL.MINPI..IFIELD
A ISTRAE THRvALa2eJ S
TTH RE
TNRvAL *.
2 3 0 0
0100 'O*3
IMPII * .1
lLD 0.0, .0.*O *O
.00 .0. 00,+ , D0
SEND
TYPE YES IF IvouTS ARE CORRECT*
'YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FR .
STAT s IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
fECEL5 SUASET BORDOE INSIDE IMQUIT The SYMBOL suboption is called to change the image symbolsSYNOL, f
TypE THE ST91RG OF 4 I*AGE SYRMDLS DESIRE3. from A, . C, A to C, P, W, S corresponding to corn, pasture,
(CP55 
wheat and soybeans respectively.CLASS SYMBOL ABCO
I*GE SYMOL CPaS
TYPE yES IF INPUTS ARE C3RRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATJS IMUNIT TMRESH SYMRDL ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BO ODER INSIDE IMGuIT E I T The STATUS suboption is called to display the currentSTA t U
IMUNIT TR4VAL MINPIX IFIELI values of the class symbols, Image symbols, etc.
3 20000.0 1 0 0 T 0 n 00 O 0 0
CLASS CLASS lwAGE NUMBER
NRUER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PI ELS
I A C 45s
2 P 46
3 C A 35A
0 5 o40
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SELECT I RAGES O-TI 04 FROM
STATUS ImuNIT THRESH SYMBOL A1LLCLS
ICHCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE 114QU IT The ALLCLS suboption is called to display the image of
PALLCLS all classes. The BORDER and INSIDE suboptions are called to
show the boundary and interior pixels of each class in the











































SELECT IMAGES OPTIDN FROM
STATUS ImuNIT T.RFSH SYMBOL ALLCLS
EC,4CLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE 1PIQUIT
PBORDER
















626 cSP P P
628 CSP PCP PC





A 0 CSCP PP PCCCC4 CP PPC CPPP cot





















SELECT IMAGES OPTION FRO-
STATUS IMUNIT TNRESH SYMBOL ALLELS
E[CCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMOUIT
OINSIDE
















626 CCCCCCCCCC CCCC PPPPPP PPPPPPPPPPPPP
620 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPP PPPpPPPPPP











652 saSa6m* e eaaAA 5555555SSSSSSSs5555SSSSS
654 aaA466e6a*I aapAAAA SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
656 AA*Ial ea#a### AAx 5555555555555 555555
656 *aAesAA aAmAAAeA A SSSSSSsSSSsSSSSSS
660 66A6IaAA *66 e SSSSSSSSAA 55 5SSOSSSSSS
662 6Aa1eAAAA**AAAla 55555555S5555SS555
666 *I6AAa***AA*Ae*AA SSS5SSSSS5S5SSSSS55
672 AAIAAA4NAA ANAeM S555SSS5SSS55SSSS676z AN*a #*a AA*#a S 5555 555555S555567* I*6U* lA****lA*ae*# 5 5555 555 555555
676 AIAXAA**A4AA hAI6A 5SSSS55555ss5555SSSS
678 IkleSI*######*#### SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5
67* **rAAAAe *MAAlAAAA** 55555555555555555550
660 6lAAI*AAMAAla Ale 55555555555555555S
650 ell###SS##### SSSSSSSSSS$SS
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATS IMJNIT THRESH SYMn
3
L ALLCL5
ECICLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IM6uT1
>ImeUIT
THE O0TION I*AGES QREUIRED 2*592 SECOND5 OF CPU TIME
ENTER ASTEP OpTION 39 TypE A ALANK The FEATSL option is executed to compute the transfor-
AFEaTSL mations necessary to reduce the test field data from 12
channels to a smaller number of channels while still main-
FEATIL OpTIni taining a high degree of data class separation.
CaODSE FILE NUMBER FRO9 I 0R 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO AUIT,
IMPUT YES To 'RINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE I
>NO
LIST NAMES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST aITH ND*ORE*
)CDRN
CORN NoD 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 10 11 Ip
PAS1T N O  I I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MUMIII * 441
SHEAT No - 12 K 2 3 4 S 6 7 6 9 1 0 11 17
Soy No - 12 A = 2 3 5 A 7 a 9 ID it I
NUMII) * 441
>NDMORE
CHOOSE FILE 4JMBER FROM 1 OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
'0
N SIGNATURES HAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
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CHOOSE FEATURE SELECTION OpTION FROM
SU5rS REPLCE QUIT The REPLCE suboption is used to determine the best four
CANON of the original telve channels which will result in a minimum
loss of class separation in the data. The separability-to-
lIMFCat |ICHawSq*KDolToLAIAI.J)IFLI be-gained map is displayed. The data transformation matrix
o SINFEAT O14-4 a
NUMEIR 0F COANNELS SELECTED IILL S q4 (BMATX2) Is computed and saved on unit 2. The signatures of
T YES IF F INPUTS at on the training fields are transformed with BMATX2 and saved onAYES
TypE yrE TO INPuT INTERCLASS eaIGnTS unit 2 as SIGI, SIG2, 51G3, and S1G4.
>NO
C SAA[NEL ELCT D S AVERASEL DIyVEGENCE 1*8.99 RATIO. *35I0
CHANNEL SELECTED-I2 AVEaGSE DIVERGENCE* Ia.*34 RATIO. *S.810
CHANEL SELECTEOD I AVEwAGE DIvEaEENCE 26O.465 RATIO* .l626
C4A aM1L SELECTED* 9 AVEtAGE OletI NCa3CE iO*.3 RATIO *.7188
mA.. .20.6q avER. OtVease 29G*363 RATI0 e .701)
TypE YES TO 01SPLAT INTERCLASS DIVERGENCES
aTE,
CLaSS MXIIMUM COMPUTED RATIO
1 2 162.4 812 .*003
1 3 3S64. 246. .6962
I 61.0 00, *717
2 182* 901O, *7600
2 q SOO0* 360, .7010
5 4 272.2 171.1 *6307
TypE YES TO IISPLAY SEPAQABILITY TO BE G IED MAP
$INPUT 4AKX. ILABLX. ILABLY, ICODO
> slNPUT ILAaBLYB HY-44*5eILLXLO.In
X AX I  S
MAXa * 103 ICO E I
X*AXIS











....... ...... . . .....
T55 IS 90 36 Sao0  7s 80 loll0
TYPE YES TO ISPLaY rRANSFOMEO CtVARIANES ND LMEAN VrCTORS





9.3306 3*299 S.S79 6.733
.3.249 20.368 
-2.802 *-4.3721.179 -2*802 6.8649 .289
6,733 *.372 94.289 7.173
TRANSFORNED MEAN VECToR
7.996 78.981 8,778 61.277
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM 1 2
82
INPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
S16ATURE SIGI HAS eEEN SAVED ON UNIT 2
SGI ND * 4 K - I 2 3 9
CLASS * 2
TRANSFOtwED COVARIA4CE
1.714 -2.313 *273 '821
.2.313 11.949 .. 964 -2*222
.273 .0964 1.709 0377
.821 -2.222 .377 1*917
TRANSFORMEn E AN VECTOD
69.990 112*60 79.619 56b*846
CHOOSE FILE MJMBER FRN I 2
'2
INPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
SIG'ATUJE SIG2 MAS BEEN SVEtO N UNI
T 
2




119.7 5 63.251 15.963 77*326
63.251 47*283 9.371 93*062
15,963 9.370 5.815 9*783
77.326 93.062 9.783 62.036
TRA 9FJ9MED 9EA4 VECTOR
I11.968 715002 RO.760 96*023
CHOOSE FILE 4JNER FRO I 2
,2
INPUT 4MNE TO SAVE 3DATA UNDER
,SIG3
51GNATU1 IG3 :AS BEEN SAVED 14 lINI
T 
2
2SI3 ND 9 I 2 3 4
CLASS * 9
TRA7F59 4EDO CDOVARIAcE
5.565 2*74 1  1.197 3*7282,19 9.117 .927 1*903
.,97 *927 2.197 .952
3.728 1.903 .952 9292
TRANSF 38ED ,4N VECTOR
89,12D 79.283 .8.914 73*732
CHOOSE FILE VJ48ER F909 1 2
'2
IMPUT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNDER
>5I9
SIGNATU( SIGN HAS BEEN SAVED N UNIT 2
SIG6 ND 0 ' - 2 3 4
9U7923 I 9
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY FEATURE SPACE 987TIX
>YES
FEATURQ SPACE 7TRASFOR9ATIoN 8ATRIX
q0 * 1
3 *0 . 000 *00DD 000 *000
.D03 1, 000 .000 ,  .000
.00 00 
.0 0 .00 *0 000 03.03 .000 .030 .DD 0 .000 .O00
1.30 !000 UO D *000 *000 .000
*0DD .000 0.00 
.000 .D00 .000.0 D .230 3000 .Do .000 .; 0
TyPE YES TO SAVE 8I-*TRIX UN SI IATURE FILE
>YES5




NAE TO SAVE ATA JNDER
SIGNATURE 8MAtX2 4AS 8EEN SAVED ON UNIT 2
8MATA2 3D 12 K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
NUA(II . 9
TYPE TES TO CDNTINUE THE 4ITHOUT RE'LACEMENT PROCEDURE
NO0
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CHOnSE FEITURE SELECTION OPTION FROM
SUsp REPLCE QuIT The SUBSP suboption is used to determine the best four
PCROO linear combinations of the original twelve channels which
will result in a minimum loss of class separation in the data.
The separability-to-be-gained map is displayed. The data
IIartAT ICNAM*M.X.KDIM.TOL.AII.J)°IiFLI transformation matrix (BMATXl) is computed and saved on unit
> sINFEAT KDIM*4*
SLtLCtD DIMESiON QOuALS 4 2. The signatures of the training fields are transformed with
TYPE YES iF INPuTS at Oe BMATXI and saved on unit 2 as TSIGI. TSIG2, TSIG3, and TSIG4.
INITIALIZE THE *-MATRIx BY SELEcTIN G 04i OF THE FOLLOaIeG opVflON
CHANAL  VECToN DEFALT R1STqT
>D[FALT
TypE YES TO INPUT INTERCLASS wIewTS
)MO
MaX.- 4 20.64D AVER. DIVERG 410*219 RATin .y97%
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY INTERCLASS DIVERGENCES
'YES
CLASS MAxlMUM COMPUT ED MRATI
I 2 162*4 ISI,5 .9327
3 3Sq.S 3q40,9 9610
I 4 52.0 q8.1i 9245
2 3 11i 28s 1172,2 *9911
2 4 500*D 493.8 *987
3 4 272.2 2sq4. .9340
TypE yES TO DISPLAY SEpARABILITy TO BE GAINED MAp
PTES
SINPUT qAIMX ILABLX. ILABLY. ICODE
S I NPUT ILAILY Vt -AxSI LAILXIbIx-A AIS
MAXi . Ij00 ICODE . I
X-AXIS
VY-AXIS












.. .* 1 ...... . .. a . . a a . . A
O 15 290 35 0  72s a 110 IiS
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY T*a4SroRaqO cOvAIACS AND MEAN vCTORS
enS,





21.813 7.096 .17.%37 .ll*I 437
D96 51.32 I.3'I 2*600
.1
7
.N37 1.39 1 3-IA8 3D *'?
.11.843 26D00 30.732 30.389
TRANSFORNED MEAN VE[TOR
00.759 59*.sq 73.908 131*095
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FRlM 1 2
,2
INPUT NAqE TO SAVE DATA UNDER
,TSIGI
5IGNATURE TSIGI AA5 SEEN SAVED ON UNIT 2
TSIaI ND  9 K * I 2 3 9
NUN II 1 4
CLASS
TRANSFOR ED COVARIANCE
70.813 17.867 .39.0N -29.603
17.867 5.77 4 9009 7.111l
.39.N04 -9.009 25.552 II*0
-29.603 -7.111 8.I10O 1*367
TRANSFO NED NEAN VECTOR
121.350 67.SS 9.875 99.532
CHODSE FILE MJNBER FROM 1 2
2
INPUT VANE TO SAVE DATA UNDER
>TSIGI
251IGNATuRE OS2 HAS BEEN SAVED ON UNIT 2




.951 97*141 99.996 57.D27
97.Nl IlIl.813 115.972 70o 791
99.896 115972 141INI 0 76*669
57.327 70.791 76.669 56*379
TRANSFDMED MEAN VECTOR
87.753 A.063 135.112 150.082
CHDOSE rILE URBER FROM I 2
>2
INPJT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNOER
>TSIG
3




11.909 6*053 .713 -1"010
6.00D 5.N27 3.925 I.S7S
.713 3.925 10.373 
1 9 7
S
-1.01 1.57 5.975 5132
TRANSFrD9ED MEAN VECTOR
95.206 6A.762 96.012 145*036
CNODSE FILE VUMNER FROM I 2
>2
INPJT NAME TO SAVE DATA UNODF
>TSIG
SIGNATURE TSI1 HAS SEEN SAVED D- UNIT 2
TSIGN ND * N . * I 2 3 4
HUNIlI * N
TYPE YES TO DISPLAY FEATUqE SPACE ,ATRI
>YES
FEATURE SPACE TRANSFORMATION mATRIx
o.139 .095 -*391 *276 *176 -. 196
-. 422 .192 *45S ,167 .;37 .52
D934 2
,.3 .9 -. *19 *407 100
,216 ,585 .291 *,272 .191 .171
qDA * D
.0 7 .004 - 002 -*021 .036 *202




.979 *276 .053 .285 *206 .657
.083 .153 D*01 .,099 .166 -. 259
TyPE yES TD SAvE S.MBTRI, 39 SIsNATUNE FILE
>YES
CHOOSE FILE NjBER F 90 I 2
,2
INPJT NA E TO SAVE DATA UNDER
SIGNATJRE 8T aMAt 4S BEEN SAVED TN UNIT 2
8MATI M3 12 K I 3 4 D 6 7 8 9 10 11 IF
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THE OPTION FEATSL REQUIRED SI*62S SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION OR TYPE A bLaNK The TRNSFM option is used to transform the unpacked
PTRtSM M twelve channel data using the transformnation matrix BMATX2,
generated by the REPLCE suboption of FEATSL. The transformed
TRNSF" OPTION data are written on unit 20.
.............










TYPE YES If INpuTS ARE CORRECT.
CHOOSE[ ILE HUMBER FROn I OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
.2
IMPUT YEs TO PRINT SIGNATuREs RETRIEVE FROM FILE 2
>YES
LIST HA4ES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST AITM NOORE.
>BMATx2
BMATX2 N 12 K 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 e 10 II 12
MUMilI
yEAN I BY 12
ALL ZEROES.
COVaAT 12 SY 12
2 3 4 A
1 .000 .000 1.000 *0-o .000 0DO0
2 .000 *000 .000 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 *000 .000 *000 .000 .0004 .000 .000 .0DD *000 *OO *000
5 .000 D000 *DDD .000 .000 .000
A *000 *000 .000 *000 D000 .000
7 .000 *300 .000 *000 *000 *000
8 1.000D DO0 .*00 *000 .000 .000
9 *000 *000 .000 1I000 .000 .000
10 .000 *000 .00n *000 .000 .000
II .000 *000 .0on .000 *000 *000
12 .000 1.000 .000 *000 *000 .000
7 N 9 10 II 12
I .000 *000 .000 *Oo .OnO :000
2 000 *000 .000 *000 .000 *000
3 o000 *DO0 .0UD *000 .000 .000
H 000 .000 .030 .000 *000 .000
S .000 0D0 .030 *000 
.000
6 .0nO *000 .000 .000 .000 .000
7 .300 *DO0 .000 *000 .000 *000
8 *000 000 .00D0 *000 .000 000
.*000 *000 .000 .000 *OoO .000
10 *000 :0 D .000 *000 *000 *000
11 *000 *000 .Dan *000 000 *DD
12 *000 .030 .0on .000 .000 .000
'NONORE
CHOOSE FILE RUMSER FROM I ON 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
>0
I SIG4NTURES NAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
ORITE 77l8 aODS ON UNIT 20
SRITE 27m8 aDSDS ON UNIT 20
aITE 1148 O0RDS ON UNIT 20
THE OPTIO TRNSFM REQUIRED S.2148 SECONDS Of CPU TINm*
....................--................ 
---.............* ....
ENTER ASTEp ODPTION OR TypE I BLANK The UNITS option is executed to cycle the Image unit
uN ITs nuer. The image generated by MAXLIK for the twelve channel
















IMaI I *D01 * 0
lSl * *I
$[N0
C S4095 OPTION 10O
CYCLE CHANC QUIT The CYCLE suboption cycles the unit number on which the
XCOCLE next image generated will be saved to the next available image
INUNIT
IIZuMT . *l* unit nunber. In this case, unit 12.
DATUNT **20






THE OPTION jlITS REQUIRED .06p6 SECONDS OF CPU TIMt.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION Oe TyP E A BLANK The MAXLIK option is called to classify the data trans-
AN L I formed by BMATX2. The transformed signatures SIGI, SIG2, SIG3,
and SIG4 are retrieved by the REDSIG suboption. The resulting
*,xLlth 0PTI9 n image data is written on IMGUNT (i.e., unit 12).
CHOOSE MAXs] L OPTION DRO
E'0l S SoCs g IT In5IS
REDSIG
Co00sE FILE NUMBER FROM I 0R 2 OR CHOxSF O TO QUIT.
02
INPUT yES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED Froe FILE 2
rYES
LIsT 4YIES FOD SIG51ATuRE5 END LIST AITH NONODRE
SIGI
51G1 '13 4 K I 2 3 4
NUNC1I) 4
MEAN I By N
1 75.946 28.4nI 8N.774 61.277
COvriT 4 gy 4
1 2 3 N
I 9.3n6 
-32499 65579 6.733
2 03.249 20.368 .2.8 0 *N.372
3 5.579 -2.302 6.6, 4.e289
N 6.733 .*372 N.289 7*173
>SIGZ




I 69,4 0 112.60S 74,619 55S q46
COVAT 4 By q
. 2 3 N
1 1*73N -2.313 .273 *A21
o -2.323 51.099 .,Naq -2*222
3 .273 -.*46 1.709 *377
S 021 -2222 .377 1.917
>SI63
SIG3 VD 4 1 , I 2 3 4MU:II * N
MEAN I ByT 4
I 2 3 N
I 111.968 76.002 80.76 0  96*023
COVMAT 4 BY 4
1 2 3 4
I 109,74 5  63*251 5I463 77*3262 63.251 47.280 9,378 3*.062
3 Ie.63 9*378 I.8j 9.7s
4 77.326 3.062 9.713 61*06
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'SI SN111 N
1|iN No * 4 K - | 2 3 4
MEAN I BY N
COYNAT 4 BY 4
3 5.165 2.741 1.197 s-ts
2 2,7 1 9.117 .*27 1.
9
03
3 1.197 *427 2.47? j52
4 3.728 1*903 .952 4.292
NO401
CHOOSE FILE NUMBER FROM I DO 2 ON CHOOSE 0 TO OUI,.
)>
N SIGNATURES NAVE BEEN RETRIEVED
CHOOSE MAILI OPTION FROM
REOSIG PROCSS QUIT INPSIG
'PROCSS
IC DIS 4 BY q
1 2 2 4
I 7.168 751089 389.626 37*319
2 92.404 51.37 1349.777 336*359
3 96.243 38A.863 10.317 74*47 0






CHOOSE Ma&XLI OPTION FnON
REDSIs PROCSS QUIT 14P1St
'UIT
THE OPTION MAXLIF REQUIRED 51796 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
............* ...........................................
ENTER ASTEP OPTION 0l TYPE A BLANR The IMAGES option iis used to display the results of the
41G1s maximunm likelihood classification of the best four channels of
data. Again the INSIDE and BORDER suboptions of the IMAGES




STATUS IMUtT7 THRESH SYNBOL ALLCLS
ECNCLS SUBSET S3ODER INSIDE IMQUIT
PTHNESN
SINTIRE THRVALNINPI1IFIELD
I SINTHRE THRVAL.uOD. s
SINTHRE
TNHVAL *2000000OE*0o
IFIELD * 0. .0. *O. 0,I
0.i *O, *De *De
*0t
BEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
SELECT IAGES OPTION FRDM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLe
ECNCLS SUSSET BORDOER ISIDE IOUIT
>SY40BL.
TYPE THE STRING OF q INAGE SYMO4LS DESIED*
CLISS SYMBOL ABCD
IMAGE SYNBOL CPA5
TYPE ES IF INPUTS ARE CDR9ECT.
'YES
SELECT IMAGES OpTIDo FRDO
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH Sy0BO
L  ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE ImNUIT
>STATUS
tIU41T THRVLL HINPIx IFIELD
Ii 20DO.O 1 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NMIER
NUMNER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIiELS
I A C 46s
3 C 3
4 0 S 402
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SELECT I4A6ZS OPTIOM FRO%
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE Illoull
A L I. C L S










































SELECT IMA6[S OPT104 FRO"
STATUS ImuNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
EC4CLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INGUtT
tNSIDF




















634 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ppPoPpPFPpPPPppp P
636 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC P pppppppppp pp
638 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC pppppppppp C
4.40 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC pppppppppp C





















SELECT IMAtS OPTIO FROM
STATUS INUNIT THESM SYMOoL ALLCLS
ICCLS SIuSS[T ORNDER INIID1 ISUIT



















634 CP p PCP
636 CP ppPCPCPP
638 CSCP PPCCPPC CC
640 CP PCCCCPC CaC
642 CSCP PPPPNSSCC CIS5
6'' CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCPPPP.opCCCCCCPPPCCC














SELECT IMAGES OPTIoN FROs
STATUS IUNIJT TmRESN SYMBOL ALLCLS
EC'CLS SUSET OORDER INSIQE ISUIT
>15021
THE OpTION I4AGES REQUIRED 2.6326 SECONDS OF CPU TIME.
---.--- . .-- -- ------- *. -- .......-**- ...- -.. ..... ..
ENTER asTEp OPTION OR 
T
ypE A BLaiN In order to compare the images generated by MAXLIK for
'UNITS the twelve and four channel data, it is required to use the
DIFIMG option. However, it is first necessary to cycle the










I ISFl * 10
121502 * *II
081 2 .8OBSI a8
BENS
CH03SE 10104O R OM
COCLE C4 r U0 T The CYCLE suboption Is called to cycle the unit number
CycLE on which the next image generated will be saved to the next
INUGT N 9 available image unit number. In this case. unit 9.
o'jT 20
15AJ1 * +10IS1SF *7
INISFI * *O13I5F2 * ell
1401 * .3
0651 .12
THE OPTION U4ITS RE[UIREDO 0796 SECONOS OF CPU TIME*
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The OIFIM option ins called to generate an image of the
TE PTI TYPE difference between the images on units 3 and 12. A compari-
DIFIRG OPTION son of the previous Images indicates that subset A in the
.. *......*... first image is the same as subset A in the second image
etc. This information is Input to DIFIMG through the equiva-




CLASS SyNBOL SIZE It is noted that 27 pixels are different between the
2 S 2 Ilmages and 1654 pixels are the same.
O C I6NA
CLA S ARE THOSE PIxELS OF IMAGE I THAT ARE NOT IN THE INPUT ENUIvALENCE LIST
CLASS B ARE TO5SE PIXELS OF INAGE I DIFFERENT FROM IRMAE 2
CLASS C ARE TH5SE PIXELS THE BARE IN IMAGES I AND 2
THE OpTION DIFIl G REQUIRED ,5270 SECONDS OF CPU TIRE.
....................................................** ..
The IMAGES option Is called to display the results of
ErASGES the DIFIMG option. The SYMBOL option is used to define the
image symbols such that only pixels different between the
IMAGES OPTION images are displayed.
..............
SELEcT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IUNIT THRESM SYMB
O
L ALLCLS
EC4CLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMUlT
;THRESH
BINTNR( THRVAL.NINpiaIFIELD




IFIELD * +0, .0, nO.
*O , .0, *0, *D
no, .0
SEND
TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CDORRECT
'YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FRO
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMSOL ALLCLS
EC4CLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INUIT
1SYNSOL





TYPE ES IF IINPUTS ARE CORRECT*
'YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH 5YMR3L ALLCLS
ECHCLS SUBSET BONDER INSIDE IM UIT
,STATUS
IRUNIT TMRNAL MIMPIx IFIELO
9 1 0 I1 3 0 D 000n o0
CLASS CLASS lAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIXELS
I A 1 3
2 aB 27
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FRDN
STATUS IHMNIT THRESH SYMB3L ALLCLS




IMAGE FOR FIELD I






















46D DD DD 0
642 D 


















SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYNG
0
L ALLCLS
EC4CLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
THE OPTION IMAGES RPQUIRED *000 SEcONDS OF CPU TIME.
----.-- ~--- ....---------..-.....------------- 
-*-.....
ENTER ASTEp OpTION 0D TypE A SLIYX The TRNSFM option is called to transform the twelve
ITRMrs Tchannel test field data using the transformation matrix
BMATX1, generated by the SUBSP suboption of FEATSL. The
TMNSFLI OPT 134 transformed data are written on unit 20.
CHOOSE rOM SCALE OR TRANS.
-TRANS
SIwMTnS OATUNT,NEIOATab








TYPE YES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT.
PYES
CMOOSE FILE MUMBER FROM 1 0 2 3 CHOOSE 0 TO Q U IT.12
INpUT yES TO PRINT SIGNATURES RETRIEVED FROM FILE 2
IYES
LIST NA ES FOR SIGNATURES. END LIST *ITM NOMORE.
BMATXI NOD 12 K I 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 IO II 12
NUM(I * 4
MEAN I BY 12
ALL ZEROES.
COVMAT 12 BY 12S 2 3 4 6
I .. 139 -. 358 .007 *
4
79 .000 .0002 .09 *-.19 .0014 .276 .OO0 *000
3 -. 391 
-.*17 
-. 002 *053 .000 .000
4 .276 -. 19 **.026 .215 .000 .000
6-40
1 .276 *07 .036 .20 .000 .000
& .196 .*00 .202 .667 .000 .00
7 .N422 *216 .074 .063 .000 .000
8 42 .SS .OD *S13 *000 00
9 .l41 *21 .119 .241 *000 *000
£0 .167 -*272 q46O .*094 .000 *00
II ,437 *.42 *,27 -.266 *000 .000
£2 .122 .171 *.36a *29 .000 000
7 10 2II 2
I *000 *000 .000 *000 .000 *003
2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000 *002 *000 *00
4 *000 *000 .000 *000 *.000 *000S .000 *000 .000 *000 .000 *000
6 *000 *000 .000 *000 *000 *000
7 *000 .000 .000 *000 *000 .000
6 *.00 .000 .000 *000 *000 .000
9 *000 .000 *000 .000 .000
1 0 *000 .000 .000 *000 .000 .000
II .000 .*000 000 *000 * 000
12 .000 *000 .000 00 . 0 *000
)o404DRE
CEOOSE IL UMER OM 90 09 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT.
'0
I SINATURES 6AVE SEEN RETRIEVED
6RIT[ 27300 IOOS N0 UNIT 20
aRIT 276 290RDS ON UNIT 20
aqTLE 11I4 2eRDS ON UNIT 20
TNE OPTION TRNSFM RE UIRED 3.0966 SECONDS OF CPU TIME*
---------- *-~----~~-----*---'-*.*--.---*.....
ENTE4 ASTEP OPTION D4 TYPE * BLANK The UNITS option is called to change the image unit
UrNITS numbers. At this point the image of the MAXLIK classifica-
tion of the twelve channel data is on unit 3, the image of
UNITS O PTI0 Y the four channel classification is on unit 12, and the
difference between the images is on unit 9.
S3 * 12, 9 The DIFIMG option assumes that the two images to be
differenced are on units IMG1 and IMG2. The output of DIFIMG








I M Sr, I
I 61 4 
INs462 * 12
SEND
CHOOSE OPTIOA FROM The CHANGE suboption is called to reset the next avail-
CYCLE CHA4GE QUIT
)CNAg6I able image unit number to 12.







ISIEF I  . I




I0 G2 * +12
DaSI - *a
SEND
TPpE yES IF INPUTS 3K
TIH O.TI3N J4YTS REQJIRED *1803 SECONOS OF CPU TIME.
.... - ........................--- .- .. .* -.......... . . *...
The MAXLIK option is called to classify the data trans-
1 AT OPTION T N formed by BMATXI. The transformed signatures TSIGI, TSIG2,
TSIG3, and TSIG4 are retrieved by the REDSIG suboption. The
MNaLiC OPTION resulting image is written on IMGUNT (i.e., unit 12).
CHOOS MNAxLIK OPTION FRO
REDSI PROCSS QuIT INPSIG
>REDSIG
CHOOSE FILE NJMBER FROM 1 OR 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO QUIT
>2
INPUT YES TO PRINT SIGNATURE S RETRIEVED FROM FILE 2
LIS
T 




TSII D 4 K I 1 2 3 4
MUNII) - q
I 60.759 A9.q54 73.908 13*306
COVMAT 4 SY 4
2 3 4
I 21.813 7.096 .17*437 -11
*
. 43
2 7.096 $1382 1.391 2.600
3 .17.q37 1.391 36.169 3o073
9 -le.643 2.600 30.732 30*319
TI50 2 D 0 * I I 1 3
9U33ll * N
EANi I I N
2 3 N
I 121.350 67*.14 94.871 99.532
CODMAT 4 by 4
S 2 3
3 70.813 17*867 .39.404 .29*603
2 17.867 56.77 -9.009 *7. I 1
3 .39.404 *9.009 26.6152 1*104
4 .29.603 .-7111 13.104 19.367
>TSIG3
TSIG3 903 K - 3 2 3 4
U93lll . 9
NEAN I BY 9
3 2 3 9
S 87.750 88.*043 13S.112 1S000,
CDVMAT 9 BY N
2 3
S 89,9sq 970141 99.096 S7.027
2 97.141 113. 13 115.972 700.7
3 99.596 IIS.972 11.880 76.4669
9 57.3027 70.791 76.669 S6*379
>TSIG9
TSG 9 D - 4 K - 3 2 3 4
NUN(J) a N
mEAN I BY 9
I 2 3 9
I 8S.206 68.762 96.012 1.*036
COV4AT 9 BY 9
1 2 3 4
I 11*909 6.OSO .713 I1I01A
2 6*050 .5*427 3.925 1*575
3 .713 3.925 10.373 S*97S
9 -1.018 1.575 5.975 5*132
CHOOSE FILE NUqE[R FROM 1 Oq 2 OR CHOOSE 0 TO 0UIT.
'3
4 53G6T9URES NAVE SEEN RT73EV80
CNOOSE 4AXLI OPTION FROM




4 564.98 474.692 373.670 1.S39
CLASS SYNOL SIZE
3 C 310
CHOOSE 944XLl OPTID FRO
REDSIG PROCSS Al ? INpSIG
TNE OPTlON MAXLIK REQUIRED 4.9290 SECONDS OF Cpu TIME.*
"*...................*..................................
ENTER ASTEP OPTION Rt TYPE A SLANK
6-42
)IRMAS(G The IMAGES option is then called to display the results
IIMAGES OPTION of the maximum likelihood classification f the best four
............ " linear combinations of the original twelve channels. Again
the INSIDE and BORDER suboptions of the IMAGE option are
executed.
SELECT iqAGES OpTIOn FRoM
TAITUS IMUNIT THRESH YMOgDL ALLCLS
CCLIS SusSET toIDER INSIDE IMQuil
ASITWRE TRNVAL,~IPIIaFIELD
I sINTHRE TMNRAL*O2OO, a
TIRVAL *.300000tDOO *o
AINPh * *I
IFI[LD a *, *0, *.0 *O,
.0O *0, *O *O
SEND
TypE yES IF INPUTS ARE CODRECT
Inrl
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IRUNIT THRESH SYMB
0
L ALLCLS
ECNCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMUIT
>5 YMBOL'




TYPE yES IF INPUTS ARE CORRECT*
-YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMB
0
L ALLCLS
ECHCLS SuSSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
'STATUS
INU4IT THRVAL MINPIl IFIELD
12 20O0.0 I 0 D 0 0 O 0 0 0
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBDL SYMBOL OF PIAELS
I A C O53
2 a P 465
3 C 350S
N 0 5 413
SELECT IMAGES OPTIDN FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECICLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IBmUIT
)ALLCLS





























AIO RRRRAMNA N N ANae A AS S SSSSS RSSS 5ins n55 SSSSS652 aAeR RNR aRARNRaNSSSnSS55SSSSSSSSSSSSSSs
664 aRiRoRIRaaRaRORaNSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
66 RaRaRRR ORaR ARI/IaBaSSS5sSSsISSSSSSSSSS
ID RBRRRas ARCaReweaNaCsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
660 IRNR RNRRRR#aNBRoa## SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
662 RiIRRRRRRANRBR 5I0SSSSiSSSSS55555SSSSSS
66l RIIIRaBIR IAR# RRa#RSSSSSSSSSSSSRSSSSSSS
666 IR#RaRaRaRRllakIR#NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS







SELECT IMAGES OpTION FROM
STATJS IMUNIT THRESH SyMBOL ALLCLS
EC4CLI SUBSET ORDEI INSIDE IIulR
$INSIDE
6-43
IMAGE FPe ALL CLASSES FOR FIELD I SIT ONLY INSIDE PIXELS PRINTED
I Ill22z23333394 A55 LSSS66666777778A8889
60D246OA802480246OA268024oIA246OOIaBn26













626 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPP PPPPPPPPPPP
620 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPP ppPpppPPppp
630 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPPPP PPPPPPPPPPPP632 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPAPPPPPPPPPPPPP
636 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC PPPOPPPPPPPPPp Pp





6A S SIXa11aasieJ1, II5555555SSSSS 55555555
612 SaSSaSaaaeaSaSASA 555555555555s555555
654 assakRRnessia s 55555 5555555555555555656 IeSSAAamASaSSAI A SSSSSSSSS SSSSSS S 5S
65 SaAaaaASACA ASS A SSSS555SSSSSS555S
660 rAASIS ArSAAAA SSSSSSS555SSS555555
662 aak58 I AAA*l I a 55555X5S I555555SSSSSSSS
66a ara*#r#SSaSaAS 55555555555555S5555
66 SSSlaASAlA#SaSS5S 8  5555SIISS5SS555
A SS66 Sae***SasasaeS 555555555555555555555
670 SAAAaSSSSS#SA SI5SS55555ISSSSSSSSS
A67. #AAWWlAllSAlAl a S55555555555 1555555A72 SSSSASASSAWAASSA 5  ISSIIISXOISSSSNNISISS674 *################ SSSSSSS555SSS5SS5SsSS
67A0 eASSAAAW SASSAA1 5SSS51SS555555555555
SELECT IMAGES OPTIDN FROM
STATUS IMUNIT THRES4 SYMnOL ALLCLSEC4CLS SUISET BORDER INSIDE IMJUIT
>BORDER














626 CS' p p
62A CSP PCP PC
630 CSP P PC
632 CSCP PC
63 C PCP
636 CP , PCCP















SELECT t1AGES 0TI34 FR14
STATUS I uNIT TrAES SYD
0
L ALLCL
SECNCS SUBSET BORDER INSDER SIDE 18MUII The ECHCLS suboption is executed to display each class
A[ICCL S separately.
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IMAGE FOR FIELD I















626 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC c C
630 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C
432 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C C
634 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C
634 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC cc
438 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C C CCCC
640 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC cc cc c
442 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCC



















IMAGE FnQ FIELD I
FOR CLASS P ONLY
itilIZ2222333334444455SS56666671777986889
02460024680246eo2469o246$o296BO2*69G24680


















llp pop pppp 1-1-Plp:::ppp::Ppppp
638 pp::::Ipp:,Ppp p



















InSt PR FIELD I


























660 8*86##86 h #peega e a






IMAGE rOR FIELD I





























660 555 S5SSS5Ss555 555
662 SS:5551551 85g55.g55,664 SSSSSSSSSSS ggSSSgS






SELECT IMAGE$ OPTI3' FROM1
so a IIu / S IH y The SUBSET suboption is executed to display the W and PCCuSET SuBSET 8o08 Maui 8n
NPUT suAAC FO bsets as X. All other subsets appear as blanks.
T
4E Iag SYMBOLS IP














42* IlIIIBIIIIIIIIIIXIII0640 BIlllllXRAllllllllI610 lllllllllllllllAlXuI I












6*6 1II l xINXAxIXI0guXl
650 ANEEOOXXXOO XxX
qs2 IXXXI XXI




664 XEIAIEXXXXXXIAXEIXX  : I IX  I XX   XX X :iIX






SELECT IAltS OP T ID FROM
LSTATUS IUNIT DRESR SYMIOL ALLCLSEATCLS IUNIST t60RE IYSIDY IULLCL Next the SUBSET suboption is executed to display the C
lSUBSET and S subsets as 0. All other subsets appear as blanks.IpUT CA*lRAcTE FOR *RINT AND IMAGE SY4BOLS FOR CLASSEs IN SUBSET.
oCS




















62 000000003033000000 0 0
630 000 00030200000000 0
632 OOODO0UOOOD0ODOOO 0
634 030000000000300000 0 0
636 000000000000000000 00
62 0000000030000o 00 00 0008 0000300003000000000 0 00000O
646 00000030000300000 0000 000 0
464 00200 00 000 0000 002000000






66  OOO 2OO 2   









SELICT MA6ES OPTIoN reFO
STATUS INUNIT TEES SYMOL ALLCLS
ECNCL5 SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INSUI
>IMOUIT
THE OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED 73306 SECONDS OF CPU TImE,
ENTER ASTEP OPTION DR TYPE A BLANK
UNl TS The UNITS option is called to change the unit numbers.
UNIt5 OPTION













CYCLt CNAN E aJIT The CHANGE suboption Is called to reset the next avail-
)cNANE able image unit number to 9.
INUNIT INGJNTDBTUrNTOBSUNTISIGFl1SIGrzIeISFIllISF2.IMBI.IRAOBBI













TTPE YES IF INOUTS 3
YES
TaE 3TION UNITS NENUIREO *090 SEcONDS OF CPU TIME*.
ENTER ASTEP OPTION 0R TYPE A BLANK The DIFIMG option is called to generate an image of the
'0r 11 difference between the images on units 3 and 12. The generated
image will be placed on unit 9. A comparison of the images to
17IN9G OPTIOY be differenced indicates the appropriate equivalence lists to






CLASS SYSOL O SI It is noted that 14 pixels are different between the
2 A I images and 1667 pixels are the same.
3 C 1667
CLASS A ARE THOSE PIxELS OF INAGE I THAT ARE NOT IN TH INPUT EGUIvALENCE LIST
CLASS 8 ARE THOSE PIIELS OF IMAGE I DIFFERENT FROM IRAGE 2
CLASS C ARE ToDSE PIrELS THE SANE IN IAGES I AND 2
THE OPTION DIFImG REQUIRED *5s48 SECONDS OF CpU TIME.
--------------------------------------------------------
ENTER ASTEP OPTION ON TYPE A BLNC The IMAGES option is called to display the results of
IMABrESm the DIFIMG option. The SYMBOL suboption is used to define
image symbols such that only pixels different between the
INAGES OPTION images are displayed.
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FRDM
STATUS IMUNIT THRESM SYMBOL ALLCLS





IIELD * 0, *O, .0, +0,
O *, *0. A060-, .0
6-48
BEND
TYpE YES IF IMPuTS ARE CORRECT.
>YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTIDO FROM
STATJS IMUNIT THRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET mDODEr INSIDE INUI
T
5sYMBOL




TypE yES IF INufTS ARE CORRECT.
-YES
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROm
STATUS IU UIT TRESH SYMBOL ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMQUIT
,STATUS
IMUNIT TMVAL 4MIPIA IFIELD
9 0 I 0 0 D 0 a 0
CLASS CLASS IMAGE NUMBER
NUMBER SYMBOL SYMBOL OF PIAELS
A I 0
2 B 0 1
3 C 1667
SELECT IMAGES OPTION FROM
STATUS IMJNIT TMRES5 SYM:9O ALLCLS
ECMCLS SUBSET BORDER INSIDE INqUI
1
)ALLCLS









































SELECT IMAGES OPTION FRO.
STATJ5 IUNIT THRESM SYMBOL ALLCL5
ECMCL5 SUBSET BORDER INSIDE IMBUIf
IM UIT
TUE OPTION IMAGES REQUIRED *9090 SECONDS OF CPU TIME,
-----------------------..........-...........---.....--.....--
ENTER TE OTI TThe QUIT option returns control to the operatingENTER ASTp OPTION OR TYPE A 5 Itm0 g system. The input @FIN terminates the input stream begun
by the @RUN input.
AuIT D'TINY
F At the termination of an execution, the total CPU tim
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